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1.

PROJECT PLANNING
A. Background and Purpose

The Spring Lake area of the Town of Ulster is recognized as an area historically
known for issues with substandard sewage disposal systems. These issues have plagued
the area with sanitary problems. Previously, the Town created and built the Spring Lake
Sewer District Phase 1 Sanitary Sewer Extension to help alleviate some of these issues.
Similar to the Phase 1 area, significant individual sewage disposal system conditions exist
in the adjoining area which the Town of Ulster intends to sewer. The proposed project
area will be known as the Spring Lake Sewer District Phase 2 Sanitary Sewer Extension.
Sewage disposal system conditions and soil quality in the Phase 2 subject area have
been determined to be poor based upon interviews performed with residents as well as
knowledge of soil, groundwater and bedrock conditions in the area. In addition, the
individual sewage disposal systems are known to be substandard as they are pre-code,
and due to the age of their associated housing stock they are beyond their serviceable
life. Exhibit 1 includes a General Location Map and Orthographic Image Map of the
Proposed Service Area.
The central portion of the Spring Lake Area contains Spring Lake which was once
a recreational water body used for recreational activities including swimming. The densely
populated nature of the area consisting of small lots with individual sewage disposal
systems that constitute the majority of the Spring Lake watershed most likely has
contributed to environmental and water quality issues for several decades. Spring Lake’s
degradation over time, including eutrophication, has lessened its noteworthiness as the
central historical focus of the Spring Lake neighborhood. Therefore, the Town has
decided to expand the service area to include the subject Phase 2.
The Spring Lake Sewer District Phase 2 Sanitary Sewer Extension is depicted in
the Exhibit 1 Proposed Service Area Map. The Spring Lake area of the Town of Ulster is
located in the southern portion of the township, bordered generally to the north by the
City of Kingston, to the west by the New York State Thruway (I-87), and to the south and
east by other portions of the Town of Ulster. Lucas Avenue, the county road (CR 1) that
serves the area, is proposed to be the location of the main sewer line to convey
wastewater to the public sewer. A portion of this area is currently served by the Spring
Lake Sewer District Phase 1 Sanitary Sewer Extension.
This report provides background information on the sewage disposal systems in
the area and their environmental and potential public health impacts. The purpose of this
engineering report is to provide sufficient information, including associated engineering
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plans, to the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC) for
review and approval of this sewer extension project to include additional portions of the
Spring Lake area of the Town of Ulster. It is also intended to provide sufficient information
to the New York State Homes and Community Renewal (NYSHCR) Office of Community
Renewal as the project is the subject of a NYSHCR Small Cities – Public Infrastructure
Grant Application which has previously been submitted to NYSHCR by the Town of
Ulster. The work, which is intended to be completed by funds secured by the
aforementioned grant, will assist the Town in its continuing efforts to serve areas of the
Town of Ulster via public sewer where there are home lots with poor soil quality, as well
as high ground water and shallow bedrock conditions leading to sewage disposal system
problems.
The Ulster Sewer District serves a significant portion of the commercial and
residential core of the Town of Ulster. The Town of Ulster owns and maintains land,
collection system and treatment facilities located in the Town of Ulster in Ulster County.
The Ulster Sewer District is located north of the City of Kingston. Due to the remoteness
of the Ulster Sewer District from the Spring Lake area, it is therefore not accessible to the
Spring Lake area.

The topography of the Spring Lake Area is relatively level with minor undulations.
The lack of any significant changes in conjunction with the minor undulations precludes
the design and construction of a conventional gravity sewer, as well as the use of
multiple gravity sewers combined with multiple force mains and pump stations.
However, the proximity to the City of Kingston gravity sewer provides for an optimum
discharge location for the proposed sewer which will be a low pressure sewer (LPS).
Recognizing the remoteness of the Town of Ulster collection and treatment facilities, the
Town of Ulster developed the Spring Lake Sewer District Phase 1 Sanitary Sewer Extension
via a LPS system to integrate with the City of Kingston gravity sewer. The Town of Ulster
pursued and procured a NYSHCR Small Cities – Public Infrastructure Grant to alleviate a
portion of the sanitary issues in the area for Phase 1.
Similar to the Spring Lake Sewer District Phase 1 Sanitary Sewer Extension the
proposed sewer conveyance for the Spring Lake Sewer District Phase 2 Sanitary Sewer
Extension has also been planned to be a LPS system using grinder pump stations to convey
wastewater via a force main to the Town of Ulster Spring Lake Sewer Extension Phase 1
system and then to the City of Kingston’s terminal Lucas Avenue manhole which then
conveys wastewater to the City of Kingston Wastewater Treatment Facility (WWTF) via
the City of Kingston sewer collection system.
The Phase 2 area is to be served via a common series of LPS force mains that will
be tributary to the Phase 1 area which is tributary to the City of Kingston Sewer. The
project area includes additional properties on Lucas Avenue, as well as all properties on
Maxwell Lane. The proposed district includes the SRS Properties Group LLC Mobile
Home Park, the Spring Lake Fire Department, the Ulster County Government Central
Auto Repair Facility located on Maxwell Place, as well as other adjacent residential
properties along Maxwell Lane and Lucas Avenue. It should be noted that the Phase 1
area included the properties between Phase 2 and the City of Kingston including the
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Spring Lake Mobile Home Park on Lucas Avenue, as well as various other residential and
commercial properties on Spring Lake Drive, Saccoman Avenue, Golf Terrace, Catskill
Avenue, Marshall Place, and sections of Merilina Avenue, Court Avenue and Lucas
Avenue.
B. Project Served Properties, Equivalent Dwelling Units and Project Flow
The Spring Lake Sewer District Phase 2 Sanitary Sewer Extension will be small
and will consist of eight (8) properties including five (5) residential properties and three
(3) non-residential properties as follows:
- Residential Homes – 3 Properties with Residences
- Manufactured Housing Park – 1 Property with 29 Residences Including 28
Mobile Home Residences and 1 House Residence
- Vacant Residential Land – 1 Property
- Police/ Fire – 1 Fire Department
- Other Storage – 1 Auto Municipal Auto Repair
- Vacant with Improvements – 1 Property
This can be summarized in tabular format as follows:
Description

Mobile Home Park Pads and Units,
1 House
Single Family Homes
Auto Repair
School Bus Storage
Residential Vacant Lot
Police/Fire

Detail

1 Property with 28 Lots,
1 House
3 Properties
1 Property
1 Property
1 Property
1 Property

Due to the small and primarily residential nature of the area, it would be extremely
difficult to finance improvements for a district extension to this area. However,
procurement of grant funds via the NYSHCR is a viable option for funding the
infrastructure necessary to assist residents in the area. Although the Spring Lake Sewer
District Phase 2 project is a free-standing project, its potential benefits to the residents of
the area from the perspective of environmental quality benefits all residents of both the
Spring Lake Sewer District Phase 1 and Spring Lake Sewer District Phase 2 Sanitary
Sewer Extensions, as well as the general Spring Lake area.
The proposed Spring Lake Sewer District Phase 2 Sanitary Sewer Extension will
encompass approximately 15 acres. Based upon the following breakdown, it will include
a total of 32 existing residences, 1 fire department, 1 auto repair (municipal), 1 vacant
residential, 1 vacant with improvements, or 40 equivalent dwelling units (EDUs).
Occupied properties without residences located in the extension area are considered to
have flows each comparable to two (2) to four (4) residences. Therefore, each of these
will be considered as two (2) to four (4) EDUs each for the purpose of this report. The
following land uses are included in the extension area: mobile home park, one family
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residences, fire department, auto repair and vacant land. Below is a summary of the
composition of the proposed service as noted previously and commensurate EDUs:
- 29 Mobile Home Park Residences
(29 EDUs)
- 3 Single Family Homes
(3 EDUs)
- 1 Fire Department
(4 EDUs)
- 1 Auto Repair (Municipal)
(2 EDU)
- 1 Vacant Residential Undeveloped Buildable Lots
(1 EDU)
- 1 Vacant with Improvements
(1 EDU)
As noted previously, the District Phase 2 Service Area is depicted in Exhibit 1
Proposed Service Area Map. Phase 1 is included on this exhibit as well.
Incorporating the existing and potential residences and other existing properties,
there will be a total of 40 EDUs. Based upon a total of 40 EDUs, and a flow of 167 gallons
per residence per day (GPD) or EDU per day (United States Department of Agriculture
Rural Utilities Service Bulletin 1780-2 Preliminary Engineering Reports for the Water and
Waste Disposal Program), the anticipated flow of the district extension is approximately
7,000 gpd:
- Flow = Number EDUs X Flow per EDU
- Flow = 40 EDUs X 167 GPD/EDU
- Flow = 6,680 GPD (say 7,000 GPD).
It is anticipated that the average flow will be substantially less. Based upon current
water meter readings for the properties to be served, the Spring Lake Sewer District Phase
2 Sanitary Sewer Extension should generate approximately 6,000 GPD of wastewater flow.
C. City of Kingston Sewer
The proposed project will be served via a new series of sewers tributary to the
Spring Lake Sewer District Phase 1 Sanitary Sewer Extension that will be owned by the
Town of Ulster and operated by the Town of Ulster Wastewater Department, but will be
tributary to the City of Kingston sewer collection system and City of Kingston WWTF. The
City of Kingston sewer collection system conveys wastewater to the City of Kingston
WWTF which serves the City of Kingston, population 22,950 (2018 census). The City of
Kingston WWTF had a major expansion in 1998 and has undergone several other
improvement projects since 1998. The most recent comprehensive review of the City of
Kingston WWTF was performed by Malcolm Pirnie/Arcadis in August 2013. At that time,
a review of the flows at the City of Kingston WWTF yielded an average flow of 5.0 million
gallons per day (MGD). The WWTF has a permitted flow (SPDES Permit No. 3-510800044-0003) and design capacity of 6.8 MGD. This can be summarized as follows:
Collection / Conveyance System: Gravity Sewers, Pump Stations, Force Mains
WWTF Treatment:
Discharge Location:
WWTF Treatment Capacity:
Treatment Plant Flow:

Secondary Treatment
Rondout Creek
6.8 MGD Current
5.0 MGD
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As previously noted, the Spring Lake area currently relies on on-site septic
systems and the Phase 1 Service area LPS infrastructure disposal of sanitary sewage
with the Phase 1 infrastructure installed to address some of the known sewage disposal
system problems. It is the intent of the Town of Ulster to further improve sanitary
conditions in the area by transferring unused flow allocations from the Washington
Avenue Sewer District as noted above, to service the proposed Spring Lake Sewer
District Phase 2. There are unused allocations of flow capacity for the Port Ewen Sewer
District (Town of Esopus) and the Washington Avenue Sewer District (Town of Ulster)
that are tributary to the City of Kingston WWTF. These commitments could, over time,
lead to an additional flow demand of 0.34 MGD. If in the future, this additional flow is
realized, the Kingston WWTF will have a remaining capacity of 1.46 MGD.
The Town of Ulster has access to the unused capacity of the Washington Avenue
Sewer District via an inter-municipal agreement. The existing inter-municipal agreement
between the Town of Ulster and the City of Kingston provided for 75,000 gallons per day
(gpd) of wastewater capacity, with an option to purchase an additional 75,000 gpd of
wastewater capacity at the City of Kingston WWTF via the City of Kingston sewage
collection system. Of this 75,000 gpd, the Town of Ulster is using approximately 5,000 to
6,000 gpd of this allotment. The Spring Lake Sewer District Phase I Extension which was
recently constructed will utilize approximately 14,000 gpd of the available capacity. The
Spring Lake Sewer District Phase 2 Extension could utilize approximately 6,000 gpd of
the available capacity. In total, Phase 1 and Phase 2 will utilize approximately 20,000 gpd
of the available capacity.
D. Project Infrastructure Elements
The Spring Lake Sewer District Phase 2 Sanitary Sewer Extension infrastructure,
as depicted in the Exhibit 2 Proposed Service Area Piping Layout Map, will consist of a
LPS system fed via individual grinder pump stations for each property. The conveyance
system will consist of a low pressure force main of 2” diameter and 3” diameter high
density polyethylene pipe and appurtenances. Occupied parcels will be serviced in the
immediate future via grinder pump stations that will be tributary to the LPS collection
system. Modeling was performed on all occupied and vacant parcels in the proposed
district system assuming that all parcels will have grinder pump stations in the future. The
grinder pump stations will be equipped with semi-positive displacement, progressive
cavity grinder pumps. The progressive cavity grinder pumps will discharge a finely ground
slurry into small diameter pressure piping constituting the manifolded force main. All
downstream piping will be under low pressure feeding the Phase 1 low pressure main
which then feeds the gravity portion of the City of Kingston sewer collection system.
Manufacturer’s literature and specifications on the grinder pump stations and
appurtenances are included in Appendix B.
The proposed point of connection for the Spring Lake Sewer District Phase 2
Sanitary Sewer Extension to the Spring Lake Sewer District Phase 1 Sanitary Sewer
Extension is a 3” stub on the Phase 1 low pressure main on Lucas Avenue located slightly
south of the intersection of Lucas Avenue and Spring Lake Drive. Downstream, the Phase
1, low pressure 4” diameter sewer discharges into the City of Kingston’s collection system
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terminal southern manhole located on Lucas Avenue, near the intersection with Catskill
Avenue. The proposed point of connection for the Spring Lake Sewer District Phase I
connection is City of Kingston’s collection system’s terminal southern manhole located on
Lucas Avenue, near the intersection with Catskill Avenue. At the point of connection, the
low pressure sewer conveyance system will convey sewerage via the proposed Spring
Lake Sewer District Phase 1 low pressure 4” diameter force main into the City of
Kingston’s gravity sewer. The Lucas Avenue gravity sewer is tributary to various gravity
sewer mains that lead to the City of Kingston WWTF.
The Phase 2 LPS conveyance system will be comprised of the following
components: 540 lineal feet of active 3” diameter high density polyethylene (HDPE) force
main, 1,930 lineal feet of active 2” diameter HDPE force main, 1,295 lineal feet of inactive
3” diameter high density polyethylene (HDPE) force main, one (1) terminal flushing
connection and one (1) intermediate flushing connection, one (1) air relief valve and
appurtenances, four (4) valve assemblies and appurtenances, multiple service
connections and appurtenances, and two (2) stubs for future connections. As noted
previously, individual grinder pump stations will be provided for each occupied premises.
These units will be specified for the affected properties based upon design flows. Pump
station manufacturer’s unit design capacities for these LPS grinder pump stations will
range from 700 gpd to 7,000 gpd, depending on the type of properties served.
E. Environmental Issues, Cultural Resources, Etc.
From a planning perspective, there are no known threats or hazards to the
environment or local residents for the installation of a new sewer main and appurtenances
along the proposed route of the proposed Spring Lake Sewer District Phase 2, nor cultural
resources that would be impacted. The area in the vicinity of new sewer main and
appurtenances has previously been disturbed for installation of roadways and other
utilities. It is also, therefore anticipated that there will be no disturbance to archeological
resources.
F. Planning Summary
The LPS system will generally serve remaining properties in the Spring Lake area
to the north and west of Lucas Avenue that are not served by the Spring Lake Sewer
District Phase 1. This includes all residences in the SRS Properties Group LLC Mobile
Home Park, and multiple properties on Maxwell Lane and Lucas Avenue that currently
lack a sewer connection to a public sewer. The installation of the LPS system to provide
a public sewer will be a dramatic improvement over the existing collection of individual
property sewage disposal systems, most of which have reached the end of their
serviceable lives, are not code compliant, may be failing or malfunctioning, or are at risk
of malfunctioning or failing. This will significantly impact both the public health and the
environment in the Spring Lake area.
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2.

EXISTING FACILITIES
A.

General

The homes and businesses in the subject area currently served by individual
sewage disposal systems, most of which are substandard and/or antiquated, are
approaching the end of their respective serviceable lives, and which can be described as
follows:
Residences or Businesses Located on Individual Parcels: These residences are
served by private individual sewage disposal systems which in many cases are deficient
and approaching the end of their respective serviceable lives.
Privately Owned Residences Located on Mobile Home Park Parcel: These
residences are most likely served by a combination of individual and shared individual
sewage disposal systems, many of which are deficient and approaching the end of their
respective serviceable lives.
Fortunately, the subject area is immediately adjacent to the Spring Lake Phase 1
Sewer Extension which is tributary to the City of Kingston collection system thus providing
the opportunity for a connection to public sewer provide safe and dependable sewer
service for the subject area.
As outlined in Section 1 of this report, a LPS system will be constructed for the
Phase 2 subject area. All downstream piping will be under low pressure feeding the Phase
1 low pressure main which then feeds the gravity portion of the City of Kingston sewer
collection system.
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3.

NEED FOR PROJECT

The proposed Spring Lake area is in need of a public sewer service due to the
following:
Small residential lots with marginal soils including poor soil quality, high
bedrock and high ground water conditions, leading to disposal problems.
-

Mobile homes on small parcels with inadequate area and soils for proper
wastewater disposal.

-

Potential for ground water contamination and surface water contamination
from failing or malfunctioning sewage disposal systems as most individual
sewage disposal systems in the proposed service area are pre-code,
substandard and/or antiquated, and are approaching the end of their
respective serviceable lives.

The Spring Lake Sewer District Phase 2 Sanitary Sewer Extension project will be
an extension to the Spring Lake Sewer District Phase 1 Sanitary Sewer Extension project
which was funded by NYSHCR and was reviewed and approved by the NYSDEC. The
Spring Lake Sewer District Phase 1 Sanitary Sewer Extension project has been extremely
beneficial to the residents of the area from the perspective of improvements to both public
health and the environment.
Construction on Phase 1 of the project is complete and the new system is
operational. Approval and construction of the Spring Lake Sewer District Phase 2 Sanitary
Sewer Extension will expand the positive impacts on public health and the environment
that the residents have experienced as a result of the design and construction, and
NYSDEC approval of Phase 1.
The general location of Phase 1 and Phase 2 are illustrated on the Exhibit 1
Location Map and Orthographic Image Map. Both phases are also illustrated in the
service area map included in the Exhibit 2 Proposed Service Area Map. Phase 1 as shown
on the Exhibit 1 & 2 service area map was funded via OCR 1159PR5-17 plus additional
Town of Ulster funds in December 2017, and was completed in 2020 – 2021. At the time
Phase 1 was envisioned and proposed, Phase 2 was shown as a future phase but was
not included in the 2017 CFA application due to the inability of prospective district
residents to absorb substantial debt. The Phase 2 extension, as shown on the Exhibit 2
Proposed Service Area Map, will complete the Spring Lake Sewer District as no additional
sewer extension requests beyond Phase 2 are contemplated.
As noted previously, the proposed Spring Lake Sewer District Phase 2 will
encompass a relatively compact area of approximately 15 acres with a current total of 32
residences and two (2) properties occupied with structures other than residences.
Individual sewage disposal system conditions in the area have been determined to be
poor based upon interviews performed with residents. During the performance of the
income survey for the proposed sewer district extension area, Town of Ulster officials
received multiple comments from homeowners on their individual sewage disposal
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systems’ problems. The densely populated nature of the area (small lots with individual
sewage disposal systems) may also contribute to public health, environmental and water
quality issues.
The Ulster County Department of Health (UCDOH) is aware of and concerned
about the individual sewage disposal systems in the Spring Lake area. Exhibit 3 includes
a letter from the UCDOH recommending that the Spring Lake area residents be provided
with access to a public sewer system as soon as feasible. The proposed project will
completely resolve the problems described for the property owners and residents of the
subject area. This will be accomplished by providing the residents with access to a
municipal public sewer that supplies safe, dependable sewer service and the meets the
requirements of the NYSDEC.
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4.

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED

Various alternatives for the project were evaluated. They were classified into three
categories: Action / No Action, Construction Routes, and Financing Alternatives.
The alternatives that were evaluated and their outcomes can be summarized as
follows:
Action / No Action Alternatives:
Action: Pursuing the extension of the City of Kingston sewage collection system
via Phase 1 to serve Phase 2 to accommodate more residents of the Spring Lake area
will provide the residents with a safe, dependable connection to a Town Sewer tributary
to the City of Kingston sewer collection system and City of Kingston WWTF. For this
reason, the “Action” alternative was selected.
No Action: This alternative will not alleviate concerns and threats related to lack of
a safe, dependable connection to a Town Sewer, which in this case would be tributary to
the City sewer for residents and property owners in the Spring Lake area. For this reason,
the “No Action” alternative was dismissed.
Construction Alternatives:
Connection to the Town of Ulster Sewer Collection System and WWTF. This
alternative involves providing a sewer connection to the existing Town of Ulster sewer
collection system tributary to the Town of Ulster WWTF. As the City of Kingston sewer
collection system is in immediate proximity to the proposed project area as is the Spring
Lake Sewer District Phase 1 Sanitary Sewer Extension main, connection to the Town of
Ulster sewer collection system was not pursued since the Town of Ulster collection system
is located over 2 miles to the north of the site through the City of Kingston.
Connection to the City of Kingston Sewer Collection System and WWTF via the
Lucas Avenue Sewer. This alternative involves providing a sewer connection to the
existing Spring Lake Sewer District Phase 1 Sanitary Sewer Extension sewer which is
located on Lucas Avenue. This alternative was pursued due to the availability and
capacity of both the Phase 1 LPS sewer and the City of Kingston collection system gravity
sewer.
Financing Alternatives:
Pursue Grant Funding Alternative: Due to the small and residential nature of the area,
and the fact that it would be extremely difficult for the residents of the subject area to assist
in financing improvements for a district extension to this area, soliciting grant funds from
the NYSHCR is a viable option for funding the infrastructure necessary to assist residents
in the area. For this reason, the “Pursue Grant Funding Alternative” was selected.
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Private Financing Alternative: Private financing of the sewer extension was
considered. However, the majority of the households in the subject area are of low to
moderate income. Therefore, this “Private Financing Alternative” was not pursued so as
to not encumber the low to moderate income residents with the significant debt the project
would incur.
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5.

SELECTION OF AN ALTERNATIVE

Based upon the preceding analysis in Section 4 of this report that outlines the positive
and negative aspects of the various alternatives considered, it was determined that the
extension of the City of Kingston sewage collection system to serve the Spring Lake Sewer
District Phase 2 Sanitary Sewer Extension was the preferred alternative.
As noted previously, there are no known threats or hazards to the environment or
local residents for the installation of a new sewer main and appurtenances along the
proposed route of the proposed Spring Lake Sewer District Phase 2 Sanitary Sewer
Extension, nor cultural resources that would be impacted.
In order to pursue the construction of the Spring Lake Sewer District Phase 2
Sanitary Sewer Extension alternative, it was determined that extending the Spring Lake
Sewer District Phase 1 Sanitary Sewer Extension which conveys wastewater to the City
of Kingston’s collection system at the system’s terminal southern manhole located on
Lucas Avenue via a LPS system would be implemented. This was determined to be the
most technically practicable alternative.
It was determined that funding the implementation of the preferred alternative which
is the connection to the City of Kingston sewer collection system and WWTF via the Lucas
Avenue sewer, could only be achieved via soliciting grant funds from the NYSHCR to assist
residents in the area.
Therefore, design of a new LPS conveyance extension utilizing connection and
conveyance of wastewater via the existing LPS conveyance to the City of Kingston sewer
has been pursued by the Town of Ulster. Consequently, success of the project will be
predicated via both procuring funding via a NYSHCR Small Cities – Public Infrastructure
Grant Application, as well as agency approval via the NYSDEC. It should be noted that the
Town of Ulster has been quite successful with other LPS systems connecting to public
sewer with NYSDEC and UCDOH support previously. These systems (Spring Lake Sewer
District Phase 1 Sanitary Sewer Extension, Route 9W Sanitary Sewer Extension, Katrine
Lane Sanitary Sewer Extension) are all successfully in use with operation and
maintenance via the Town of Ulster Wastewater Department.
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6.

PROPOSED PROJECT (RECOMMENDED ALTERNATIVE)
A. General Details Regarding Subject Served Properties

The sewer extension will be constructed to serve properties in need of wastewater
conveyance via the LPS to be located within the proposed district. The following list includes
details regarding all parcels within the proposed district. This includes a total of 8 parcels.
Name

Property Address

Prop. Class*

Prop. Description

Group

120 Maxwell Lane

28 Mobile Home
Park Pads and
Units, 1 House

56.30-1-41

29 Residences
via 2 Connections

Fire Dist. #1
(Spring Lake Fire House)

123 Maxwell Lane

Police/Fire

56.30-1-34

Fire House Connection

Spring Lake Fire Dept
Inc.
(Ulster County Central
Auto Repair)
Anthony Stephano

125 Maxwell Lane

Auto Repair

56.30-1-33

Municipal
Connection

Residence Connection

108 Maxwell Lane

Single Family
Home
Single Family
Home

56.30-1-1

Mark Deconti

56.30-1-4

Residence Connection

Spring Lake Fire Dept.
(First Student Inc. School
Bus Storage)

485 Lucas Avenue

School Bus
Storage

56.30-132.100

Bus Garage Connection for
Future Use

SRS
LLC

Lucas Avenue

416:
Mobile home parks
(trailer parks, trailer
courts)
662:
Police and fire
protection, electrical
signal
449:
Other storage,
warehouse and
distribution facilities
270:
Mobile home
210:
One family year-round
residence
662:
Police and fire
protection, electrical
signal
311:
Residential vacant
land
210;
One family year-round
residence

Residential
Vacant Land

56.30-1-38

Residential
Future Use

Single Family
Home

56.22-119.100

Residence Connection

SRS
LLC

Property

Property

R.H.M.D.
LLC

Group,

Properties,

132 Maxwell Lane

411 Lucas Avenue

Parcel ID
(SBL)

Comments

Auto

Connection

* N.Y.S. Office of Real Property Services uniform classification system

Engineering plans for serving these properties via the proposed sewer extension is
included in Appendix A.
B. Engineering Elements and Hydraulic Analysis of Proposed Sewer Extension
Town of Ulster Spring Lake Sewer District Phase 2 Sanitary Sewer Extension will be
a LPS system fed via individual grinder pump stations for each property. The conveyance
system will consist of a low-pressure force main of 2” and 3” diameter HDPE pipe. It is
proposed to service occupied parcels in the near future via grinder pump stations. Modeling
was performed on all occupied parcels in the vicinity assuming that all occupied parcels will
have grinder pump stations in the near future. Additional capacity is available in the 3” and
4” diameter force mains which could accommodate vacant properties in the future to the
south if necessary, in the long term beyond Phase 2. The grinder pump stations will be
equipped with semi-positive displacement, progressive cavity grinder pumps. The
progressive cavity grinder pumps will discharge a finely ground slurry into small diameter
pressure piping constituting the manifolded force main. All downstream piping will be under
-14-

Repair

for

low pressure until connection to the gravity portion of the City of Kingston collection system
on Lucas Avenue.
The LPS conveyance system will be comprised of the following components
described previously: 2” and 3” HDPE force main, terminal and intermediate flushing
connections, air relief manhole, valve assemblies and appurtenances. As noted previously,
individual grinder pump stations will be provided for each occupied premises. These units
will be sized to accommodate design flows ranging from 220 GPD to 6,490 GPD and actual
flows of less than 100 gpd to approximately 5,550 gpd, depending on the type of use for
each parcel. This is subsequently illustrated in the table later in this section. The actual
standard design flow for each prefabricated unit will be greater than the anticipated use as
these units are pre-fabricated standardized (e.g. 700 gpd to 7,000 gpd) units. Each parcel
to be served will be provided with a lateral and 1¼” or 1½” service lateral as applicable to
be located in a manner that it terminates on the owner’s property. Individual property owners
will be provided with pump stations but will be responsible for installing the remainder of
their service lateral, as well as any plumbing modifications. The mobile home park will be
responsible for installing their own LPS conveyance system to connect to the southern
terminus of the Town’s proposed infrastructure.
The LPS system will generally serve all properties in the proposed extension. Low
pressure force main pipe sizing was verified based upon the results of a series of zone
analysis. The system was divided into six (6) zones based upon the total number of grinder
pump stations in each zone and the predicted number of projected grinder pumps in the
system that may periodically operate concurrently, otherwise known as simultaneous
operations.
There is one (1) vacant parcel located in the district at the intersection of Lucas
Avenue and Maxwell Lane which was accounted for in the analysis in the event it is serviced
in the future. In addition, the one (1) parcel referred to as “vacant with improvements” earlier
in this report was accounted for the analysis assuming that the bus depot becomes
equipped with a small staff building with a bathroom.
It should be noted that, additional capacity is available based upon the sizing of the
proposed parallel 2” and 3” diameter force mains to accommodate the vacant parcels in the
future, as well as any anticipated growth on Lucas Avenue. During construction, a capped
parallel 3” force main will be installed adjacent to a portion of the 2” force main to
accommodate potential construction changes and/or future connections. In summary for the
parallel installation, the 2” main will be used for the project, whereas the 3” main will be held
in reserve in the event that it is required for future flow or other system modifications. In
essence, the 2” main will be the “active” main with all services connected to it. The 3” main
will be an “inactive” main that will be capped and would not be used until such time as
customer use or system operation dictated its use. At that time connections would be
switched over to the main as required and the 2” main would be abandoned in place thus
becoming “inactive”.
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C. LPS Grinder Pump Station Details for Proposed Sewer Extension
There are three (3) different types of grinder pump stations that have been evaluated
for the low-pressure system including simplex, duplex and quadplex units. The different
types of pump stations that have been incorporated into the low-pressure sewer design by
application are as follows:
-

-

-

100 Gallon simplex grinder pump station design rated at 700 gallons per day
(Environment One WH101 Units). The system was modeled assuming a 100
Gallon simplex unit would be installed for the following property type:
i. Classification 210 - One Family Year-Round Residence.
Alternatively, a 91-gallon similarly designed indoor simplex pump station per
day (Environment One IH091) may be used for certain single-family homes
depending on their interior plumbing configuration in lieu of certain WH101
units.
476 Gallon duplex grinder pump station rated at 3,500 gpd (Environment One
WH472 Units). The system was modeled assuming a 3,500 gpd, 476 Gallon
duplex unit would be installed for each of the following property types:
i. Classification 662 - Police and fire protection, electrical signal.
ii. Classification 449 - Other storage, warehouse and distribution facilities.
486 Gallon quadplex grinder pump station rated at 7,000 gpd (Environment
One WH484 Units). The system was modeled assuming a 7,000 gpd, 486
Gallon quadplex unit would be installed for the following property type:
i. Classification 416 - Mobile home parks (trailer parks, trailer courts).

Existing and anticipated future wastewater flow requirements for the Spring Lake
extension are based on the following summary of parcels with a description of their use
accompanied the selected grinder pump stations for their respective use:
Name
SRS Property Group, LLC

Fire Dist. #1 (Spring Lake
Fire House)
Spring Lake Fire Dept.
Inc.
(Ulster County Central
Auto Repair)
Anthony Stephano
Mark Deconti
Spring Lake Fire Dept.
(First Student Inc. School
Bus Storage)
SRS Property Group, LLC
R.H.M.D. Properties, LLC

Property
Address
120 Maxwell
Lane

Comments
29 Residences Via 2
Connections

Actual /
Design Flow
5,537 /6,490
GPD
and 222/330
GPD
28/600 gpd

Proposed Pump
Station(s)
WH484 Quadlpex,
and
WH101 Simplex or
IH091 Simplex
WH472 Duplex

Proposed Pump
Station Capacity
7000 GPD
and
700 GPD

123 Maxwell
Lane
125 Maxwell
Lane

Fire House Connection
Municipal Auto Repair
Connection

39/600 gpd

WH472 Duplex

3,500 gpd

132 Maxwell
Lane
108 Maxwell
Lane
485 Lucas
Avenue

Residence Connection

47/330 gpd

WH472 Duplex

3,500 gpd

Residence Connection

77/330 gpd

700 gpd

Bus Garage
Connection for Future
Use
Residence Connection
for Future Use

N/A

WH101 Simplex or
IH091 Simplex
WH472 Duplex
(Future)

700 gpd

Residence Connection

58/330 gpd

WH101 Simplex or
IH091 Simplex
(Future)
WH101 Simplex or
IH091 Simplex

Lucas Avenue
411 Lucas
Avenue
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222/330 gpd

3,500 gpd

3,500 gpd

700 gpd

Grinder pump stations will be operated via control panels. Manufacturer’s literature and
specifications on the grinder pump stations and appurtenances are included in Appendix B.
D. Appurtenance Details for Proposed Sewer Extension
Appurtenances including terminal flushing connections, intermediate flushing
connections, air relief valves, and isolation valves were incorporated into the design to allow
for proper system operation and maintenance. Provisions for these appurtenances are as
follows:
- Flushing Connections – These will allow the system to be flushed as
necessary or to eliminate blockages. They have been provided at two (2)
locations. This includes one (1) terminal flushing connection and one (1)
intermediate flushing connection. The terminal flushing connection is located
at the project’s terminus at the southern end of Maxwell Lane. The
intermediate flushing connection is located on Maxwell Lane in close proximity
to the intersection of Lucas Avenue and Maxwell Lane.
- Isolation Valves – Four (4) valves have been provided including flushing
connections, intersections / stubs for system operation and maintenance, as
well as future extension of the system as warranted. One (1) of the proposed
isolation valve allows for isolation of sections of the system for flushing or
repairs as necessary.
In addition, one (1) air relief valve will be installed at the approximate high point of
the Phase 2 Extension in close proximity to its connection to the Phase 1 Extension.
Separately, the following appurtenances will be included in service connection
designs as follows:
- Lateral Assembly – All occupied parcels will be serviced with a 1¼” lateral or
1 ½” lateral assembly as applicable.
Property owners will install their laterals on their properties at the time of their
respective grinder pump station installation and hook-up. It should be noted that the
proposed, as well as any future, service connections will be accomplished via tapping the
LPS force main with a 2”X1¼” and 3”X1¼”, or 3”X1½” electrofusion high volume tapping
tees for each service connection as applicable.
Appurtenance design details are included in the engineering plans included in
Appendix A. Available manufacturer’s specifications for appurtenances are included in
Appendix B.
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7.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A. General Summary

The Town of Ulster Spring Lake District Phase 2 Sanitary Sewer Extension Project
will provide dependable and safe sewer service in the Spring Lake area for properties
that currently do not have access to public sewer. The existing southern terminus of the
existing City of Kingston sewer collection system which is tributary to the City of Kingston
WWTF is immediately adjacent to the northern end of the existing Spring Lake Phase 1
Sanitary Sewer Extension service area and its commensurate LPS infrastructure on
Lucas Avenue. The proposed Spring Lake Phase 2 Sanitary Sewer Extension service
area is immediately adjacent to the Spring Lake Phase 1 Sanitary Sewer Extension
service area and its existing LPS infrastructure. The proposed Phase 2 LPS infrastructure
will be tributary to the Phase 1 LPS infrastructure. Through providing additional residents
in the Spring Lake area with sewer service via a regulated public sewer, which in this
case would be owned and operated by the Town of Ulster via the Town of Ulster
Wastewater Department, protection of the public health of more residents in the Spring
Lake area will be enhanced, as well as the protection of the environment. As the public
sewer via its operation must maintain service to its customers, and must meet certain
conveyance and treatment criteria via regulation by the NYSDEC, access to public sewer
with sufficient conveyance and treatment capacity would be assured.

B. Capital Costs
Total capital costs for the proposed project are estimated at $1,172,462.00. This
was determined via estimating a breakdown of the anticipated construction costs (by
project components as previously defined), as well as related engineering, inspection,
and administrative expenses, for the project. This figure also includes other costs such
as surveying costs, construction inspection services, etc.
Three other items are included in the construction cost estimate for Phase 2:
1. Pumps for Spring Lake Mobile Home Park that were removed from Phase 1. A
delay in receiving a commitment from the Spring Lake Mobile Home Park
during the construction of Phase 1 resulted in these 12 pump stations being
deferred until a later phase. Recent discussions with Spring Lake MHP have
been positive and it appears that their connection to the system is likely.
2. A repair of a broken section of pipe immediately downstream from the point of
connection to the City of Kingston system on Lucas Avenue. This work was
requested by the City of Kingston in order to accommodate flows from Phase
1 and 2 combined. It should be noted that this repair is critical to the
functionality of the existing sewer to accommodate Phase 2 flow. However, it
will not benefit any additional City of Kingston parcels.
3. Pumps for the approximately 20 homes on Saccoman Drive and Spring Lake
Drive, said area being originally part of Phase 2, however the conveyance
-18-

system was installed in Phase 1 with permission of the funding agency but
there were no available funds for the pumps in the Phase 1 budget.
C. Approvals Required
The sewer extension to serve the Spring Lake area will be subject to Town,
County, and State approvals.
The extension will be conditioned upon formal approval by the Town of Ulster Town
Board in order to proceed with supplying the Spring Lake Sewer District Phase 2 Sanitary
Sewer Extension with sewer service. Upon procurement of a funding source for this
project, the project will be reviewed and approved by the Town of Ulster Town Board. In
addition, the existing Washington Avenue Sewer District inter-municipal agreement for
sewer capacity between the Town of Ulster and the City of Kingston will be modified to
accommodate the Spring Lake Sewer District Phase 2 Sanitary Sewer Extension. The
inter-municipal agreement will not require any additional flow commitment by the City of
Kingston.
The plans and specifications for the sewer extension are being submitted to the
NYSDEC for review and approval. The final engineering plans and specifications will be
developed in conformance with the NYSDEC Design Standards for Intermediate Sized
Wastewater Treatment Systems (2014) and the Great Lakes - Upper Mississippi River
Board of State and Provincial Public Health and Environmental Managers Recommended
Standards for Wastewater Facilities (GLUMRB “10 States Standards”, 2014 Edition) as
applicable.
In addition, installation of the sewer mains and appurtenances will be subject to
conditions required for working within both Town and County (Lucas Avenue) Right of
Ways.
D. Project Schedule
The projected schedule for the project application, as well as design, review
approval, and construction can be summarized as follows:
- Consolidated Funding Application
July 2022
- Engineering Firm Selection
Completed
- NYSHCR CFA Funding Approval
December 2022
- Engineering Design
July 2021 – June 2022
- Resubmission to NYSDEC for Agency Approval June 2022 – July 2022
- Permitting/Approval
July 2021 – October 2022
- Completion of Environmental Review Record
January 2022 – July 2022
- Publication of FONSI-NOI-RROF Notice
January 2023
- Bidding
February 2023 – March 2023
- Award and Construction Contract Signing
April 2023 – May 2023
- Construction
June 2023 – November 2023
- Project Closeout
December 2023
-19-

E. Exhibits – See Attached:
-

Exhibit 1 - General Location Map and Orthographic Image Map of Proposed
Service Area

-

Exhibit 2 - General Location Map and Orthographic Image Map of Proposed
Service Area with Piping and Appurtenances

-

Exhibit 3 - UCDOH Support Letter

F. Appendices – See Attached:
-

Appendix A - Engineering Plans (Attached)

-

Appendix B - Manufacturer’s Literature and Specifications
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EXHIBITS
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EXHIBIT 1
General Location Map and Orthographic Image Map
of Proposed Service Area
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June 29, 2021

James Quigley yct, Supervisor
Town of Ulster
Town Hall
I Town Hall Drive
Lake Katrine, NY 12449

Re:

On-Lot Sewage Disposal Problems, Spring Lake Are~ Phase 2 Spring Lake Sewer District
Extension, Town of Ulster, County of Ulster, New York

Dear Supervisor Quigley:
The Ulster County Department of Health recognizes and supports the need to extend sewer
infrastructure to serve residents and businesses in the Spring Lake area in the Town of Ulster.
The residents and businesses in the Spring Lake area currently rely on individual sewage disposal
systems for the disposal of sanitary sewage. The area is a densely developed area with small residential
lots located on marginal soils with poor soil quality, as well as high ground water and shallow bedrock
conditions leading to sewage disposal system problems. The area has two (2) mobile home parks on
parcels with minimal buildable areas to provide for proper current sewage disposal system operation or
future system replacement. Many homes and some businesses are built in close proximity to Spring
Lake, leading to the potential for failing septic systems discharging to Spring Lake.
Homeowners have reported major expenditures on system replacement, as well as issues with frequent
pumping, slow flushing toilets/plumbing, etc. As you know, approximately 40 years ago, the Town of
Ulster installed public water supply infrastructure to provide potable water to this area to address
groundwater contamination issues related to sewage disposal system problems. Existing on-lot sewage
disposal problems pose a potential health and safety threat to Spring Lake area residents that should be
addressed. In addition, during the 2021 and 2021 construction season, the Town of Ulster installed Phase
l of the Spring Lake Sewer District to provide residents in the Phase 1 area with low pressure sewer
infrastructure to address on-going individual sewage disposal system problems and to address
groundwater contamination issues related to individual sewage disposal system problems.

Webs ite: www .co.ulster.ny. us/health

We ·mderst and that Brin.mer ::2nd Larios, P.C. is developing~ Prefo.ninai7 Engin~e11i-:1g ~eport that
describes in.staHation of public sewer service via a lo-N-pressure sevver system for Phase 2 of ·t_1e S·.sing
Lake Sewer District 'Ne concur that this is the most prac·,tical alternative for t1.½e To"'1•m :Jf Ulst r s..nd that
the exTension of public sewers from the completed Phase 1 area to the proposed Phase 2 a.r a is the nex-t
logical step in serving th.is area 1Nith pub[c se•Ner ·to ~ddress on-going public health 8.17.d envir0.1.rnental
0

0

issues. We strongly

n

·ge that the To•Nn proceed v11ith the irnmediate implementation of Phase 2.

Thank you for your attention ·_o this matter at7d piease do not hesitate to contact this ofice 1;vi"r:h any

questions or concerns regarding this matter.

Su1cerely,

Timothy B. Rose, P.E., BCEE, QEP, M.P.A.
Director of Environmental Health Services

APPENDICES
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APPENDIX A
Engineering Plans (Attached)
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NEW SER"1CE CONNECTION (TBD)

TOWN OF ULSTER

NEW AIR RELIEF VALVE

DATE

ALREADY CONNECTED

6/22

BUILDING N/A (E.G. OUTBUILDING) (180)

Unauthorized alteration or addition to a plan

EXISTING WATER VALVE

bearing a licensed engineer's seal is a violation

EXISTING SANITARY MANHOLE

EXISTING STORM MANHOLE
EXISTING CATCH BASIN

of section 7209, subdivision 2, of the New York
State Education Law.

NOTE:
ALL EXISTING UNDERGROUND UTILITIES ARE APPROXIMATE AND
NEED TO BE FIELD VERIFIED.
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SITE PLAN
SCALE, 1" - JO'

LEGEND

30
- -

-

-

50 -

-

-

-

CONTOURS (MINOR)

--• --

- -

-

-

52 -

-

-

-

CONTOURS (MAJOR)

f--

-

- - SS - - - -

EXISTING SANITARY SEWER

-

- - s, - - - -

EXISTING STORM SEWER

~

NEW FLUSHING ASSEMBLY

EXISTING WATER MAIN

E--@--

NEW SERVICE CONNECTION (TBD)

-

-

-W- G

NOTE:

The lac □ lion of e,isling undecground utilities are shown in on
approximate w □ y only and have not been independently verified by
the owner or its represenlolive. The conlroclor shall determine
the e,ocl location of all existing utilities befoce commencing work,
□ nd agrees la be fully responsible for any □ nd all damages which

might be occasioned by the contractor's failure to exactly locate
and preserve any and all underground utilities.

-

EXISTING GAS MAIN

$

0

0

30

CONTRACT TU-213
PROPOSED CONDITIONS

NEW LOW PRESSURE SEWER MAIN
NEW

"I STUB/END CAP

NEW ISOLATION VALVE

INSTALLATION OF LOW PRESSURE SEWER
MAIN & APPURTENANCES
SPRING LAKE SEWER DISTRICT
PHASE 2

NEW AIR RELIEF VALVE

EXISTING EDGE OF WAlER

X NJ

ALREADY CONNECTED

:J;:t"

EXISTING FIRE HYDRANT

N/A

BUILDING N/A (E.G. OUTllUILDING) (TllD)

(8l

EXISTING WATER VALVE

DATE

@

EXISTING SANITARY MANHOLE

6/22

@

EXISTING STORM MANHOLE

□

EXISTING GATCH BASIN

TOWN OF ULSTER

Unauthorized alteration or addition to a plan

bearing a licensed engineer's seal is a violation

NOTE:
ALL EXISTING UNDERGROUND UTILITIES ARE APPROXIMATE AND
NEED TO BE FIELD VERIFIED.

of section 7209, subdivision 2, of the New York
State Education Law.
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CURB BOX
COATED CAST IRON

SEPARATION OF SANITARY SEWERS AND WATER MAINS
EXTRA STRENGTH
FILTER FABRIC
NEEDED WITHOUT WIRE MESH SUPPORT
FINISH GRADE

4'-6" COVER (TYP.)

PARALLEL INSTALLATION
SANITARY SEWERS SHALL BE LAID AT LEAST 10 FEET HORIZONTALLY FROM ANY EXISTING OR PROPOSED WATER MAINS. THE DISTANCE
SHALL BE MEASURED EDGE TO EDGE.

STEEL OR
WOOD POST

..... 'FLO!.

7_l

4'-6" COVER (TYP.)

~_l

EXISTING WATER MAIN

......

yLO!_
.....
yl,()W

-

6 FT MAX SPACING WITHOUT

FILTER FABRIC
ATTACH SECURELY

RUNOFF
9" MAX.

INSPECTION AND TESTING
UPON COMPLETION OF THE INSTALLATION AND BACKFILLING PORTIONS OF THE LOW PRESSURE SANITARY SEWER FORCE MAIN, THE PIPE
SHALL BE INSPECTED BY THE METHODS SUBSEQUENTLY DESCRIBED. THIS INSPECTION AND TESTING SHALL BE UNDERTAKEN AS THE
WORK PROGRESSES. THE ENGINEER SHALL BE NOTIFIED IN ADVANCE OF SUCH INSPECTION AND TESTING AND THE CONTRACTOR SHALL
PROVIDE ALL FACILITIES, MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT AND LABOR REQUIRED FOR SUCH TESTING. SUCH INSPECTION AND TESTING SHALL BE
PREREQUISITE FOR ACCEPTANCE OF ALL WORK.

12 11 M

NOT TO SCALE
STANDARD DETAIL
TRENCH WITH NATIVE BACKFILL
APPROVEDEXCAVATED
MATERIAL

APPROVED
EXCAVATED
MATERIAL

SEE

>----NOTE.-~-<

NOTE: WHEN STORM OR SANITARY
SEWER AND WATERMAIN
SEPARATION IS LESS THAN
1O' HORIZONTALLY
AND 18" VERTICALLY

.

...

VISUAL INSPECTION:
AN INSPECTION OF THE INTERIOR OF THE PIPE SHALL BE MADE WHILE IT IS SUSPENDED OVER THE TRENCH. BEFORE LOWERING & ANY
FOREIGN MATERIAL FOUND IN THE INTERIOR OF THE PIPE, ANY DIRT, DEBRIS, OR OTHER OBJECTS SHALL BE REMOVED BY THE
CONTRACTOR.
PRESSURE TESTING:
A. SANITARY SEWERAGE:

3. SILT FENCE SHALL BE PLACED ON SLOPE CONTOURS TO
MAXIMIZE PONDING EFFICIENCY.

EXISTING
WATER MAIN
K-CRETE (CONTROLLED
LOW STRENGTH MA TERI AL)

SILT FENCE DETAIL
NOT TO SCALE
EXISTING
WATER MAIN

PERPENDICULAR CONFLICT

PARALLEL CONFLICT

NOMINAL PIPE

U.S. GALS/100 FT. OF PIPE

SIZE IN INCHES

1-HOLJR

2”
3”

2-HOlJR 3 HOIJR

0.07

0. 11

0.10

0.15

0.19
0.25

d)

AN ALTERNATE LEAKAGE TEST CONSISTS OF MAINTAINING THE TEST PRESSURE (DESCRIBED ABOVE) OVER A PERIOD OF
FOUR HOURS, AND THEN DROPPING THE PRESSURE BY 10 PSI (0.69 MPA). IF THE PRESSURE THEN REMAINS WITH 5%
OF THE TARGET VALUE FOR ONE HOUR, THIS INDICATES THERE IS NO LEAKAGE IN THE SYSTEM.
e) UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES SHALL THE TOTAL TIME UNDER TEST EXCEED EIGHT HOURS AT 1 ½ TIMES THE SYSTEM
PRESSURE RATING. IF THE TEST IS NOT COMPLETE WITHIN THIS TIME LIMIT (DUE TO LEAKAGE, EQUIPMENT FAILURE,
ETC.), THE TEST SECTION SHALL BE PERMITTED TO “ RELAX ” FOR EIGHT-HOURS PRIOR TO THE NEXT TEST SEQUENCE.
f) FORCE MAINS TO BE TESTED TO 1.5 TIMES THE MAXIMUM PRESSURE. FDR THIS PROJECT THE MAXIMUM PUMPING
PRESSURE IS BP PSI
g) AIR TESTING PROCEDURES ARE llilI TO BE USED IN THE TESTING OF HDPE PIPE.

WATER MAIN CONFLICT DETAILS
NOT TO SCALE

2"X4" WOOD FRAME
CATCH BASIN FRAME AND GRATE

I

EXISTING GRADE

PERFORM HYDROSTATIC TEST.

1) TEST HDPE IN TRENCH ACCORDING TO THE FOLLOWING:
a) FILL THE PIPELINE WITH WATER AFTER IT HAS BEEN LAID; BLEED OFF ANY TRAPPED AIR. SUBJECT THE LOWEST
ELEMENT IN THE SYSTEM TO A TEST PRESSURE THAT IS 1.5 TIMES THE DESIGN PRESSURE, AND CHECK FOR ANY
LEAKAGE. WHEN, IN THE OPINION OF THE ENGINEER, LOCAL CONDITIONS REQUIRE THAT THE TRENCHES BE BACKFILLED
IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE PIPE HAS BEEN LAID, APPLY THE PRESSURE TEST AFTER BACKFILLING HAS BEEN COMPLETED
BUT NOT SOONER THAN A TIME WHICH WILL ALLOW SUFFICIENT CURING OF ANY CONCRETE THAT MAY HAVE BEEN USED.
TYPICAL MINIMUM CONCRETE CURING TIMES ARE 36 HOURS FOR EARLY STRENGTHS AND SEVEN DAYS FOR NORMAL
STRENGTHS.
b} THE TEST PROCEDURES CONSIST OF TWO STEPS: THE INITIAL EXPANSION AND THE TEST PHASE. WHEN TEST PRESSURE
IS APPLIED TO A WATER-FILLED PIPE. THE PIPE EXPANDS. DURING THE INITIAL EXPANSION OF THE PIPE UNDER TEST,
SUFFICIENT MAKE-UP WATER MUST BE ADDED TO THE SYSTEM AT HOURLY INTERVALS FOR THREE HOURS TO MAINTAIN
THE TEST PRESSURE. AFTER ABOUT FOUR HOURS, INITIAL EXPANSION SHOULD BE COMPLETE AND THE ACTUAL TEST CAN
START.
c) WHEN THE TEST IS TO BEGIN, THE PIPE IS FULL OF WATER AND IS SUBJECTED TO A CONSTANT TEST PRESSURE OF 1.5
TIMES THE SYSTEM DESIGN PRESSURE. THE TEST PHASE SHOULD NOT EXCEED THREE HOURS, AFTER WHICH TIME ANY
WATER DEFICIENCY MUST BE REPLACED AND MEASURED. ADD AND MEASURE THE AMOUNT OF MAKE-UP WATER
REQUIRED TO RETURN TO THE TEST PRESSURE AND COMPARE THIS TO THE MAXIMUM ALLOWANCE AS FOLLOWS:

2. REMOVED SEDIMENT SHALL BE DEPOSITED TO AN AREA THAT
WILL NOT CONTRIBUTE SEDIMENT OFF-SITE AND CAN BE
PERMANENTLY STABILIZED.

EXISTING
WATER MAIN

SEE NOTE

LESS THAN 1 8"

PROPOSED SANITARY
SEWER FORCE MAIN

TRENCH WITH GRAVEL

NOTES

PROPOSED SANITARY
SEWER FORCE MAIN

K-CRETE (CONTROLLED
LOW STRENGTH MATERIAL)

ALTERNATE DETAIL

1. INSPECT AND REPAIR SILT FENCE AFTER EACH STORM EVENT
AND REMOVE SEDIMENT AS NEEDED.

. .

ABOVE REFERRED SECTIONS

RUNOFF

(RECOMMENDED)
STORAGE HT.

VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT AT WATER MAIN
FOR HDPE SANITARY SEWER

EXCEPTION
THE REVIEWING AUTHORITY MUST SPECIFICALLY APPROVE ANY VARIANCE FROM THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE
WHEN IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO OBTAIN THE SPECIFIED DISTANCE SEPARATION.

TO UPSTREAM
SIDE OF POST.

T

HYDRANTS

SANITARY SEWERS CROSSING WATER MAINS SHALL BE LAID TO PROVIDE A MINIMUM VERTICAL DISTANCE OF 18 INCHES BETWEEN THE
OUTSIDE OF THE SANITARY SEWER AND THE OUTSIDE OF THE WATER MAIN. THIS SHALL BE THE CASE WHERE THE SANITARY SEWER IS
EITHER ABOVE OR BELOW THE WATER MAIN.
PONDING HT.

12" MIN.

LEAST 10 FEET HORIZONTALLY FROM ANY EXISTING OR PROPOSED WATER MAINS OR WATER

CROSSINGS

WIRE SUPPORT FENCE

PROPOSED HDPE LOW PRESSURE
SANITARY SEWER FORCE MAIN
(BUTT FUSED}

@

SANITARY SEWERS SHALL BE LAID AT LEAST 10' HORIZONTALLY FROM ANY EXISTING OR PROPOSED HYDRANTS .

10 FT MAX SPACING WITH
WIRE SUPPORT FENCE

PONDING HT.

LATERAL CONNECTIONS SHALL BE LAID
SERVICE CONNECTIONS •

2) ALL FORCE MAINS SHALL BE TESTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE WATER POLLUTION CONTROL FEDERAL STANDARDS FOR
INFILTRATION/EXFILTRATION TESTING AS NOTED ON THE DRAWINGS. FORCE MAIN TO BE TESTED FOR 80 PSI OR 1.5 THE
MAXIMUM PUMPING PRESSURE WHICH EVER IS GREATER.
3) TEST RESULTS MUST BE ACCEPTABLE TO THE NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION.

i---PROPOSEO TRENCH---!

i-----D

+

-

"'=:::::::;:::::fl

DROP INLET
WITH GRATE

PROPOSED SANITARY

6"

SEWER FORCE MAIN

-

,,---SANITARY SEWER FORCE MAIN

SECTION A-A

~

TRENCHING NOTES
NOTES:

§§,§§§§
CJC]c::::Jc::::JCJCJ
c:::Jc:Jc::::Jc::::JCJCJ

CJCJCJCJCJCJ
c::::JCJCJCJCJCJ

CJCJCJCJCJCJ
CJCJDDCJCJ
CJCJCJCJCJCJ
CJ c:::::Jc:::::J c:::::J c:::::Jc:::::J
CJ c:::::Jc:::::J c:::::J c:::::Jc:::::J

--------

PROPOSED SANITARY-

SEWER FORCE MAIN

NOT TO SCALE

6" TOPSOIL, SEED
& MULCH

GATHER
---------- EXCESS AT
CORNERS

MAXIMUM DRAINAGE AREA 1 ACRE.

CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATIONS

MAGNETIC WARNING TAPE

2.

DETAILS SHOWN ON THESE SHEETS ARE BASED UPON TYPE 5 LAYING CONDITION DESCRIBED IN AWWA STANDARD C600 AND AWWA
605.

3. PAVEMENT AND SHOULDER REMOVAL SHALL BE DONE IN A MANNER THAT PROVIDES FOR PROPER RESTORATION OF THE
REPLACEMENT SECTION. STRAIGHT, VERTICAL CUTS OF THE PAVEMENT WILL BE REQUIRED. ALTERNATIVE REPAIR METHODS MAY BE
USED IF PRIOR APPROVAL IS GRANTED.
4.

TRENCH EXCAVATION FOR INSTALLATION OF SANITARY SEWER FORCE MAINS AND APPURTENANCES SHALL MEET THE PROVISIONS OF
NYSDOT 206-1.02, TRENCH AND CULVERT EXCAVATION-ORIGINAL GRADE (O.G.). DISPOSAL OF EXCAVATED MATERIAL SHALL MEET
THE PROVISIONS OF NYSDOT 203-3.06 AND/OR
NYSDOT 2.03-3.07.

5.

TRENCHES SHALL BE BACKFILLED WITH ACCEPTABLE RUN-OF-BANK (R.O.B.) MATERIAL OR OTHER MATERIAL.

6.

GENERALLY, CUTS SHALL BE FILLED AT THE END OF EACH WORKING DAY. WITH PRIOR APPROVAL, STEEL COVER PLATES MAY BE
USED. (PLATES TO BE CERTIFIED FOR H-25 LOADING).

7.

PERMANENT OR TEMPORARY PAVEMENT SHALL BE PLACED IMMEDIATELY AS SECTIONS OF THE TOTAL INSTALLATION ARE COMPLETED
TO SUBBASE ELEVATION. GRAVEL SURFACES IN SHOULDER AREAS MAY BE USED IF PRIOR APPROVAL IS GRANTED.

8.

SAWCUTTING TO BE INCLUDED IN SITE PREPARATION ITEM.

9.

ALL VERTICAL SURFACES ARE TO BE COVERED WITH TACK COAT (NYSDOT ITEM 407.0101)

10. TRENCHES SHALL BE PAVED AS PER DETAILS.

1. FILTER FABRIC SHALL HAVE AN EOS OF 40-85. BURLAP MAY

FIN. GRADE

BE USED FOR SHORT TERM APPLICATIONS.
2. CUT FABRIC FROM A CONTINUOUS ROLL TO ELIMINATE JOINTS. IF
JOINTS ARE NEEDED THEY WILL BE OVERLAPPED TO THE NEXT STAKE.
COMPACTED BACKFILL MATERIAL
PLACED IN 8" LIFTS (MAX.)

11. TEMPORARY SUPPORT IS REQUIRED WHEN TRENCHING ADJACENT TO, OR UNDER EXISTING ROADWAYS, UTILITIES, WATER MAINS AND
STORM SEWERS.
12. ANY DAMAGE DONE BY THE CONTRACTOR TO THESE FACILITIES DURING TRENCHING OPERATIONS SHALL BE REPAIRED BY THE
CONTRACTOR AT NO COST TO THE TOWN OF ULSTER OR THE N.Y.S.D.O.T.

3. STAKE MATERIALS WILL BE STANDARD 2" x 4" WOOD OR EQUIVALENT.
METAL WITH A MINIMUM LENGTH OF 3 FEET.

EXCAVATION PROTECTION

SYSTEM OR SHEETING _

IT IS THE CONTRACTORS RESPONSIBILITY TO DETERMINE THE EXACT LOCATIONS OF EXISTING UTILITIES. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL
VERIFY ELEVATIONS OF EXISTING UTILITIES TO ENSURE ADEQUATE CLEARANCE WHERE THE UTILITIES EXIST. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL
NOTIFY THE ENGINEER (IN WRITING) OF CONFLICTING ELEVATIONS, ALLOWING THE ENGINEERS ADEQUATE TIME TO REVISE GRADES
WITHOUT NECESSITATING REMOVAL AND RECONSTRUCTION OF WORK ALREADY COMPLETED BY THE CONTRACTOR.

-------

~

---------- C_

PAY LIMIT LINE FOR TRENCH ROCK

1.

BURIED FABRIC

~ FRAME

'-'

-----~~

ROCK PAYMENT LINES

u------'-!

u

24"-o------,

_,

AS REQUIRED

UTILITY CROSSING DETAIL

BACKFlLL EXCAVATION WllH

NOT TO SCALE

SAND OR OTHER SUITABLE
MATERIAL. BEDDING MATERIAL
SHOULD CONTAIN NO ROCKS
GREATER THAN 1'" IN DIAMETER

D

NATIVE MATERIAL MAY BE USEO
FOR THE REMAINDER OF THE
BACKFILL

CONTRACT TU-213
DETAILS

4. SPACE STAKES EVENLY AROUND INLET 3 FEET APART AND DRIVE A

4'-6 MIN.
COVER

MINIMUM 18 INCHES DEEP. SPANS GREATER THAN 3 FEET MAY BE BRIDGED
WITH THE USE OF WIRE MESH BEHIND THE FILTER FABRIC FOR SUPPORT.

5. FABRIC SHALL BE EMBEDDED 1 FOOT MINIMUM BELOW GROUND AND
BACKFILLED. IT SHALL BE SECURELY FASTENED TO THE STAKES AND FRAME.

INSTALLATION OF LOW PRESSURE SEWER
MAIN & APPURTENANCES
SPRING LAKE SEWER DISTRICT
PHASE 2

6. A 2" x 4" WOOD FRAME SHALL BE COMPLETED AROUND THE CREST
OF THE FABRIC FOR OVER FLOW STABILITY.

FILTER FABRIC INLET PROTECTION DETAIL
SANITARY SEWER FORCE MAIN

TOWN OF ULSTER

NOT TO SCALE

DATE

6/22

TRENCHING DETAIL IN GRASSED AREAS
NOT TO SCALE

Unauthorized alteration or addition to a plan
bearing a licensed engineer's seal is a violation

of section 7209, subdivision 2, of the New York
State Education Law.
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Sl ADNlESS SllEIEl
lA llEiAl ocn
1-1/-'IIW
SII>i II 1-0IDIPIE ?Dl'IE

LID ASSEliBLY WITH PENTAGON HEAD PLUG
MATERIAL: CAST IRON

EXTENSION TYPE CURB BOX WITH ARCH PATTERN BASE
MATERIAL• ABS

AVAILABLE LENGTHS.......... 1B-30•
30-+2·

SS VALVE
ACTUATOR

36-54"
+2-65"

48-78"
eo-102·

PART NUMBER
PB0930001
PB0930G02
PB0930G03
PB0930G0-1PB0930G05
PB0930G06

0
FOR TERMINAL FLUSHING
CONNECTION ONLY

ORDERED SEPARATELY USING PART JII.Jt.l:IER FROM ABOVE

1-1/4 FEMALE
NPT

1-1/4 FEMALE
NPT

COWPRESSION ADAPTER FITTING
MATERIAL: POLYPROPYLENE
(ASSEt.l:ILEO BY OTHERS)
1-11+·

SDR 11
HDPE PIPE
(BY OTHERS)

FLAPPER TYPE
CHECK VALVE,

1-1/4 SS BALL
VALVE

COt.FRESSION ADAPTER FITTING)
MA TERIAU POLYPROPYLENE
(ASSElil3LED BY OTHERS)

ss

□

L

1B" - FOR FLUSHING CONNECTION
32" - FOR TERMINAL FLUSHING CONNECTION

TO MAIN

PART IS A BALL VALVE CURB STOP WITH FEMALE PIPE THREADS,
VALVE POSITION STOPS (OPEN/CLOSED), AND INTEGRAL CHECK VALVE
MATERIAL, STAINLESS STEEL

_J

COMPRESSION ADAPTER
FITTING
MATERIAL: POLYPROPYLENE
(ASSEMBLED BY OTHERS)

PRESSURE RA TING, 235 PSI

TYPICAL CONCRETE PAD DETAIL

§lJ' ADNllE§§ §lJ'IEIEl
lAlJ'IE~Al A§§IEMBlY
NO IFDlJ'lJ'DNG§

TO ORDER 55 LATERAL, NO FITTINGS
USE PART NUMBER NB0184P01

TO PUWP

VALVE CURB STOP WITH FEMALE PIPE THREADS
AND VALVE POSITION STOPS (OPEN/CLOSED)
WITH INTEGRAL a-JECK VALVE
MATERIAL= STAINLESS STEEL

(

1-1/1" SOR 11
POLYETHYLENE PIPE
(SU)PLIED BY OTI-ERS)

NOTIES:
1. PRESSURE RATING 150 PSI
2. ASSEMBLY TO BE USED WITIH 1-1/4" SOR 11 PIPE ONLY
3. TO ORDER LATIERAL ASSEMBLY SHOWN, USE PART
NUMBER NC0193G01
4. ORDER CURB BOX SEPARATE: SEE ABOVE

1¼'' LATERAL ASSEMBLY
NOT TO SCALE

ALARM PANEL

NOTE:
TOWN RESPONSIBILlTY

NOTE:
PROP.,,12...,.,.TY OWNER RESPONSIBlLl'l'Y

01fNERSHIP

OWNERSHIP

INSTALLATION
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

INSTALLATION
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
E-ONE GRINDER PUMP STATION

CRETE PAD

• •

-.

LATERAL ASSEMBLY

-

..

-.
-·
BELOW
MINIMUM
FROST
DEPTH

-

..

BASEMENT

;

-

LPSS MAIN

Do
:: *::.••
0:...!Do:.
.••.:"Do:.,
;..... D:.!o
;..... ; .. •••••
0

.·y·: . •

PEA GRAVEL
OR
CRUSHED STONE

•/."::::.Do••-~••!~.::.~
•. !.••!;.!'.~t::.••
••••••=••••• .. •••• .. ••••.-•••••""••• .. ••••••

CORPORATION STOP

(OPTIONAL)

_/

PEA GRAVEL OR

.

. •

CRUSHED STONE
SADDLE TAP

.....
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GENUINE

- E/One-DRIVEN -

ALL-TE·RRA,I N '.
Flat? Wet?
Rocky? Hilly?
Get after it.
ALL-TERRAIN SEWER™ low pressure
systems from E/One give you
the freedom to sewer anywhere
Environmen_tally Sensi~ive
Economically Sensible'"

P!',[e]jt#)
111:3

SEWER SYSTEM S

E/ONE SEWER™ SYSTEMS GIVE YOU THE
FREEDOM TO SEWER ANYWHERE -

With E/One, you can set your
sites higher - or lower . In
fact, you can site new homes in
formerly infeasible locations rugged hills, isolated flatlands,
coastal areas, below grade, or
sites with high water tables.
For the developer or prospective
homebuilder, ALL-TERRAIN
SEWER low pressure systems
from E/One free you to utilize
the best sightlines on any plot regardless of the location of
the sewer main or septic field .
This means better sightlines,
aesthetics, and views, as well
as the possibility of utilizing
"difficult" or orphan lots, and
maximizing the density of any
development .
ALL-TERRAIN SEWER low
pressure systems from E/One
also feature a lighter "footprint."
That's because they follow
the contour of the land, so
they can go anywhere without
destroying the landscape . Even
around existing features like
mature trees, streams, and rock
formations .
They're easier to install than
conventional gravity sewers,
so they greatly reduce the high
cost of sewering. And they 're
highly reliable. So they lower
operating costs .
Environmentally sensitive .
Economically sensible. Plus the
freedom to build anywhere.
Break the restrictions of
gravity - and enjoy true
freedom.

HERE'S HOW THEE/ONE
SEWER SYSTEM WORKS:

systems using a large main and
usually require major excavation
to install. They must be accurately

THE MOST RUGGED,
LONGEST-LASTING PUMP
IN THE INDUSTRY.

The E/One system stores, grinds and

placed and bedded along a

pumps wastewater under pressure

continuous downward grade and

to a treatment site or central sewer,

often involve large, costly lift

res ult s in a 10 year ave r age mean tim e

depending on the location. Because the

stations . Plus they 're expensive and

betwee n se rvi ce ca ll s and req uires
no preve ntiv e maint enan ce. Plus,

Th e E/One sewer grinder pump

output is pressurized, the wastewater

not entirely efficient in transporting

can be transported horizontally two or

waste because they can tend to leak,

low upfront cos t s , reduced operati ng

more miles, or uphill some 185 feet

and can be compromised by storm

ex penses, and th e ability t o be inst all ed

vertically. Because the system does

water infiltration .

at any si te, regardless of th e cha lleng es

not rely on gravity to carry the waste,
it provides more options for siting and
building, as well as system renovations .

of top og r aph y.

ENGINEERED TO DO ONE
JOB PERFECTLY™.

WHY THEE/ONE SYSTEM
IS BETTER THAN GRAVITY:

The Extreme series grinder pump,

Both the gravity sewer and the ALL -

watertight design, serviceability

the heart of the E/One system, is
the industry leader in ruggedness,

TERRAIN SEWER low pressure system

and reliability. It provides

from E/One are known as central sewer

wastewater storage, grinding,

systems. Most cities and villages use

and pumping in a single unit.

ce ntral sewering, which simply means

Translation: it lowers operating

that waste is transferred, usually by pipe

costs, the cost of waste collection,

or a main, to a central treatment plant.

and reduces maintenance .

Gravity sewers are the "original"

The E/One grinder pump is

central sewers, with origins in the

engineered to do one thing perfectly

Roman aqueducts. Unfortunately,

and in the process, provides the best

the technology behind gravity sewers

value for homeowners, builders,

is also centuries old : they're bulky

developers and municipalities.

DEFY GRAVITY WITH E/ONE.
Th e beauty of th e ALL -TERRAIN SEWER
low pressure sys tem from E/ On e is that,
unlik e co nventi onal ce ntral sewe rs,
it defies gravity. Becau se in stallati on
follow s th e natural co nt our of th e land,
it is idea l for all terrain, including land
that is flat, we t, rocky, or hilly. It gives th e
freedom to sewer anywhere including
sit es w here old se pti c sys tem s have
contamina ted wa t er and po se d severe
publi c hea lth issues.

HOW WILL IT
LOOK?

SET YOUR SITES ANYWHERE
ALL - TERRAi N SEWER low pressure systems

Aes th eti cs a r e a m aj o r

from E/One serve the entire community

c on s id era ti o n for

and give eng in eers, developers, community

ho m eown e r s.

planners, and homeowners the freedom to

ALL - TERRAIN SEWER

sewer anywhere, taking advantage of scenic

low press ure sys t em s

vistas and the ability to lo cate structures for

from E/ On e are virtu ally

the best return. Even sites that - to date have been deemed undevelopable .

out of sight - th e only vi sible part is a low - profile cover th at blend s sea mless ly
into th e environm e nt but provid es easy access for se rvi cing operation s.

/~_

Th e Extrem e se ri es indoor grind er pump station from E/ On e was spec ifi ca lly
des ign ed for in stallation in a base m ent m ec hani ca l room or in th e slab found ati on.
Its clea n look fit s un obtru sively into any environm ent, virtu ally elimin ating excava ti on.
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E/ On e ca n s olv e se we rin g proble m s

WHEN IT COMES
TO SEWER SYSTEM
TECHNOLOGY, BIGGER
ISN'T BETTER.

and r epl ace fa iling se pti c syst em s at

Conve ntion al grav ity se w e r s ca n
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exca vation and sever ely di srupt s th e

E/ On e s harply redu ce both front -e nd

land sca pe a nd any built stru ctures
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SEPTIC SYSTEMS POTENTIAL TIME BOMBS
IN OUR MIDST
While septic systems may be a common
way of disposing of residential sanitary
waste, they are, at best, a temporary

low pre ss ure syst e m s
from E/ On e use an
unobtru s ive , s m a ll diamet er 2- t o 4- i nch

solution and come at a high cost to public
health. Around the world, septic systems
have degraded ground and recreational
water, creating serious safety problems.

main in stall ed ju s t
below th e fr os tlin e,
following th e natu ra l
topogra ph y of th e
land . Th e sm all diamet er m ain s m ea n
or,

no tren ches at all if
directi onal borin g
is used .
Because of failing septic systems, water
is not safe to drink. In addition, failing
septic systems decrease real estate
values . ALL-TERRAIN SEWER low
pressure systems from E/One can go
wherever septic systems were initially
Gra vity sys tem: large 24 "
main . Ins t allation req u ires
deep excavation .
E/One sewer sys tem: 2-4'" main , installed
to follow t he con tour of the l and
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SEWER low press ure sys te m s fr om

s mall t re nches -

~
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use up t o a 24- in c h l arg e- di a m et er

plantings . ALL - TERRAi N SEWER

0

~~

pip e, o r m a in, whi ch requires m aj or

su ch as l awn s, driv ew ays , and
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gravity se w er s. ALL - TERRAIN

lifec ycl e cos t s.
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a fr ac ti o n of th e cos t of co nventi onal

in st all ati on cos t s a nd overall
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PRICED RIGHT FOR
INSTALLATION. AND FOR
THE LONG TERM.
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used, reclaiming water quality and
quality of life while providing an efficient,
cost - effective solution to wastewater
disposal and treatment.

Th e pris tin e sho r el ine is a
prim ar y r easo n t ha t l a kef ro nt
h om es are so ught aft er in
J eru salem, N ew York, lo cat ed
o n Keuka La ke. How ever,
eutroph ica ti on g enerat ed by
se pti c see pag e a nd oth er
so urces of nu t ri e nt loa ding
frequ ently had led t o poo r
w at e r qu a lit y. Th e t own
r ec ogni ze d a s oluti on w as
n ee d ed, but it s geo gra phy
prese nt ed so m e c ha lle nging
s it e co nd i ti o n s. ALL - TERRAIN
SEWER low press ure system s
from E/On e elimin ated 12 lift
stati on s [ve r s u s a gravit y se w er
des ign]. saving $900,000 .
Af te r 10 yea r s , analy sis of
oper a t io n a nd ma int ena nce
cos t s show ed a n aver age of $3 7
pe r pump per yea r. Th e l a ke 's
w at e r qu ality has a l so s hown
improvem ent.

Nestled between the Cascade and the Olympic Mountain

the cost to install, and less than half proje cted O&M.

ranges, the Kitsap Peninsula boasts 300 miles of scenic
coastline in the Puget Sound . So when failing septi c
threatened that pri stine coast, municipal engineers found a
cost - effective solution - and an ally - in E/On e sewer system s.

Nearly 350 E/One grinder pumps and six miles of high - density
polyethylene pressure main were installed along the waterfront.
A careful analysi s of the operating and maintenan ce costs
revealed that after seven years, only 16 service calls per year

They compared th e con struction and O&M co st s of four

were required - le ss than half the number proje cted . And the

di stinct sewer collection systems, and the E/One pres sure

mean time between servi ce calls was 22 years - more than

system came out on top - in both categorie s. Compared to a

double the pre - project estimate of 10 years. The cost of those

gravity system, th e E/One system was less than a quarter of

repairs came in at 68 percent less than proje cted .
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This 2,200 site development is nestled in the rugged, hilly north
Georgia terrain. A dramatic setting that offers fresh air, pristine

Powered by reliable E/One grinder pumps, the system carries
waste offsite, and away from the community reservoir. And, at

forests, and breathtaking views . Plus considerable sewering
challenges.

the number of unsightly and expensive lift stations from 20 - to

a fraction of the cost of gravity sewers. This solution minimized
just three!

That's why the developer turned to E/One, a trusted resource ,
to help him engineer an elegant, simple solution. By using
pressure sewering, only shallow, contour-hugging smalldiameter lines were needed to carry wastewater - even uphill.

Ari zo na·s Paradi se Valley is
no picni c for build ers. Th ese
exclu sive home lots prese nt
daunting challeng es with
stee p grade, ro cky terrain and
restri ctive land use covenants.
No wond er oth er build ers walked
away from thi s challenging inf ill
lot - exce pt one.
Thi s build er turn ed adve r sity
int o prof it with th e proven E/ On e
press ure sew er system . In st ea d
of th e ex pensive and di sruptive
lift stati on syste m pro posed ,
he sa ved lot s of m oney - and
got an elegantly simple, cos t effec ti ve so luti on. He prese rve d
th e envi ro nm ent as w ell as hi s
budg et, with pump s m ounted
at g r ade and low impact , sm all
di am eter pipin g in stalled ju st
below th e surface .
Th e bottom lin e: E/O ne defi ed both
gravity and co nve nti ona l w isdom
and resc ued an ··u nbuil da ble·· lot fo r a lo t less.

The developer says it best : "The E/One system allows us to
offer the best environmental quality of life in a most attractive
new community."

HOMEOWNERS
• Sa fe - prot ec ts water qual ity a nd
enh an ces quality of life
• Reduces cos ts of housing - both initial
a n d ongo in g
• Visually pleasi ng - only ev id ence
is a low - profile c ove r that is eas ily

MUNICIPALITIES/DEVELOPERS

ENGINEERS/OPERATORS

• Pe rmit s freedo m to sewe 1- a nyw h e r e

• Pro ve n engin eer- in g a nd des ign

ca m ouf laged
• Does n ot d isrup t the beauty of th e

in a ny kin d of t e rrain

la nd sca pe or damage bu ilt stru ctures
• Low initi al cos ts make ce ntral sewe r s
• Virtually n o preventive maintenance

eco nom ica lly feas ible

• Cos t - effec ti ve ce ntral sewe rin g
so luti on fo r new co n s tr uc ti on or
retrof it s

requ i1-ed o f homeow ner
• Low initi al cos t s make deve lopm ent
• Centra l sewe r increases value of home

eco nomi ca lly feas ible
• Ce ntra l sewe r in c reases va l ue o f

CONTRACTORS/CONSTRUCTION
MANAGERS

deve lopm ent un it s
• Hi g h reliab1l1ty - no preventive

• In stal lat ion follows contour of th e

ma 1ntenance

l and - does not r equ i1-e maJor
excava ti on
• N eeds only shallow trenc hes in creases ease a nd sa fety of
in sta ll a ti on procedures
• L a bor a nd material costs a re much
less th a n g rav ity sewe r sys tems

• Reduces oper a tin g cos ts
• Pro tec ti ve o f publ ic h ea lth
• Perm it s regu lato ry com pli a nce
• Cl osed system - n ot comprom ised
by s t o rm wa t e r infiltra ti o n - plu s zero
ex fi ltra ti o n

• Engin ee ring and tec hni ca l su pp o rt
during design , co nstru c ti on,
in sta lla ti on, a nd opera ti on
• Reliable performance means
reduced O&M costs - up to 50 % or
more sav ing s ove r g ravity
• Wh e n n eeded , E/O n e pumps
a re easy a nd sa fe to access and
se rvice
• Des ign ed to keep ma intenance to
abso l ute m 1111mum
• Will wo rk wi th gr av ity in a hybrid
sys tem

EJONE® SEWER
SYSTEMS ARE
MAKING BETTER
COMMUNITIES
All OVER
THE WORLD

ENGINEERED liO DO ONE JOB PERFECTILY
At th e heart of the E/One Sewer
System is the toughest , hardest
working pump in the industry.

SOME KEY ADVANTAGES:

The new standard in excellence,
durability, and longevity, the E/One
Extreme Series Grinder Pump. Its
evolution reflects everything we ·ve
learned in 40 years as the originator

• HIGH HEADS/NEGATIVE HEADS. Re li able ope rat io n from nega ti ve head to 185 fee t of
to tal head for co ntin uou s duty r educes th e n um ber of lift sta ti ons and pip e sizes. Thi s
cu ts cos ts - both initi ally and in long- term operati on and ma int enance.

and leader in the category of low
pressure sewer systems.
The pump stations incorporate the
grinder pump, motor controls and

• CONSTANT FLOW. The system press ures to be ove rco m e by any give n grin de r pump in
a low pressure sys tem vary drama ti ca lly ove r th e co urse of a day. E/O ne·s progress in g
cav ity pump readi ly acco m moda t es t hese pr essu r e va ri at ions w hile m ain ta inin g a
nea r ly co nstant fl ow w ithou t ever opera tin g at " near s hut off" - t hus avo idin g th e wear
and m oto r bu rn-o ut suffe red by oth er pu m p types.

level sensing device integrated into
a compact unit, easily removable for
servicing when necessary.

• HIGH GRINDING TORQUE. Our un ique pump syst em, dri ve n by a one- hor se powe r
mo tor turnin g at 1725 r pm , pr oduces grin din g to rqu e gr eate r t han a two - hor se power
pu mp tu rnin g at tw ice t he speed.

And, the geometry of the pump not
only produces a near-vertical pump
curve, but allows passage of ground

• ENERGY EFFICIENT. Th e pump is ac ti va ted au tom ati ca lly and run s fo r shor t pe ri ods .
Ty pi ca l annu al energy co nsump t ion is compara ble to a 40-wa tt li ght bulb .

solid s without clogging. Because
of the low rpm and highest quality
components, we experience the
lowest service call rate in the industry.

• LOW MAINTENANCE SUBMERSIBLE MOTOR. Low m aint enance and lon g li fe are the
hal l ma rk s of our air-fi lled m otor. Pe r man ent ly l ub r icated ba l l beari ngs and Cla ss F
in su lati on elimin ate t he need fo r pe ri od ic oil changes and oil dis posa l cos ts r equ ired
by oil - fil led submers ible mo to r s.

An average mean time of 10 years
between service calls is typical.

• LARGE-DIAMETER GRINDER ASSEMBLY. Al mo st tw ice th e diam et er o f m ost oth er
ty pes of grin de r pump s , co ntrib utin g to a dr ama ti c r educ ti on of in f l ow ve l oc it y for
less wea r an d n o blin din g, clogg in g or j amm in g.

• NO PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE. Non - foul in g stati c leve l se n sors r equ ire no
p r even ti ve mai nte nance. Because of our uni que , nea r co nstant disc h arge rate ,
no m ain lin e f l us hi ng is requ ired in a proper ly des igned system.

• CORROSION RESISTANCE. E/One·s stainless stee l ba ll - ty pe disc harge va lve and pipin g
wo n't co r ro de l ike coppe r or ga lva ni zed, and hold up years longer. No co r ros ion, no
m ain te nance.
The progressing cavity pump itself is based
on the Moineau principle. A rotor turns

• DEPENDABILITY. E/One pump s typ ica lly run ten yea r s be tween se rv ice ca lls w ith 40
years of in - gro u nd exper ience.

within a sta tor, creating a sequence of sealed
chambers. The precision-cast and polished
stainless steel

rotor moves wastewater

through t hese chambers at a nearly constant
flow, over a wide range of conditions - from
negative to abno rmally high heads. Turning

• PROVIDES FOR ENVIRONMENTALLY SOU ND WASTEWATER MANAGEMENT. The
E/One Ex t reme Se ri es grin ds wa st e mat eria l in to s ma ll part icles . Th is enab les
t he use of in expe nsive, sma ll -d iameter press u r e pipe s , bu ri ed at s ha ll ow dept hs ,
to tran s port wastewate r to a su itable proce ss in g site . Re s u l t: Ground water
contam i nat ion from fa ilin g se ptic tank s ca n be eli m i nated.

at Just 1,725 rpm, the one- horsepower
motor can pump fluid through more than
two miles of small - diameter piping or
elevat ion changes of over 185 feet .

• SERVICEABILITY. Our uniqu e co ,-e des ign eli m ina tes the need fo r in-field
trouble shooting and pump se rv icing . Th is m ea ns lower ma intenanc e cos ts and
m inimum hom eow ner inconv enience.

GRAVITY SEWERS ARE NO
LONGER THE RULE FOR SOLVING
WASTEWATER PROBLEMS.

ENGINEERED
LOW PRESSURE
SYSTEMS

At th e h eart of th e syst em is th e E/On e progress ing cavity g r ind er
pump - with high hea d s that can eliminat e cos tly lift st ati o n s, and a

REPEALING THE
LAW OF GRAVITY

robu st, pow erful d es ign that tran s lat es into th e indu stry' s high es t
level s of r e li ability, availability and maintainability.

E/ONE SPD PUMP PERFORMANCE CURVE
GRINDER PUMP, 1HP, 1725 RPM
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wear, and keep scouring action at
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effective levels.
Environment One's semi - positive
displacement, progressing cavity
pump has a nearly vertical
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predictable flow over the full
range of typical system pressures;
strengths critical in a large - scale,
low pressure sewer.
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E/One·s superior high head
capability allows a system with few,
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design. It enables the engineer
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foundation for proper hydraulic
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In a low pressure system, constant,
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LOW PRESSURE SYSTEM DESIGN PRESSURE
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NOBODY CAN TOUCH OUR CURVE.
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connections without compromising
system performance .
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These E/One pump characteristics
translate into:

•

design
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•
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DISCHARGE (Q), GPM

14
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predictable hydraulic
lower collection system
capital costs

•

less maintenance

•

lower operating costs

ANATOMY
OFA
LEADER:
THE INSIDE
STORY ON
THE
E/ONE
GRINDER
PUMP
STATION.

0

LOW-PROFILE COVER: Aes th eti ca lly pleas in g. Prov id es easy access for
se rvice w hile blending w ith s urro undin gs.

e

HIGH - DENSITY POLYETHYLENE TANK: Doubl e-wa ll co nstru cti on of
high - density th erm oplas ti c for ru gged r eli ability. Fac t ory press ure tes ted
for inf iltratio n an d ex filt ra ti on free insta ll at ion.

e
e

QUICK-RELEASE CORE LATCH: All stainless m ec hani sm sec ures co r e
in place and ca n be eas ily re lease d from ground leve l.

STAINLESS STEEL PIPING & HARDWARE: E/ On e·s SS di sc har ge
piping and ball va lve wo n ·t co r ro d e. No co rros ion , no m a int enance ,
no t oo l s r equired.

0

UNIQUE CORE DESIGN: Elimin ates the nee d for in - fi el d t ro ubles hoot in g
and se rvice. Modular co nt ro ls simplify se r vice .

0

DOUBLE O-RING SEALS: Make asse mbli es waterp roo f and nove l j oint
geo m etry minimi zes th e eff ec t s of crev ice co r ros ion.

f)

E/ONE EQUALIZER: Co mp ensates fo r fl uctu ati ons in at m os pheric
press ure to enable acc urate leve l se nsing w hile ass urin g th e leve l
se ns ing system is wa tertight.

8

PROGRESSING CAVITY PUMP: A dece pti ve ly simple des ign produ ces
a nearly co nstant fl ow un de r a w ide range of co ntin uo usly vary ing
co nditi ons.

f)

GRINDER WHEEL AND SHREDDER RING : Hard ened co r ros ion- r es istant
cutt er bar s and tee th process sew age, grinding was tewa t er so lid s , as we ll
as w oo d, pl as ti c and cloth . Will not j am or clo g!

C

PRESSURE SWITCH LEVEL CONTROL: Se lf - cl ea nin g leve l se nso r s r equire
no preve nti ve m aint enance.

0,

0

DIRECT- BURY CABLE: For simple and in ex pensive in stallati on .
ELECTRICAL QUICK DISCONNECT: For sa fe and easy se r vice. UL- li sted,
com patibl e w ith OS HA regul at ions for co nfin ed space entry.

LEADING THE INDUSTRY
WE INVENTED.
Environment One not only pioneered the low pressure sewer system, but
consistently leads the industry both in system deployment and innovation.
The company is dedicated to Total Quality, Continuous Improvement, and
Customer Satisfaction, as evidenced by the E/One Extreme Series. Today,
there are nearly a million end users worldwide.

SEWER ANYWHERE
Driven by the remarkable E/One Extreme grinder pump, E/One
Sewers give engineers, developers, municipal sanitarians, and land
planners unprecedented new freedom in land usage and septic
tank replacement.
With a smaller footprint and a softer touch on the land, they're so much
easier to install. Front-end costs can be reduced by as much as 80%.
Total installed costs by half. And O&M costs by up to 75%.
The E/One Extreme grinder pump reduces all forms of sanitary waste
to a non-clogging slurry and pumps it through a network of smalldiameter pipes. Since gravity is replaced by the power of the pump,
sewer systems need not run downhill nor require large-diameter pipes,
deep trenches, multiple booster stations - or their associated costs .
A system powered by the E/One Extreme grinder pump converts
formerly cost-prohibitive building sites into cost - effective reality.
"Problem areas ," with high ground water, elevation changes or
impenetrable bedrock, are transformed into valuable, developable
real estate.
Of course, E/One's low upfront cost advances apply to conventional
building sites as well.
In addition, E/One units are easy to install and virtually maintenance free - refined through 40 years of experience with the largest installed
base in the indu stry.

Contact your local distributor:

The Most Rugged, Longest-Lasting
Grinder Pump in the Industry

At the heart of the E/One Sewer
System is the toughest, hardest
working pump in the industry.
The new standard in excellence,
durability, and longevity, the E/One

DESIGN

Extreme Series Grinder Pump . Its

•

Des ign press ures to 80 psi ( 185
fee t tot al dyn ami c hea d]

•

Progress ing cavity pump provid es
predi ctable flow over varying
system press ure

Radi al 0 - ring sea l s on all j oint s

•

•

Th ermally w eld ed di sc harg e
asse mbly for high - press ure
perform ance

1 hp, 172 5 rpm. air-co oled motor
provid es low spee d, high torqu e
op er ation, elimin ating jam s

•

•

Differenti al press ure swit ch level
control in se par ate. rem ovable
asse mbly

Fi eld - proven, larg e- di am eter
grinding m ec hani sm provid es
low inlet velo city, elimin ating
pump blinding or clogging

•

Equ ali ze r comp ensa tes for
flu ctu ati ons in atmo s ph eri c
press ure while providing a
sea led, water - tight level co nt ro l
system

•

Int egral chec k valve prot ec t s
again st system bac k press ure;
anti -s iphon valve fac ilitates
downhill pumping appli ca tion s

•

Int egral chec k valve and anti siphon valve asse mbly

•

New, m ore res ili ent stator
m ateri al enables high er press ure
rating of 80 psi, using E/On e
prop r ietary stator chemi stry

•

Enh ance d pump controls:
ex pand ed di agno sti cs . prot ec ti on,
and co mmuni ca ti ons ca pabiliti es

of low pressure sewer systems.

•

··c ore"' conc ept with integral level
and motor co ntrol s

The pump stations incorporate the

•

grinder pump, motor controls and

evolution reflects everything we've
learned in more than 40 years as the
originator and leader in the category

level sensing device integrated into
a compact unit, easily removable for
servicing when necessary.
And, the geometry of the pump not
only produces a near-vertical pump
curve, it also allows passage of
ground solids without clogging.
Because of the low rpm and highest
quality components, we experience
the lowest service call rate in the
industry. An average mean time of 10
years between service calls is typical.

PERFORMANCE

•

All fastener s and hardw are are
300 ser ies stainless stee l

SERVICEABILITY
•

No preventive m aint enance
required

•

Qui ck - release core latch on
D-Se ri es - no mounting bolt s
required

•

Elec tri ca l qui ck di sco nn ec t (EQD]
sea l s and co nn ec t s wi t hout to ols;
uses single turn lo cking ring

•

Detac hable level se nsor asse m bly ; wirel ess des ign availabl e
us ing indu ctiv e co upling

RELIAB ILITY

The progressing cavity pump itself is based

•

Hug e double 0 - rin gs use d for
cas ting j oint sea l s

•

Cas ting joint s des ign ed for
corros ive environm ent

•

Di sc harg e plumbing qui ckly
disco nn ec t s fro m grade level

•

Ind estr uc tibl e level se nso r
housin g

•

Bac kward co mp atibility to
ea rli er generati ons/des igns

•

Ultraso ni ca lly we l de d chec k va lve
asse mbly

•

Sup er ior corrosio n pro t ec ti on w et-a ppli ed coat in g on Class 30
cast iro n vs. in d ustry -s tandard
pow de r coat in g

Ai r - fill ed m otor m ore effi cient
th an oil - fill ed mo tors and
elimin ates nee d to change and
dispose of oil

•

One pum p fo r al l ser ies

Weld- free sta inless stee l sta nd

•

Backward - co mp at ible EQ D

on the Moineau principle . A rotor turns
within a stator, creating a sequence of sealed
chambers. The precision-cast and polished
stainless steel rotor moves wastewater
through these chambers at a nearly constant
flow, over a wide range of conditions - from
negative to abnormally high heads. Turning

•

at just 1,725 rpm. the one-horsepower
motor can pump fluid through more than
two miles of small - diameter piping or
elevation changes of over 185 feet.

•

High Heads/Negative Heads.
Industry 's most reliable operation - rated for continuous duty of negative
head to total dynamic head of 185 feet reduces the number of lift stations
and pipe s izes. Thi s cu t s costs - both initially and in long -ter m operation and
maintenance .

Constant Flow.
The system pressures to be overcome by any given grinder pump in a low
p,-essure sys tem vary dram atically over the co urse of a day. E/One·s progress ing
cavity pump readily accommodates these pressure variations while maintaining
a nearly constant flow without ever operating at .. near shut off" - thu s avoiding
the wear and motor burn-out suffered by other pump types .

High Grinding Torque.
Our unique pump system, driven by a one-horsepower motor turning at
1725 rpm, produces grinding torque greater than a larger horsepower pump
turning at twice the speed.

Energy Efficient.
The p u m p i s a ct iv a t e d a u to m at i ca l l y a n d r u n s fo r s h o rt per i o d s.

Low Maintenance Submersible Motor.
Low ma i ntena nee and long life a re the hallmarks of our air-filled motor.
Permanently lubricated ball bearings and Class F insulation eliminate the
need for periodic oil changes and oil disposal costs required by o il -filled
submersible motors .

Large-Diameter Grinder Assembly.
Almost twice the diameter of most other types of grinder pump s , co ntributing
to a dramatic reduction of inflow velocity for les s wear and no blinding,
clogging or jamming .

No Preventive Maintenance.
Non -fo uling static level sensors requir e no preventiv e maintenance . Because
of our unique, near co nstant discharge rate, no main line flu s hing is required
in a properly d es ign e d system.

Corrosion Resistance.
Corrosion resistance is built into the E/One ® design .

Se rv1 cea bi lity.
Our uniqu e core design elimin ates the need for in-field troubleshoot ing
and pump se rvicing . This m ea n s lower maint ena nc e costs and minimum
homeowner inconvenience.

THE I-SERIES INDOOR UNIT
Self-Contained for Indoor Installation
More builders and municipalities are opting for the
ease and convenience of the E/One Indoor Unit, which
offers easy access along with all the benefits of the 0Series. An attractive self - contained unit, the I-Series
fits unobtrusively into a basement or garage with a
clean, contemporary design that feels right at home
with other major appliances .
It can be used as part of a new E/One sewer system or
retrofit into an existing low pressure or gravity sewer
system.
With its quiet, energy - efficient pump and sound
insulating properties, the I-Series is easy
to live with.

THEW-SERIES
Engineered for choice.
The W- Series is E/One's most versatile
grinder pump station - a range of
basins, covers, discharges, inlets and
panels are available. Simplex through
quadriplex stations work with single
homes, light commercial applications,
or several homes.
The W- Series allows you to choose
integral components for optimal
installation and performance for your
site's conditions. Whatever tank size is
needed, many features from discharge
configuration to panel options can be
adjusted to your specific needs.
W-Series stations can have one pump
or up to four pumps, depending on the
tank chosen.

100 gal

Simplex Stations
• HOPE or fiberglass [not shown)
construction

237 gal

• Station capacities of 100, 237 and 476
gallons available
• Various station heights available

Multiple-Pump Stations
• HOPE construction
• Station capacities of 4 76 and 486
gallons available
• 4 76-gallon tank allows for 1 or 2
pumps
• 486-gallon tank allows for 2, 3 or 4
pumps
• Various station heights available
The W-Se ries fiberglass tanks offer a
multitude of station volumes and heights
with diameters from 24 inches to 72
inches, and heights from 60 inches to
240 inches.

486 gal

* Please visit www.eone.com for

application and flow information
476 gal

NOBODY CAN TOUCH OUR CURVE.
E/ONE SPD PUMP PERFORMANCE CURVE

In a lo w press ure syste m, co nstant,
predic ta ble pump output is th e
found at ion for prope r hyd ra uli c
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des ign . It enables t h e engin eer
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low press ure sew er system.
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Th ese E/On e pump c har ac teri sti cs
translat e int o:

.

predi cta ble hydrauli c des ign
lower collec tion system
capit al co sts
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DI SCHARGE (0) , GPM

Sewer Anywhere and Save
E/ One Sew er Sys tem s give engin ee rs , build ers , developer s,
muni ci pa l sa nit ar ia n s and la nd plann er s unprece dente d new
free dom in l a nd usage and sew er rehabilit a ti on.
Ea sy to in stall. Ea sy to op erate. An d ea sy to m ainta in.
Th e se ns ible se w er ing so lu tio n that defi es gra vi ty and sa ves
up t o 50 % - t he E/On e se w er syste m .
Environmentally sensitive. Economically sensible.TM
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W-Series
Wetwell Grinder
Pump Station
with
Wired Level Sensor
Typical Specifications
Semi-Positive
Displacement Type
Grinder Pump Stations

SECTION: GRINDER PUMP STATIONS
1.0 General
1.01 GENERAL DESCRIPTION: The MANUFACTURER shall furnish complete factory-built and tested
grinder pump unit(s), each consisting of a grinder pump core suitably mounted on an integral stand of
stainless steel, tank, electrical quick disconnect (NEMA 6P), pump removal harness, discharge
assembly/shut-off valve, anti-siphon valve/check valve assembly, electrical alarm assembly and all
necessary internal wiring and controls. For ease of serviceability, all pump motor/grinder units shall be
of like type and horsepower throughout the system .
1.02 SUBMITTALS: After receipt of notice to proceed, the MANUFACTURER shall furnish a minimum of
six sets of shop drawings detailing the equipment to be furnished including dimensional data and
materials of construction . The ENGINEER shall promptly review this data, and return two copies as
accepted, or with requested modifications. Upon receipt of accepted shop drawings, the
MANUFACTURER shall proceed immediately with fabrication of the equipment.
1.03 MANUFACTURER: Grinder pump stations, complete with all appurtenances, form an integral system,
and as such, shall be supplied by one grinder pump station manufacturer. The CONTRACTOR shall be
responsible for the satisfactory operation of the entire system . The equipment specified shall be a
product of a company experienced in the design and manufacture of grinder pumps for specific use in
low pressure sewage systems. The company shall submit detailed installation and user instructions for
its product, submit evidence of an established service program including complete parts and service
manuals, and be responsible for maintaining a continuing inventory of grinder pump replacement parts.
The MANUFACTURER shall provide, upon request, a reference and contact list from ten of its largest
contiguous grinder pump installations of the type of grinder pumps described within this specification .
The MANUFACTURER of the grinder pump station shall be Environment One Corporation (or
Proposed Alternate) .
Attention is directed to the fact that the drawings and overall system design are based on a particular
piece of equipment from a particular manufacturer. These specifications are intended to provide
guidelines for standard equipment of a recognized manufacturer who already meets all the
requirements of this specification .
1.03a ALTERNATE EQUIPMENT: In the event that the CONTRACTOR or another supplier proposes an
Alternate to the specified MANUFACTURER, the ENGINEER recognizes that it will be difficult to
conform to certain details of this Specification due to different manufacturing techniques or grinder
pump station designs. If proposing an Alternate, the CONTRACTOR (supplier) must submit, no less
than 15 business days in advance of the bid date, a complete description of any changes that will be
necessary to the system design, a complete submittal package as outlined in Section 1.02
SUBMITTALS, a system hydraulic analysis based on the proposed pump (including pipe sizes, flows,
velocities, retention times and number and location of recommended valves and cleanouts, if any), a list
of exceptions to this specification, and demonstration of compliance to Section 1.04 EXPERIENCE
CLAUSE of this specification. The CONTRACTOR (supplier) must also complete the Manufacturer
Disclosure Statement found at the end of this specification. This information must be submitted to the
ENGINEER for pre-approval of the alternate equipment being proposed and determination of
compliance with these Contract Documents. If the equipment differs materially or differs from the
dimensions given on the Drawings, the CONTRACTOR (supplier) shall submit complete drawings
showing elevations, dimensions, or any necessary changes to the Contract Documents for the
proposed equipment and its installation. Pre-approval, if granted, will be provided in writing by the
ENGINEER to the CONTRACTOR (supplier) at least five business days in advance of the bid date. If
the ENGINEER'S approval is obtained for Alternate Equipment, the CONTRACTOR (supplier) must
make any needed changes in the structures, system design, piping or electrical systems necessary to
accommodate the proposed equipment at the expense of the CONTRACTOR (supplier) .
1.04 EXPERIENCE CLAUSE: The equipment furnished hereunder shall be the product of a company
experienced in the design and manufacture of grinder pumps specifically designed for use in low
2

pressure systems. All manufacturers proposing equipment for this project shall have at least 10 years of
experience in the design and manufacture of units of identical size(s) and performance to the specified
units. All manufacturers proposing equipment for this project must also have not less than 500
successful installations of low pressure sewer systems utilizing grinder pumps of like type to the grinder
pumps specified herein . An installation is defined as a minimum of 25 pumps discharging into a
common force main which forms a low pressure sewer system. The CONTRACTOR (supplier)
proposing alternate equipment shall also submit, as part of the bid schedule, an installation list with
contact person(s), phone number(s) and date(s) of at least 1O installations of the type of pump specified
herein that have been in operation for at least 10 years.
In lieu of this experience clause, the CONTRACTOR (supplier) of alternate equipment will be required
to submit a 5-year performance bond for 100 percent of the stipulated cost of the equipment as bid and
as shown in the Bid Schedule. This performance bond will be used to guarantee the replacement of the
equ ipment in the event that it fails within the bond period .
1.05 OPERA TING CONDITIONS: The pumps shall be capable of delivering 15 GPM against a rated total
dynamic head of O feet (0 PSIG), 11 GPM against a rated total dynamic head of 92 feet (40 PSIG), and
7.8 GPM against a rated total dynamic head of 185 feet (80 PSIG). The pump(s) must also be capable
of operating at negative total dynamic head without overloading the motor(s). Under no conditions shall
in-line piping or valving be allowed to create a false apparent head.
1.06 WARRANTY: The grinder pump MANUFACTURER shall provide a part(s) and labor warranty on the
complete station and accessories, including, but not limited to, the panel for a period of 24 months after
notice of OWNER'S acceptance, but no greater than 27 months after receipt of shipment. Any
manufacturing defects found during the warranty period will be reported to the MANUFACTURER by
the OWNER and will be corrected by the MANUFACTURER at no cost to the OWNER
(OPTIONAL) Certified Installation Program - In lieu of the above warranty, at no charge, the Certified
Installation Program with the same coverage as E/One's standard warranty will be granted for
residential applications of the WH101 grinder pump stations with HOPE tanks when the installation
uses an E/One Uni-Lateral Stainless Steel Curb Stop Assembly (Section 2.12); E/One Sentry Protect
Plus alarm panel (Section 2.13); and the E/One Certified Installation and Start-Up forms located at
apps.eone.com have been successfully completed and submitted.
Only after the installation and start-up data have been successfully completed and submitted via
apps.eone.com will the OWNER be issued a 5-Year Certified Installation Program certificate for each
applicable WH 101 grinder pump station . This certificate is the proof of the program coverage. If
submissions are not received, no additional coverage has been applied.
1.07 WARRANTY PERFORMANCE CERTIFICATION: As a bid certification requirement, each bidder shall
provide with their bid schedule a Warranty Performance Certification statement executed by the most
senior executive officer of the grinder pump MANUFACTURER, which certifies a minimum of a 24month warranty . They must further detail any exclusions from the warranty or additional cost items
required to maintain the equipment in warrantable condition, including all associated labor and shipping
fees, and certify that the MANUFACTURER will bear all costs to correct any original equipment
deficiency for the effective period of the warranty . All preventive maintenance type requirements shall
be included in this form as exclusions. These requirements include, but are not limited to, unjamming of
grinder mechanism, periodic motor maintenance, and periodic cleaning of liquid level controls. Should
the CONTRACTOR (supplier) elect to submit a performance bond in lieu of the experience clause
outlined above, this Warranty Performance Certification shall also be used as a criterion to evaluate the
CONTRACTOR'S (supplier's) performance over the warranty period . A Warranty Performance
Certification form is included with the bid schedule and must be completed and submitted as part of the
bid package. Bids with incomplete forms or missing forms will be considered nonresponsive.
2.0

PRODUCT

2.01

PUMP: The pump shall be a custom designed, integral , vertical rotor, motor driven , solids handling
pump of the progressing cavity type with a single mechanical seal. Double radial O-ring seals are
required at all casting joints to minimize corrosion and create a protective barrier. All pump castings
3

shall be cast iron, fully epoxy coated to 8-10 mil Nominal dry thickness, wet applied . The rotor shall be
through-hardened, highly polished, precipitation hardened stainless steel. The stator shall be of a
specifically compounded ethylene propylene synthetic elastomer. This material shall be suitable for
domestic wastewater service. Its physical properties shall include high tear and abrasion resistance,
grease resistance, water and detergent resistance, temperature stability, excellent aging properties,
and outstanding wear resistance. Buna-N is not acceptable as a stator material because it does not
exhibit the properties as outlined above and required for wastewater service.

2.02 GRINDER: The grinder shall be placed immediately below the pumping elements and shall be directdriven by a single, one-piece motor shaft. The grinder impeller (cutter wheel) assembly shall be
securely fastened to the pump motor shaft by means of a threaded connection attaching the grinder
impeller to the motor shaft. Attachment by means of pins or keys will not be acceptable. The grinder
impeller shall be a one-piece, 4140 cutter wheel of the rotating type with inductively hardened cutter
teeth . The cutter teeth shall be inductively hardened to Rockwell 50 - 60c for abrasion resistance. The
shredder ring shall be of the stationary type and the material shall be white cast iron . The teeth shall be
ground into the material to achieve effective grinding. The shredder ring shall have a staggered tooth
pattern with only one edge engaged at a time, maximizing the cutting torque. These materials have
been chosen for their capacity to perform in the intended environment as they are materials with wear
and corrosive resistant properties.
This assembly shall be dynamically balanced and operate without objectionable noise or vibration over
the entire range of recommended operating pressures. The grinder shall be constructed so as to
minimize clogging and jamming under all normal operating conditions including starting. Sufficient
vortex action shall be created to scour the tank free of deposits or sludge banks which would impair the
operation of the pump. These requirements shall be accomplished by the following, in conjunction with
the pump:
1.

The grinder shall be positioned in such a way that solids are fed in an upward flow direction.

2.

The maximum flow rate through the cutting mechanism must not exceed 4 feet per second . This is
a critical design element to minimize jamming and as such must be adhered to .

3.

The inlet shroud shall have a diameter of no less than 5 inches. Inlet shrouds that are less than 5
inches in diameter will not be accepted due to their inability to maintain the specified 4 feet per
second maximum inlet velocity which by design prevents unnecessary jamming of the cutter
mechanism and minimizes blinding of the pump by large objects that block the inlet shroud.

4.

The impeller mechanism must rotate at a nominal speed of no greater than 1800 rpm.

The grinder shall be capable of reducing all components in normal domestic sewage, including a
reasonable amount of "foreign objects," such as paper, wood, plastic, glass, wipes , rubber and the like,
to finely-divided particles which will pass freely through the passages of the pump and the 1-1/4"
diameter stainless steel discharge piping.

2.03 ELECTRIC MOTOR: As a maximum, the motor shall be a 1 HP, 1725 RPM, 240 Volt 60 Hertz, 1
Phase, capacitor start, ball bearing, air-cooled induction type with Class F insulation, low starting
current not to exceed 30 amperes and high starting torque of 8.4 foot pounds. The motor shall be
press-fit into the casting for better heat transfer and longer winding life. Inherent protection against
running overloads or locked rotor conditions for the pump motor shall be provided by the use of an
automatic-reset, integral thermal overload protector incorporated into the motor. The motor protector
shall be specifically investigated and listed by Underwriters Laboratories Inc. for the application. Non capacitor start motors or permanent split capacitor motors will not be accepted because of their
reduced starting torque and consequent diminished grinding capability . The wet portion of the motor
armature must be 300 Series stainless steel. To reduce the potential of environmental concerns, the
expense of handling and disposing of oil, and the associated maintenance costs , oil-filled motors will
not be accepted. Pump operation during instances of potentially damaging high current or low voltage
conditions shall be inhibited by an in-pump electrical monitoring system that has been investigated and
listed by Underwriters Laboratories Inc. for the application . Motor start shall be controlled by a DC
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driven electromechanical relay integrated within the control compartment of the pump. Electrical
monitoring shall ensure the relay operates reliably . AC Mechanical contactors for motor start are
susceptible to damage from short cycling and will not be accepted.
2.04 MECHANICAL SEAL: The pump/core shall be provided with a mechanical shaft seal to prevent
leakage between the motor and pump. The seal shall have a stationary ceramic seat and carbon
rotating surface with faces precision lapped and held in position by a stainless steel spring .
2.05 TANK: High Density Polyethylene Construction (HDPE). The tank shall be a wetwell design made of
high density polyethylene of a grade selected for environmental stress cracking resistance . Corrugated
sections are to be made of a double wall construction with the internal wall being generally smooth to
promote scouring. Corrugations of the outside wall are to be of a minimum amplitude of 1-1/2" to
provide necessary transverse stiffness. Any incidental sections of a single wall construction are to be a
minimum .250 inch thick. All seams created during tank construction are to be thermally welded and
factory tested for leak tightness. Tank wall and bottom must withstand the pressure exerted by
saturated soil loading at maximum burial depth . All station components must function normally when
exposed to maximum external soil and hydrostatic pressure.
The tank shall be furnished with a factory installed PVC inlet flange to accept a 4.50" OD (4" DV\/V or
SCH 40) inlet pipe .
The tank shall include a lockable cover assembly providing low profile mounting and watertight
capability . The cover shall be high density polyethylene, green in color, with a load rating of 150 lbs per
square foot. The cover assembly shall also include an integral 2-inch vent to prevent sewage gases
from accumulating in the tank. The accessway design and construction shall facilitate field adjustment
of station height in increments of 3" or less without the use of any adhesives or sealants requiring cure
time before installation can be completed .
The power and control cable shall connect to the pump by means of the provided NEMA 6P Electrical
Quick Disconnect (EQD) and shall enter the tank through a factory installed watertight strain relief
connector. An electrical junction box shall not be permitted in the tank.
Tank heights shall be as shown on the contract drawings.
The station shall have all necessary penetrations factory sealed and tested . No field penetrations shall
be acceptable.
Fiberglass Construction. The tank shall be a wetwell design consisting of a single wall , laminated
fiberglass construction . The resin used shall be of a commercial grade suitable for the environment.
The reinforcing material shall be a commercial grade of glass fiber capable of bonding with the selected
resin . The inner surface shall have a smooth finish and be free of cracks and crazing . The exterior tank
surface shall be relatively smooth with no exposed fiber or sharp projections present.
The tank wall and bottom shall be of sufficient thickness and construction to withstand the imposed
loading due to saturated soil at the specified burial depth for each available tank height. All station
components must function normally when exposed to the external soil and hydrostatic pressures
developed at the specified burial depth. The tank bottom shall be reinforced with a fiberglass plate
extending beyond the tank walls to support concrete anchoring , as required , to prevent flotation.
The Fiberglass tank shall have a stainless steel discharge bulkhead which terminates outside the tank
wall with a 1-1/4" female pipe thread . The discharge bulkhead shall be factory installed and warranted
by the manufacturer to be watertight. The tank shall be furnished with a field installed EPDM grommet
to accept a 4.50" OD (4" DV\/V or SCH 40) inlet pipe.
The power and control cable shall connect to the pump by means of the provided NEMA 6P Electrical
Quick Disconnect (EQD) and shall enter the tank through a field installed watertight strain relief
connector supplied by the manufacturer. An electrical junction box shall not be permitted in the tank.
Installation of the inlet grommet and cable strain relief shall require field penetration of the tank wall by
the installing party . The tank shall also be vented to prevent sewage gases from accumulating inside
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the tank by means of a factory-provided , field-installed mushroom vent. The station cover shall be
factory drilled to accept the mushroom vent. The tank and stainless steel discharge bulkhead shall be
factory -tested to be watertight.
Consult the contract drawings for station tank sizes (diameter and height).
2.06 DISCHARGE HOSE AND DISCONNECT/VALVE: All discharge fittings and piping shall be constructed
of polypropylene, EPDM or PVC. The discharge hose assembly shall include a shut-off valve rated for
200 psi WOG and a quick disconnect feature to simplify installation and pump removal. The bulkhead
penetration shall be factory installed and warranted by the manufacturer to be watertight.
2.07 ELECTRICAL QUICK DISCONNECT: The grinder pump core shall include a factory-installed NEMA
6P electrical quick disconnect (EQD) for all power and control functions . The EQD will be supplied with
32 ', 25' of useable, electrical supply cable (ESC) to connect to the alarm panel. The EQD shall require
no tools for assembly, seal against water before the electrical connection is made, and include radial
seals to assure a watertight seal regardless of tightening torque. Plug-type connections of the power
cable onto the pump housing will not be acceptable due to the potential for leaks and electrical shorts.
Junction boxes are not acceptable due to the large number of potential leak points. The EQD shall be
so designed to be conducive to field wiring as required .
2.08 CHECK VALVE: The pump discharge shall be equipped with a factory installed, gravity operated,
flapper-type integral check valve built into the discharge piping. The check valve will provide a full ported passageway when open, and shall introduce a friction loss of less than 6 inches of water at
maximum rated flow. Moving parts will be made of a 300 Series stainless steel and fabric reinforced
synthetic elastomer to ensure corrosion resistance, dimensional stability, and fatigue strength . A
nonmetallic hinge shall be an integral part of the flapper assembly providing a maximum degree of
freedom to assure seating even at a very low back-pressure . The valve body shall be an injection
molded part made of an engineered thermoplastic resin. The valve shall be rated for continuous
operating pressure of 235 psi . Ball-type check valves are unacceptable due to their limited sealing
capacity in slurry applications.
2.09 ANTI-SIPHON VALVE: The pump discharge shall be equipped with a factory-installed, gravityoperated, flapper-type integral anti-siphon valve built into the discharge piping . Moving parts will be
made of 300 Series stainless steel and fabric-reinforced synthetic elastomer to ensure corrosion
resistance, dimensional stability, and fatigue strength. A nonmetallic hinge shall be an integral part of
the flapper assembly, providing a maximum degree of freedom to ensure proper operation even at a
very low pressure. The valve body shall be injection-molded from an engineered thermoplastic resin.
Holes or ports in the discharge piping are not acceptable anti-siphon devices due to their tendency to
clog from the solids in the slurry being pumped . The anti-siphon port diameter shall be no less than
60% of the inside diameter of the pump discharge piping .
2.10 CORE UNIT: The grinder pump station shall have an easily removable core assembly containing pump,
motor, grinder, all motor controls, check valve, anti-siphon valve, electrical quick disconnect and wiring .
The watertight integrity of the core unit shall be established by a 100% factory test at a minimum of 5
PSIG .
2.11 CONTROLS: All necessary motor starting controls shall be located in the cast iron enclosure of the
core unit secured by stainless steel fasteners . Locating motor starting controls in a plastic enclosure is
not acceptable. Wastewater level sensing controls shall be housed in a separate enclosure from motor
starting controls. Level sensor housing must be sealed via a radial type seal ; solvents or glues are not
acceptable . Level sensing control housing must be integrally attached to pump assembly so that it may
be removed from the station with the pump and in such a way as to minimize the potential for the
accumulation of grease and debris accumulation , etc. Level sensing housing must be a high-impact
thermoplastic copolymer over-molded with a thermo plastic elastomer. The use of PVC for the level
sensing hou sing is not acceptable .
Non-fouling wastewater level controls for controlling pump operation shall be accomplished by
monitoring the pressure changes in an integral air column connected to a pressure switch . The air
column shall be integrally molded from a thermoplastic elastomer suitable for use in wastewater and
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with excellent impact resistance . The air column shall have only a single connection between the water
level being monitored and the pressure switch . Any connections are to be radial sealed with redundant
O-rings. The level detection device shall have no moving parts in direct contact with the wastewater and
shall be integral to the pump core assembly in a single, readily-exchanged unit. Depressing the push to
run button must operate the pump even with the level sensor housing removed from the pump.
All fasteners throughout the assembly shall be 300 Series stainless steel. High-level sensing will be
accomplished in the manner detailed above by a separate air column sensor and pressure switch of the
same type . Closure of the high-level sensing device will energize an alarm circuit as well as a
redundant pump-on circuit. For increased reliability, pump ON/OFF and high-level alarm functions shall
not be controlled by the same switch. Float switches of any kind, including float trees, will not be
accepted due to the periodic need to maintain (rinsing, cleaning) such devices and their tendency to
malfunction because of incorrect wiring, tangling, grease buildup, and mechanical cord fatigue . To
assure reliable operation of the pressure switches, each core shall be equipped with a factory installed
equalizer diaphragm that compensates for any atmospheric pressure or temperature changes . Tube or
piping runs outside of the station tank or into tank-mounted junction boxes providing pressure switch
equalization will not be permitted due to their susceptibility to condensation, kinking, pinching, and
insect infestation . The grinder pump will be furnished with a 6 conductor 14 gauge, type SJOW cable,
pre-wired and watertight to meet UL requirements with a FACTORY INSTALLED NEMA 6P EQD half
attached to it.

2.12 STAINLESS STEEL CURB STOP/CHECK VALVE ASSEMBLY (UNI-LATERAL): The curb stop shall
be pressure-tight in both directions. The ball valve actuator shall include position stop features at the
fully opened and closed positions. The curb stop/check valve assembly shall be designed to withstand
a working pressure of 235 psi .
The stainless steel check valve shall be integral with the curb stop valve. The check valve will provide a
full-ported 1-1/4" passageway and shall introduce minimal friction loss at maximum rated flow. The
flapper hinge design shall provide a maximum degree of freedom and ensure seating at low back
pressure.

Engineered Thermoplastic Fittings - All plastic fitting components are to be in compliance with
applicable ASTM standards.
All pipe connections shall be made using compression fitting connections including a Buna-N O-ring for
sealing to the outside diameter of the pipe. A split-collet locking device shall be integrated into all pipe
connection fittings to securely restrain the pipe from hydraulic pressure and external loading caused by
shifting and settling .

Curb Boxes - Curb boxes shall be constructed of ABS, conforming to ASTM -O 1788. Lid top casting
shall be cast iron, conforming to ASTM A-48 Class 25 , providing magnetic detectability, and be painted
black. All components shall be inherently corrosion-resistant to ensure durability in the ground . Curb
boxes shall provide height adjustment downward (shorter) from their nominal height.
High Density Polyethylene Pipe (Supplied by others) - Pipe shall be have a working pressure of
160 psi minimum and shall be classified SOR per ASTM D 3035.
Pipe Dimensions - The SOR (Standard Dimension Ratio) of the pipe supplied shall be as specified by
the SPECIFYING ENGINEER. SOR 7, 9 and 11 fittings are available from the MANUFACTURER.
Factory Test - The stainless steel , combination curb stop/check valve component shall be 100 percent
hydrostatically tested to 150 psi in the factory .
Construction Practices - Pipe shall be stored on clean , level ground to prevent undue scratching or
gouging of the pipe . If the pipe must be stacked for storage, such stacking should be in accordance with
the pipe manufacturer's recommendations . The pipe should be handled in such a manner that it is not
damaged by being dragged over sharp objects or cut by chokers or lifting equipment.
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Segments of pipe having cuts or gouges in excess of 10 percent of the wall thickness of the pipe shall
be cut out and removed . The undamaged portions of the pipe shall be rejoined using the butt fusion
joining method. Sections of polyethylene pipe should be joined into continuous lengths on the job site
above ground . The joining method shall be the butt-fusion method and shall be performed in strict
accordance with the pipe manufacturer's recommendations . The butt-fusion equipment used in the
joining procedure shall be capable of meeting all conditions recommended by the pipe manufacturer,
including , but not limited to, fusion temperature, alignment, and fusion pressure.
Fused segments of pipe shall be handled so as to avoid damage to the pipe. When lifting fused
sections of pipe, chains or cable-type chokers should be avoided. Nylon slings are preferred . Spreader
bars should be used when lifting long , fused sections. Care should be exercised to avoid cutting or
gouging the pipe.

Installation - Assemble the compression fittings according to the fitting manufacturer's
recommendations.
The trench and trench bottom should be constructed in accordance with ASTM D 2321 . Embedment
materials should be Class I, Class II or Class Ill materials as defined in ASTM D 2321 . The use of Class
IV and/or Class V materials for embedment is not recommended and should be allowed only with the
approval of the SPECIFYING ENGINEER. Bedding of the pipe should be performed in accordance with
ASTM D 2321 . Compaction should be as specified in ASTM D 2321 . Deviations from the specified
compaction shall be approved by the SPECIFYING ENGINEER.
Haunching and initial backfill should be as specified in ASTM D 2321 using Class I, Class II or Class Ill
materials. Materials used and compaction shall be as specified by the SPECIFYING ENGINEER. In
cases where a compaction of 85 percent Standard Proctor Density is not attainable, the SPECIFYING
ENGINEER may wish to increase the SOR of the pipe to provide adequate stiffness. ASTM D 2321
sections titled "Minimum Cover for Load Application," "Use of Compaction Equipment" and "Removal of
Trench Protection" should apply unless directed otherwise by the SPECIFYING ENGINEER.

2.13 ALARM PANEL: Each grinder pump station shall include a NEMA 4X, UL-listed alarm panel suitable
for wall or pole mounting. The NEMA 4X enclosure shall be manufactured of thermoplastic polyester to
ensure corrosion resistance. The enclosure shall include a hinged, lockable cover with padlock,
preventing access to electrical components, and creating a secured safety front to allow access only to
authorized personnel. The enclosure shall not exceed 10.5" W x 14" H x 7" D, or 12.5" W x 16" H x 7.5"
D if certain options are included .
The alarm panel shall contain one 15-amp, double-pole circuit breaker for the pump core's power circuit
and one 15-amp single-pole circuit breaker for the alarm circuit. The panel shall contain a push-to-run
feature, an internal run indicator, and a complete alarm circuit. All circuit boards in the alarm panel are
to be protected with a conformal coating on both sides and the AC power circuit shall include an auto
resetting fuse.
The alarm panel sha ll include the following features: external audible and visual alarm; push-to-run
switch ; push-to-silence switch; redundant pump start; and high level alarm capability . The alarm
sequence is to be as follows when the pump and alarm breakers are on :
1.

When liquid level in the sewage wet-well rises above the alarm level , the contacts on the alarm
pressure switch activate, audible and visual alarms are activated, and the redundant pump starting
system is energized .

2. The audible alarm may be silenced by means of the externally mounted, push-to-silence button .
3. Visual alarm remains illuminated until the sewage level in the wet-well drops below the "off' setting
of the alarm pressure switch .
The visual alarm lamp shall be inside a red, oblong lens at least 3.75" L x 2.38" W x 1.5" H. Visual
alarm shall be mounted to the top of the enclosure in such a manner as to maintain NEMA 4X rating .
The audible alarm shall be externally mounted on the bottom of the enclosure, capable of 93 dB @ 2
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feet. The audible alarm shall be capable of being deactivated by depressing a push-type switch that is
encapsulated in a weatherproof silicone boot and mounted on the bottom of the enclosure (push-tosilence button) .
The entire alarm panel , as manufactured and including any of the following options shall be listed by
Underwriters Laboratories, Inc.
(OPTIONAL) Alarm Contacts Package
•

Alarm Activated Dry Contacts - Normally open relay contact closes upon alarm activation .

•

Alarm Activated Contacts for Remote Indoor Alarm Module - Will work with or without
power to the alarm panel and is designed to work with E/One's Remote Sentry .

•

Alarm Activated Remote (Powered) Contacts - Normally open contacts that close on alarm,
providing 120V on high level alarm .

(OPTIONAL) Generator Receptacle and Auto Transfer - The alarm panel shall include a 20 amp,
250 VAC generator receptacle with a spring-loaded, gasketed cover suitably mounted to provide
access for connection of an external generator while maintaining a NEMA 4X rating . An automatic
transfer switch shall be provided, which automatically switches from AC power to generator power.
Power shall be provided to that alarm panel through the generator receptacle whenever power is
present at the receptacle, allowing the audible and visual alarms to function normally in generator
mode. When power is no longer applied to the generator receptacle, the panel is automatically switched
back to the AC Mains power. (No manual switching within the panel enclosure is necessary to switch
from generator power back to AC Mains, so the mode cannot be inadvertently left in the generator
position after pumping down the station in generator mode as is the case with a manual transfer
switch) .
(OPTIONAL) Service Equipment/Main Service Disconnect Breaker - A separate, internal breaker
rated and approved for use as "service equipment" and acts as a main service disconnect of the grinder
pump station shall be provided.
(OPTIONAL) Remote Sentry Indoor Alarm Module - A separate, remote indoor alarm module shall
be provided to indicate a high level alarm with or without AC power to the grinder pump station. The
Remote Sentry indoor alarm module shall have an internal power source enabling its continued
operation without AC power. The Remote Sentry shall have an audible alarm and a visual alarm, both
of which shall automatically reset if the high level alarm condition is eliminated . The Remote Sentry
indoor alarm module shall include a Silence button for the audible alarm and a Test button .
(OPTIONAL) Run-time/Hour Meter - A run-time or hour meter to display the total run-time or
operation time for the pump core shall be provided.
(OPTIONAL) Event/Cycle Counter - An event or cycle counter to display the number of operations of
the pump core shall be provided .
(OPTIONAL) SENTRY SIMPLEX PROTECT
Provides protection from the following operating conditions:
•

Low Voltage (Brownout) Protection - A lockout cycle will prevent the motor from operating
and will illuminate an LED if:
o the incoming AC Mains voltage drops below a predetermined minimum , typically 12% of
nameplate (211 volts for a 240 volt system) for 2 to 3 seconds, regardless of whether the
motor is running
o the lockout cycle will end if the incoming AC Mains voltage returns to a predetermined
value, typically 10% of nameplate (216 volts for a 240 volt system)
The system continues to retest the voltage every second indefinitely. If the lockout cycle has
been initiated and the voltage comes back above the predetermined starting voltage , the
system will function normally . The LED remains illuminated during a Brownout condition and
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remains latched until the pump breaker is turned off and then on again (reset) . The audible and
visual alarm will not be activated unless there is a high wastewater level in the tank.
•

Run Dry Protection - A 20-minute lockout cycle will prevent the motor from operating and will
illuminate an LED when the wastewater level in the tank is below the pump inlet level. The
condition is rechecked every 20 minutes. If the lockout cycle has been initiated and the
condition is satisfied, the pump is not allowed to cycle normally but the LED remains latched.
The LED will remain latched until the pump breaker is turned off and then on again (reset). If
the condition is not satisfied after 3 consecutive attempts, the visual alarm will be activated until
the pump breaker is turned off and on (reset) or until there is one cycle of normal operation. If a
high level condition is presented at any time, a pump run cycle will be activated .

•

High System Pressure Protection - A 20-minute lockout cycle will prevent the motor from
operating and will illuminate an LED when the pressure in the discharge line is atypically high
(closed valve or abnormal line plug). The condition is rechecked every 20 minutes. If the
condition is satisfied, the pump is allowed to cycle normally but the LED remains latched. If the
condition is not satisfied after 3 consecutive attempts, the pump is locked out indefinitely until
the condition is removed and power is reset. The LED will remain latched until the pump
breaker is turned off and then on again (reset) . The audible and visual alarm will be activated .

In all of the above cases, if more than one error condition is presented, the LED depicting the most
recent error condition will be displayed .
Other included features :
•
Alarm Activated Dry Contacts - Normally open relay contact closes upon alarm activation .
• Alarm Activated Contacts for Remote Indoor Alarm Module - Will work with or without power to
the alarm panel and is designed to work with E/One's Remote Sentry.
•
Includes Inner Door Dead Front
•
Separate LED's for each condition
(OPTIONAL) SENTRY SIMPLEX PROTECT PLUS:
•
All Sentry Protect features (as detailed above)
•
High/Low Voltage monitoring with Trouble indication
•
High/Low Wattage (wattage is used instead of current because it is a better indicator of pump
performance) monitoring with Trouble indication
•
Extended Run Time monitoring with Trouble indication
•
Cycle/Event Counter
•
Run Time Counter (Hour Meter)
Run Time Limit (time adjustable, user selected options: 10 minutes (default) to 120 minutes in
•
1-minute intervals
•
Power-up Delay (time adjustable, user selected options: None (default), to 300 minutes in 1minute intervals
• Alarm Delay (time adjustable, user selected options: None (default) or adjustable in 1-minute
intervals
•
System self-test diagnostic
•
User selectable Alarm latch
•
User Selectable Protect Mode disable
•
User selectable buzzer timer
Specific Protect PLUS indicators and programming features shall include:
•
Ready LED to indicate AC power to the station is satisfactory
•
Pump Run LED to indicate pump is operating
•
Trouble LED indicator and predictive Visual Alarm notification ("blinking" alarm lamp; clears on
Normal cycle)
•
High Level Alarm LED indicator
•
Manual Run switch to manually activate pump
•
Menu-driven programmable controller with navigation overlay-type buttons (Enter, Scroll, Up,
Down)
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•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Normal Operation LED and Mode button for Mode status
Pump Performance menu LED with LCD Display of the following pump performance statistics:
o Real-time Voltage
o
Real-time Amperage
o Real-time Wattage
o Minimum/Maximum/Average Voltage
o Minimum/Maximum/Average Amperage
o Minimum/Maximum/Average Wattage
o Minimum/Maximum Run-time
o Average Run-time
o Last Run-time
o Cycle/Event Counter
o Run Time Counter (Hour Meter)
Diagnostics Menu LED
Initialize System Menu LED
Run Limit Menu LED
Alarm Delay Menu LED
Power Delay Menu LED

DUPLEX STATIONS
MOD T260 DUPLEX:
Each grinder pump station shall include a NEMA 4X, UL-listed alarm panel suitable for wall or pole
mounting. The NEMA 4X enclosure shall be manufactured of thermoplastic to ensure corrosion
resistance . The enclosure shall include a hinged, lockable cover with padlock, preventing access to
electrical components, and creating a secured safety front to allow access only to authorized personnel.
The standard enclosure shall not exceed 12.5" W x 16" H x 7.5" D.
The panel sha ll contain one 15-amp single pole circuit breaker for the alarm circuit and one 15-amp
double pole circuit breaker per core for the power circuit. The panel shall contain a push-to-run feature ,
an internal run indicator, and a complete alarm circuit. All circuit boards in the alarm panel are to be
protected with a conformal coating on both sides and the AC power circuit shall include an auto
resetting fuse.
The visual alarm lamp shall be inside a red, oblong lens at least 3.75" L x 2.38" W x 1.5" H. Visual
alarm shall be mounted to the top of the enclosure in such a manner as to maintain NEMA 4X rating .
The audible alarm shall be externally mounted on the bottom of the enclosure, capable of 93 dB @ 2
feet. The audible alarm sha ll be capable of being deactivated by depressing a push-type switch that is
encapsulated in a weatherproof silicone boot and mounted on the bottom of the enclosure (push-tosilence button) .
The high-level alarm system shall operate as follows:
1. The panel will go into alarm mode if either pump's alarm switch closes. During the initial alarm
mode both pumps will run and the alarm light and buzzer will be delayed for a period of time
based on user settings (default is 3-1/2 minutes). If the station is still in high-level alarm after
the delay, the light and buzzer will be activated.
2. The audible alarm may be silenced by means of the externally mounted push-to-silence button .
3. The visual alarm remains illuminated until the sewage level in the wet well drops below the "off'
setting of the alarm switch for both pumps.
The entire alarm panel, as manufactured and including any of the following options shall be listed by
Underwriters Laboratories, Inc.

(OPTIONAL) Generator Receptacle and Auto Transfer - The alarm panel shall include a 20 amp,
250 VAC generator receptacle with a spring-loaded, gasketed cover suitably mounted to provide
access for connection of an external generator while maintaining a NEMA 4X rating. An automatic
transfer switch shall be provided, which automatically switches from AC power to generator power.
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Power shall be provided to the alarm panel through the generator receptacle whenever power is
present at the receptacle, allowing the audible and visual alarms to function normally in generator
mode. When power is no longer applied to the generator receptacle, the panel is automatically switched
back to the AC Mains power. (No manual switching within the panel enclosure is necessary to switch
from generator power back to AC Mains, so the mode cannot be inadvertently left in the generator
position after pumping down the station in generator mode as is the case with a manual transfer
switch).
(OPTIONAL) Service Equipment/Main Service Disconnect Breaker - A separate, internal breaker
rated and approved for use as "service equipment" and acts as a main service disconnect of the grinder
pump station shall be provided .
(OPTIONAL) Remote Sentry Indoor Alarm Module - A separate, remote indoor alarm module shall
be provided to indicate a high level alarm with or without AC power to the grinder pump station. The
Remote Sentry indoor alarm module shall have an internal power source enabling its continued
operation without AC power. The Remote Sentry shall have an audible alarm and a visual alarm, both
of which shall automatically reset if the high level alarm condition is eliminated. The Remote Sentry
indoor alarm module shall include a Silence button for the audible alarm and a Test button .
(OPTIONAL) Run-time/Hour Meter - A run-time or hour meter to display the total run-time or
operation time for the pump core shall be provided.
(OPTIONAL) Event/Cycle Counter -An event or cycle counter to display the number of operations of
the pump core shall be provided.
(OPTIONAL) External Autodialer •
Four separate voice message alarm zones
•
Calls up to 8 telephones, cell phones or pagers
•
Built-in line seizure
•
Remote Turn Off feature allows termination of activated channel
•
EEPROM Memory retains program despite power loss
•
Listen-in verification and communication
•
Universal dial tone
•
Built-in auxiliary output to drive external siren, strobe or relay
•
Five optional settings for notifications of a power loss occurrence - instantaneous, 15
minutes, 2 hours, 12 hours or 24 hours.
•
One channel for power-loss sensing, three hardwired channels for additional input
•
Dialer senses loss of power and based on setting; will notify parties of loss condition only
when specified time has elapsed
•
If power restores before set time has elapsed, no call will be made
•
Package includes battery backup and transformer

DUPLEX PROTECT PLUS:
Each grinder pump station shall include a NEMA 4X, UL-listed alarm panel suitable for wall or pole
mounting . The NEMA 4X enclosure shall be manufactured of thermoplastic to ensure corrosion
resistance. The enclosure shall include a hinged, lockable cover with padlock, preventing access to
electrical components, and creating a secured safety front to allow access only to authorized personnel.
The standard enclosure shall not exceed 12.5" W x 16" H x 7.5" D.
The panel shall contain one 15-amp single pole circuit breaker for the alarm circuit and one 15-amp
double pole circuit breaker per core for the power circuit. The panel shall contain a push-to-run feature,
an internal run indicator, and a complete alarm circuit. All circuit boards in the alarm panel are to be
protected with a conformal coating on both sides and the AC power circuit shall include an auto
resetting fuse.
The visual alarm lamp shall be inside a red , oblong lens at least 3.75" L x 2.38" W x 1.5" H. Visual
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alarm shall be mounted to the top of the enclosure in such a manner as to maintain NEMA 4X rating.
The audible alarm shall be externally mounted on the bottom of the enclosure, capable of 93 dB @ 2
feet. The audible alarm shall be capable of being deactivated by depressing a push-type switch that is
encapsulated in a weatherproof silicone boot and mounted on the bottom of the enclosure (push-tosilence button) .
The high-level alarm system shall operate as follows :
1. The panel will go into alarm mode if either pump's alarm switch closes . During the initial alarm
mode both pumps will run and the alarm light and buzzer will be delayed for a period of time
based on user settings (default is 3-1/2 minutes) . If the station is still in high-level alarm after the
delay, the light and buzzer will be activated .
2. The audible alarm may be silenced by means of the externally mounted push-to-silence button .
3. The visual alarm remains illuminated until the sewage level in the wet well drops below the "off'
setting of the alarm switch for both pumps.
The entire alarm panel, as manufactured and including any of the following options shall be listed by
Underwriters Laboratories, Inc.
Contains the following features:

•

Alarm Activated Dry Contacts - Normally open relay contact closes upon alarm activation.

•

Alarm Activated Contacts for Remote Indoor Alarm Module - Will work with or without
power to the alarm panel and is designed to work with E/One's Remote Sentry .

•

Includes Inner Door Dead Front

•

Separate LED's for each condition

Provides protection from the following operating conditions:

•

Low Voltage (Brownout) Protection - A lockout cycle will prevent the motor from operating
and will illuminate the Trouble LED if:
o the incoming AC Mains voltage drops below a predetermined minimum, typically 12% of
nameplate (211 volts for a 240 volt system) for 2 to 3 seconds, regardless of whether the
motor is running
o the lockout cycle will end if the incoming AC Mains voltage returns to a predetermined
value, typically 10% of nameplate (216 volts for a 240 volt system) .
The system continues to retest the voltage every second indefinitely . If the lockout cycle has
been initiated and the voltage comes back above the predetermined starting voltage, the
system will function normally. The Trouble LED remains illuminated during a Brownout
condition and a corresponding Brownout message will be displayed on the LCD screen . The
LED will turn off when the Brownout condition ends and the LCD message remains latched until
the panel is reset. The audible and visual alarm will not be activated unless there is a high
wastewater level in the tank.

•

Run Dry Protection - A 20-minute lockout cycle will prevent the motor from operating and will
illuminate the Trouble LED when the wastewater level in the tank is below the pump inlet
shroud. A corresponding Run Dry message will be displayed on the LCD screen. The condition
is rechecked every 20 minutes and the LCD message remains latched. If the condition is
satisfied, the pump is allowed to cycle normally and the Trouble LED will go out, but the LCD
message remains latched . The LCD message will remain latched until the panel is reset. If the
condition is not satisfied after 3 consecutive attempts, the visual alarm will be activated until the
panel is reset or until there is one cycle of normal operation . If a high level condition is
presented at any time, a pump run cycle will be activated .

•

High System Pressure Protection - A 20-minute lockout cycle will prevent the motor from
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operating and will illuminate the Trouble LED when the pressure in the discharge line is
atypically high (closed valve or abnormal line plug). A corresponding Overpressure message
will be displayed on the LCD screen. The condition is rechecked every 20 minutes. If the
condition is satisfied, the pump is allowed to cycle normally and the Trouble LED will turn off,
but the LCD message remains latched . The LCD message will remain latched until the panel is
reset. If the condition is not satisfied after 3 consecutive attempts, the pump is locked out
indefinitely and the audible and visual alarm will be activated . The LCD message and alarms
will remain latched until the condition is removed and the panel is reset.
In all of the above cases, if more than one error condition is presented, the LCD message depicting the
most recent error condition will be displayed .
PROTECT PLUS FEATURES:
•
High/Low Voltage monitoring with Trouble indication
•
High/Low Wattage (wattage is used instead of current because it is a better indicator of pump
performance) monitoring with Trouble indication
•
Extended Run Time monitoring with Trouble indication
•
Cycle/Event Counter
•
Run Time Counter (Hour Meter)
•
Run Time Limit -time adjustable, user-selected options: 10 minutes (default) to 120 minutes
in 1-minute intervals
•
Power-up Delay - time adjustable, user-selected options: None (default), to 300 minutes in 1minute intervals
•
Alarm Delay - time adjustable, user-selected options: zero to 10 minutes in 30-second
increments; 4 minutes is default
•
System self-test diagnostic
•
User-selectable Alarm latch
•
User-selectable Protect Mode disable
•
User-selectable buzzer timer
Specific Duplex Protect PLUS indicators and programming features shall include:
•
Ready LED to indicate AC power to the station is satisfactory
•
Pump Run LED to indicate pump is operating (LCD indicates which pump is running)
•
Trouble LED indicator and predictive Visual Alarm notification ("blinking" alarm lamp; clears on
Normal cycle)
•
High Level Alarm LED indicator (LCD indicates which pump is in alarm)
•
Manual Run switch to manually activate pumps
•
Lead/Lag indication (LCD indicates which pump is lead)
•
Menu-driven programmable controller with navigation overlay-type buttons (Enter, Scroll , Up,
Down)
•
Normal Operation LED and Mode button for Mode status
•
Pump Performance menu LED with LCD display of the following pump performance statistics:
o Real-time Voltage
o Real-time Amperage
o Real-time Wattage
o Minimum/Maximum/Average Voltage
o Minimum/Maximum/Average Amperage
o Minimum/Maximum/Average Wattage
o Minimum/Maximum Run-time
o Average Run-time
o Last Run-time
o Cycle/Event Counter
o Run Time Counter (Hour Meter)
•
Diagnostics Menu LED
•
Initialize System Menu LED
•
Run Limit Menu LED
•
Alarm Delay Menu LED
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•
•
•

Power Delay Menu LED
Pump alternating options (no alternation , adjustable time based and test)
Pump alternating time options - 24 hours to 72 hours in 12-hour increments

(OPTIONAL) Generator Receptacle and Auto Transfer - The alarm panel shall include a 20 amp,
250 VAC generator receptacle with a spring-loaded, gasketed cover suitably mounted to provide
access for connection of an external generator while maintaining a NEMA 4X rating . An automatic
transfer switch shall be provided, which automatically switches from AC power to generator power.
Power shall be provided to the alarm panel through the generator receptacle whenever power is
present at the receptacle, allowing the audible and visual alarms to function normally in generator
mode. When power is no longer applied to the generator receptacle, the panel is automatically switched
back to the AC Mains power. (No manual switching within the panel enclosure is necessary to switch
from generator power back to AC Mains, so the mode cannot be inadvertently left in the generator
position after pumping down the station in generator mode as is the case with a manual transfer
switch).
(OPTIONAL) Service Equipment/Main Service Disconnect Breaker - A separate, internal breaker
that is rated and approved for use as "service equipment" and acts as a main service disconnect of the
grinder pump station shall be provided.
(OPTIONAL) Remote Sentry Indoor Alarm Module - A separate, remote indoor alarm module shall
be provided to indicate a high level alarm with or without AC power to the grinder pump station . The
Remote Sentry indoor alarm module shall have an internal power source enabling its continued
operation without AC power. The Remote Sentry shall have an audible alarm and a visual alarm, both
of which shall automatically reset if the high level alarm condition is eliminated . The Remote Sentry
indoor alarm module shall include a Silence button for the audible alarm and a Test button .
(OPTIONAL) External Autodialer •
Four separate voice message alarm zones
•
Calls up to 8 telephones, cell phones or pagers
•
Built-in line seizure
•
Remote Turn Off feature allows termination of activated channel
•
EEPROM Memory retains program despite power loss
•
Listen-in verification and communication
•
Universal dial tone
•
Built-in auxiliary output to drive external siren, strobe or relay
•
Five optional settings for notifications of a power loss occurrence - instantaneous, 15
minutes, 2 hours, 12 hours or 24 hours
•
One channel for power-loss sensing, three hardwired channels for additional input
•
Dialer senses loss of power and based on setting; will notify parties of loss condition only
when specified time has elapsed
•
If power restores before set time has elapsed, no call will be made
•
Package includes battery backup and transformer

2.14 SERVICEABILITY: The grinder pump core, including level sensor assembly, shall have two lifting
hooks complete with lift-out harness connected to its top housing to facilitate easy core removal when
necessary. The level sensor assembly must be easily removed from the pump assembly for service or
replacement. All mechanical and electrical connections must provide easy disconnect capability for core
unit removal and installation . Each EQD half must include a water-tight cover to protect the internal
electrical pins while the EQD is unplugged . A pump push-to-run feature will be provided for field trouble
shooting . The push-to-run feature must operate the pump even if the level sensor assembly has been
removed from the pump assembly. All motor control components shall be mounted on a readily
replaceable bracket for ease of field service.
2.15 OSHA CONFINED SPACE: All maintenance tasks for the grinder pump station must be possible
without entry into the grinder pump station (as per OSHA 1910.146 Permit-required confined spaces) .
"Entry means the action by which a person passes through an opening into a permit-required confined
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space. Entry includes ensuing work activities in that space and is considered to have occurred as soon
as any part of the entrant's body breaks the plane of an opening into the space."

2.16 SAFETY: The grinder pump shall be free from electrical and fire hazards as required in a residential
environment. As evidence of compliance with this requirement, the completely assembled and wired
grinder pump station shall be listed by Underwriters Laboratories, Inc., to be safe and appropriate for
the intended use. UL listing of components of the station , or third-party testing to UL standard are not
acceptable .
The grinder pump shall meet accepted standards for plumbing equipment for use in or near residences,
shall be free from noise, odor, or health hazards, and shall have been tested by an independent
laboratory to certify its capability to perform as specified in either individual or low pressure sewer
system applications. As evidence of compliance with this requirement, the grinder pump shall bear the
seal of NSF International. Third-party testing to NSF standard is not acceptable.

3.0

EXECUTION

3.01 FACTORY TEST: Each grinder pump shall be submerged and operated for 1.5 minutes (minimum) .
Included in this procedure will be the testing of all ancillary components such as, the anti-siphon valve,
check valve, discharge assembly and each unit's dedicated level controls and motor controls. All factory
tests shall incorporate each of the above listed items. Actual appurtenances and controls which will be
installed in the field shall be particular to the tested pump only. A common set of appurtenances and
controls for all pumps is not acceptable. Certified test results shall be available upon request showing
the operation of each grinder pump at two different points on its curve. Additional validation tests
include : integral level control performance, continuity to ground and acoustic tests of the rotating
components.
The ENGINEER reserves the right to inspect such testing procedures with representatives of the
OWNER, at the GRINDER PUMP MANUFACTURER'S facility .
All HOPE basins shall be factory leak tested to assure the integrity of all joints, seams and penetrations.
All necessary penetrations such as inlets, discharge fittings and cable connectors shall be included in
this test along with their respective sealing means (grommets, gaskets etc.).

3.02

CERTIFIED SERVICE PROGRAM: The grinder pump MANUFACTURER shall provide a
program implemented by the MANUFACTURER'S personnel as described in this specification to
certify the service company as an authorized serviced center. As evidence of this, the
MANUFACTURER shall provide, when requested, sufficient evidence that they have maintained their
own service department for a minimum of 30 years and currently employ a minimum of five
employees specifically in the service department.
As part of this program, the MANUFACTURER shall evaluate the service technicians as well as the
service organization annually. The service company will be authorized by the MANUFACTURER to
make independent warranty judgments. The areas covered by the program shall include, as a
minimum:
1.

Pump Population Information - The service company will maintain a detailed database for the
grinder pumps in the territory that tracks serial numbers by address.

2.

Inventory Management - The service company must maintain an appropriate level of inventory
(pumps, tanks , panels, service parts, etc.) including regular inventory review and proper inventory
labeling . Service technicians will also maintain appropriate parts inventory and spare core(s) on
service vehicles .

3. Service Personnel Certification - Service technicians will maintain their level-specific certification
annually . The certifications are given in field troubleshooting , repair, and training .
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4.

Service Documentation and Records - Start up sheets, service call records, and customer
feedback will be recorded by the service company .

5. Shop Organization - The service company will keep its service shop organized and pumps will be
tagged with site information at all times. The shop will have all required equipment, a test tank, and
cleaning tools necessary to service pumps properly.
3.03 DELIVERY: All grinder pump core units, including level controls, will be delivered to the job site 100
percent completely assembled, including testing, ready for installation. Grinder pump cores will be
shipped separately from the tanks. Installing the cores and discharge piping/hose into the tanks is the
only assembly step required and allowed due to the workmanship issues associated with other on-site
assembly . Grinder pump cores must be boxed for ease of handling .
3.04 INSTALLATION: Earth excavation and backfill are specified under SITE WORK, but are also to be
done as a part of the work under this section, including any necessary sheeting and bracing.

The CONTRACTOR shall be responsible for handling ground water to provide a firm, dry subgrade for
the structure, and shall guard against flotation or other damage resulting from general water or flooding .
The grinder pump stations shall not be set into the excavation until the installation procedures and
excavation have been approved by the ENGINEER.
Remove packing material. User instructions MUST be given to the OWNER. Hardware supplied with
the unit, if required, will be used at installation. The basin will be supplied with a standard 4" inlet
grommet (4.50" OD) for connecting the incoming sewer line. Appropriate inlet piping must be used. The
basin may not be dropped, rolled or laid on its side for any reason .
Installation shall be accomplished so that 1 inch to 4 inches of accessway, below the bottom of the lid,
extends above the finished grade line. The finished grade shall slope away from the unit. The diameter
of the excavated hole must be large enough to allow for the concrete anchor.
A 6" inch (minimum) layer of naturally rounded aggregate, clean and free flowing, with particle size of
not less than 1/8" or more than 3/4" shall be used as bedding material under each unit.
A concrete anti-flotation collar, as detailed on the drawings, and sized according to the manufacturer's
instructions, shall be required and shall be pre-cast to the grinder pump or poured in place. Each
grinder pump station with its pre-cast anti-flotation collar shall have a minimum of three lifting eyes for
loading and unloading purposes.
If the concrete is poured in place, the unit shall be leveled, and filled with water, to the bottom of the
inlet, to help prevent the unit from shifting while the concrete is being poured . The concrete must be
manually vibrated to ensure there are no voids. If it is necessary to pour the concrete to a level higher
than the inlet piping, an 8" sleeve is required over the inlet prior to the concrete being poured .
The CONTRACTOR will provide and install a 4-foot piece of 4-inch SCH 40 PVC pipe with water tight
cap, to stub-out the inlet for the property owners' installation contractor, as depicted on the contract
drawings.
E/One requires that an E/One Uni-Lateral assembly (E/One part number NB0184PXX or NC0193GXX)
or E/One Redundant Check Valve (E/One part number PC0051 GXX) be installed in the pipe lateral
outside the home between the pump discharge and the street main on all installations.
The electrical enclosure shall be furnished , installed and wired to the grinder pump station by the
CONTRACTOR. An alarm device is required on every installation, there shall be NO EXCEPTIONS . It
will be the responsibility of the CONTRACTOR and the ENGINEER to coordinate with the individual
property owner(s) to determine the optimum location for the alarm panel.
The CONTRACTOR shall mount the alarm device in a conspicuous location , as per national and local
codes. The alarm panel will be connected to the grinder pump station by a length of 6-conductor type
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TC cable as shown on the contract drawings. The power and alarm circuits must be on separate power
circuits . The grinder pump stations will be provided with 32 feet, 25 feet of useable, electrical supply
cable to connect the station to the alarm panel. This cable shall be supplied with a FACTORY
INSTALLED EQD half to connect to the mating EQD half on the core.

3.05 BACKFILL REQUIREMENTS: Proper backfill is essential to the long-term reliability of any
underground structure. Several methods of backfill are available to produce favorable results with
different native soil conditions. The most highly recommended method of backfilling is to surround the
unit to grade using Class I or Class 11 backfill material as defined in ASTM 2321. Class 1A and Class 1B
are recommended where frost heave is a concern; Class 1 B is a better choice when the native soil is
sand or if a high, fluctuating water table is expected . Class 1, angular crushed stone, offers an added
benefit in that it doesn't need to be compacted.
Class II , naturally rounded stone, may require more compactive effort, or tamping, to achieve the proper
density . If the native soil condition consists of clean compactible soil, with less than 12% fines, free of
ice, rocks, roots and organic material, it may be an acceptable backfill . Soil must be compacted in lifts
not to exceed one foot to reach a final Proctor Density of between 85% and 90%. Heavy, noncompactible clays and silts are not suitable backfill for this or any underground structure such as inlet or
discharge lines.
If you are unsure of the consistency of the native soil, it is recommended that a geotechnical evaluation
of the material is obtained before specifying backfill.
Another option is the use of a flowable fill (i.e., low slump concrete). This is particularly attractive when
installing grinder pump stations in augured holes where tight clearances make it difficult to assure
proper backfilling and compaction with dry materials. Flowable fills should not be dropped more than
four feet from the discharge to the bottom of the hole to avoid separation of the constituent materials.
Backfill of clean, native earth, free of rocks, roots, and foreign objects, shall be thoroughly compacted in
lifts not exceeding 12" to a final Proctor Density of not less than 85%. Improper backfilling may result in
damaged accessways. The grinder pump station shall be installed at a minimum depth from grade to
the top of the 1 1/4" discharge line, to assure maximum frost protection . The finish grade line shall be 1"
to 4" below the bottom of the lid, and final grade shall slope away from the grinder pump station .
All restoration will be the responsibility of the CONTRACTOR. Per unit costs for this item shall be
included in the CONTRACTOR'S bid price for the individual grinder pump station. The properties shall
be restored to their original condition in all respects, including, but not limited to, curb and sidewalk
replacement, landscaping, loaming and seed ing, and restoration of the traveled ways , as directed by
the ENGINEER.

3.06 START-UP AND FIELD TESTING: The MANUFACTURER shall provide the services of qualified
factory trained technician(s) who shall inspect the placement and wiring of each station, perform field
tests as specified herein, and instruct the OWNER'S personnel in the operation and maintenance of the
equipment before the stations are accepted by the OWNER.
All equipment and materials necessary to perform testing shall be the responsibility of the INSTALLING
CONTRACTOR. This includes, as a minimum, a portable generator and power cable (if temporary
power is required), water in each basin (filled to a depth sufficient to verify the high level alarm is
operating) , and opening of all valves in the system . These steps sha ll be completed prior to the
qualified factory trained technician(s) arrival on site.
The services of a trained, factory-authorized technician shall be provided at a rate of 40 hours for every
100 grinder pump stations supplied .
Upon completion of the installation , the authorized factory technician(s) will perform the following test
on each station :
1.

Make certain the discharge shut-off valve in the station is fully open .
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2. Turn ON the alarm power circuit and verify the alarm is functioning properly .
3. Turn ON the pump power circuit. Initiate the pump operation to verify automatic "on/off' controls are
operative. The pump should immediately turn ON .
4. Consult the Manufacturer's Service Manual for detailed start-up procedures.
Upon completion of the start-up and testing, the MANUFACTURER shall submit to the ENGINEER the
start-up authorization form describing the results of the tests performed for each grinder pump station .
Final acceptance of the system will not occur until authorization forms have been received for each
pump station installed and any installation deficiencies corrected .
4.0

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

4.01

SPARE CORE: The MANUFACTURER will supply one spare grinder pump core for every 50 grinder
pump stations installed or portion thereof, complete with all operational controls , level sensors, check
valve, anti-siphon valve , pump/motor unit, and grinder.

4.02 MANUALS: The MANUFACTURER shall supply four copies of Operation and Maintenance Manuals
to the OWNER, and one copy of the same to the ENGINEER.

END OF SECTION
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WARRANTY PERFORMANCE CERTIFICATION
As a pre-bid certification requirement, each bidder shall provide a Warranty Performance Certification
executed by the most senior executive officer, which certifies a minimum of a two (2) year warranty . They
must further detail any exclusions from the warranty or additional cost items required to maintain the
equipment in warrantable condition, including all associated labor and shipping fees , and certify that the
manufacturer will bear all costs to correct original equipment deficiency for the effective period of the
warranty.
I,_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , by and through my duly authorized
signature
below
as
its
most senior operating
executive,
certify
that
will provide a two (2) year warranty on
grinder pump equipment manufactured and supplied by _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
the
- - -- -- -- - - - - - -- - - -- - - - -- for
---- - - - - project. I further certify that, other than
failure to install equipment in accordance with manufacturer's instructions, no exclusions and/or cost items to
maintain said equipment in warrantable condition, including labor, travel and shipping fees , exist except as
detailed immediately below:
EXCLUSIONS: 1.
2.
3.

- - - - -- - - - - -- -- - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - -- --

COST ITEMS TO
MAINTAIN EQUIPMENT
IN WARRANTABLE CONDITION :

Required
Frequency (mos)

Avg . monthly cost($)
times warranty period
$
$
$
$
$

1.
2.- - - - - - - - - - 3.- - -- - - - - - -4.- - - - - - - - - - 5.- - - - - - - - - - -

_ _ _ _ __
_ _ _ _ __
_ _ _ _ __
_ _ _ _ __
_ _ _ _ __

Total labor/material cost to maintain equipment in warrantable condition for warranty period ($) :

For any items not identified as exclusions or additional cost items above, OR for additional labor & material
costs required to maintain equipment in warrantable condition that exceed the Avg . monthly cost ($) detailed
above, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ will bear all costs to correct such original equipment
deficiency for the effective period of the warranty including all applicable labor, travel and shipping fees .

Signature

Date

Title
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MANUFACTURER'S DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
Note: To be completed if proposing an alternate
1.0 GENERAL:
1.01 General Description
Describe all non-conforming aspects to the specification :

1.04 Experience
List 10 low pressure sewer system installations of the type of pump/station specified (progressive cavity
type) that have been in operation for a period of no less than ten years with a minimum of 100 pumps
pumping into a "common " low pressure sewer system. Provide Name and Location , Contact Name, Phone
Number, Number of Pumps, and Install Date for each .

1.05 Operating Conditions
Describe all non-conforming aspects to the specification:

1.06 Warranty
Fully state the manufacturer's warranty :

2.0 PRODUCT:
2.01 Pump
Describe all non-conforming aspects to the specification :

2.02 Grinder
Describe all non-conforming aspects to the specification :
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2.03 Motor
Describe all non-conforming aspects to the specification :

2.05 Tank
Describe all non-conforming aspects to the specification :

2.07 Electrical Quick Disconnect
Describe all non-conforming aspects to the specification :

2.08 Check Valve
Describe all non-conforming aspects to the specification :

2.09 Anti-Siphon Valve
Describe all non-conforming aspects to the specification :

2.11 Controls
Describe all non-conforming aspects to the specification :

2.16 Safety
Describe all non-conforming aspects to the specification :

3.0 EXECUTION :
3.01 Factory Test
Describe all non-conforming aspects to the specification :
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I attest that all questions are answered truthfully and all non-conforming aspects to the specifications have
been described where requested .

Manufacturer:

------------------------

By:--------Name of Corporate Officer

Date: _ _ __
Signature

Title of Corporate Officer

Witness: - - - - - - - Name
Signature

Date: - - - -
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Environment One Corporation
2773 Balltown Road
Niskayuna , New York 12309
www .eone.com
A Precision Castparts Company
LM000356 Rev L
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WH47 Series
Simplex & Duplex
Wetwell Grinder
Pump Station
with
Wired Level Sensor
Typical Specifications
Semi-Positive
Displacement Type
Grinder Pump Stations

SECTION: GRINDER PUMP STATIONS
1.0 General
1.01 GENERAL DESCRIPTION: The MANUFACTURER shall furnish complete factory-built and tested
grinder pump unit(s), each consisting of a grinder pump core suitably mounted on an integral stand of
stainless steel, special polyethylene tank, electrical quick disconnect (NEMA 6P), pump removal
harness, discharge assembly/shut-off valve, anti-siphon valve/check valve assembly , electrical alarm
assembly and all necessary internal wiring and controls. For ease of serviceability , all pump
motor/grinder units shall be of like type and horsepower throughout the system .
1.02 SUBMITTALS: After receipt of notice to proceed , the MANUFACTURER shall furnish a minimum of
six sets of shop drawings detailing the equipment to be furnished including dimensional data and
materials of construction . The ENGINEER shall promptly review this data, and return two copies as
accepted, or with requested modifications. Upon receipt of accepted shop drawings, the
MANUFACTURER shall proceed immediately with fabrication of the equipment.
1.03 MANUFACTURER: Grinder pump stations, complete with all appurtenances, form an integral system,
and as such, shall be supplied by one grinder pump station manufacturer. The CONTRACTOR shall be
responsible for the satisfactory operation of the entire system. The equipment specified shall be a
product of a company experienced in the design and manufacture of grinder pumps for specific use in
low pressure sewage systems. The company shall submit detailed installation and user instructions for
its product, submit evidence of an established service program including complete parts and service
manuals, and be responsible for maintaining a continuing inventory of grinder pump replacement parts.
The MANUFACTURER shall provide, upon request, a reference and contact list from ten of its largest
contiguous grinder pump installations of the type of grinder pumps described within this specification .
The MANUFACTURER of the grinder pump station shall be Environment One Corporation (or
Proposed Alternate) .
Attention is directed to the fact that the drawings and overall system design are based on a particular
piece of equipment from a particular manufacturer. These specifications are intended to provide
guidelines for standard equipment of a recognized manufacturer who already meets all the
requirements of this specification .
1.03a ALTERNATE EQUIPMENT: In the event that the CONTRACTOR or another supplier proposes an
Alternate to the specified MANUFACTURER, the ENGINEER recognizes that it will be difficult to
conform to certain details of this Specification due to different manufacturing techniques or grinder
pump station designs. If proposing an Alternate, the CONTRACTOR (supplier) must submit, no less
than 15 business days in advance of the bid date, a complete description of any changes that will be
necessary to the system design, a complete submittal package as outlined in Section 1.02
SUBMITTALS, a system hydraulic analysis based on the proposed pump (including pipe sizes, flows,
velocities, retention times and number and location of recommended valves and cleanouts, if any), a list
of exceptions to this specification, and demonstration of compliance to Section 1.04 EXPERIENCE
CLAUSE of this specification. The CONTRACTOR (supplier) must also complete the Manufacturer
Disclosure Statement found at the end of this specification . This information must be submitted to the
ENGINEER for pre-approval of the alternate equipment being proposed and determination of
compliance with these Contract Documents. If the equipment differs materially or differs from the
dimensions given on the Drawings, the CONTRACTOR (supplier) shall submit complete drawings
showing elevations, dimensions, or any necessary changes to the Contract Documents for the
proposed equipment and its installation . Pre-approval , if granted, will be provided in writing by the
ENGINEER to the CONTRACTOR (supplier) at least five business days in advance of the bid date. If
the ENGINEER'S approval is obtained for Alternate Equipment, the CONTRACTOR (supplier) must
make any needed changes in the structures, system design, piping or electrical systems necessary to
accommodate the proposed equipment at the expense of the CONTRACTOR (supplier) .
1.04 EXPERIENCE CLAUSE: The equipment furnished hereunder shall be the product of a company
experienced in the design and manufacture of grinder pumps specifically designed for use in low
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pressure systems. All manufacturers proposing equipment for this project shall have at least 10 years of
experience in the design and manufacture of units of identical size(s) and performance to the specified
units. All manufacturers proposing equipment for this project must also have not less than 500
successful installations of low pressure sewer systems utilizing grinder pumps of like type to the grinder
pumps specified herein . An installation is defined as a minimum of 25 pumps discharging into a
common force main which forms a low pressure sewer system. The CONTRACTOR (supplier)
proposing alternate equipment shall also submit, as part of the bid schedule, an installation list with
contact person(s), phone number(s) and date(s) of at least 10 installations of the type of pump specified
herein that have been in operation for at least 10 years.
In lieu of this experience clause, the CONTRACTOR (supplier) of alternate equipment will be required
to submit a 5-year performance bond for 100 percent of the stipulated cost of the equipment as bid and
as shown in the Bid Schedule. This performance bond will be used to guarantee the replacement of the
equipment in the event that it fails within the bond period .
1.05 OPERA TING CONDITIONS: The pumps shall be capable of delivering 15 GPM against a rated total
dynamic head of 0 feet (0 PSIG), 11 GPM against a rated total dynamic head of 92 feet (40 PSIG), and
7.8 GPM against a rated total dynamic head of 185 feet (80 PSIG). The pump(s) must also be capable
of operating at negative total dynamic head without overloading the motor(s). Under no conditions shall
in-line piping or valving be allowed to create a false apparent head .
1.06 WARRANTY: The grinder pump MANUFACTURER shall provide a part(s) and labor warranty on the
complete station and accessories, including, but not limited to, the panel for a period of 24 months after
notice of OWNER'S acceptance, but no greater than 27 months after receipt of shipment. Any
manufacturing defects found during the warranty period will be reported to the MANUFACTURER by
the OWNER and will be corrected by the MANUFACTURER at no cost to the OWNER
1.07 WARRANTY PERFORMANCE CERTIFICATION : As a bid certification requirement, each bidder shall
provide with their bid schedule a Warranty Performance Certification statement executed by the most
senior executive officer of the grinder pump MANUFACTURER, which certifies a minimum of a 24month warranty . They must further detail any exclusions from the warranty or additional cost items
required to maintain the equipment in warrantable condition, including all associated labor and shipping
fees, and certify that the MANUFACTURER will bear all costs to correct any original equipment
deficiency for the effective period of the warranty. All preventive maintenance type requirements shall
be included in this form as exclusions. These requirements include, but are not limited to, unjamming of
grinder mechanism, periodic motor maintenance, and periodic cleaning of liquid level controls. Should
the CONTRACTOR (supplier) elect to submit a performance bond in lieu of the experience clause
outlined above, this Warranty Performance Certification shall also be used as a criterion to evaluate the
CONTRACTOR'S (supplier's) performance over the warranty period . A Warranty Performance
Certification form is included with the bid schedule and must be completed and submitted as part of the
bid package. Bids with incomplete forms or missing forms will be considered nonresponsive.
2.0

PRODUCT

2.01

PUMP : The pump shall be a custom designed , integral , vertical rotor, motor driven, solids handling
pump of the progressing cavity type with a single mechanical seal. Double radial O-ring seals are
required at all casting joints to minimize corrosion and create a protective barrier. All pump castings
shall be cast iron, fully epoxy coated to 8-10 mil Nominal dry thickness, wet applied. The rotor shall be
through-hardened, highly polished, precipitation hardened stainless steel. The stator shall be of a
specifically compounded ethylene propylene synthetic elastomer. This material shall be suitable for
domestic wastewater service. Its physical properties shall include high tear and abrasion resistance ,
grease resistance, water and detergent resistance , temperature stability, excellent aging properties,
and outstanding wear resistance. Buna-N is not acceptable as a stator material because it does not
exhibit the properties as outlined above and required for wastewater service.

2.02 GRINDER: The grinder shall be placed immediately below the pumping elements and shall be directdriven by a single, one-piece motor shaft. The grinder impeller (cutter wheel) assembly shall be
securely fastened to the pump motor shaft by means of a threaded connection attaching the grinder
impeller to the motor shaft. Attachment by means of pins or keys will not be acceptable. The grinder
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impeller shall be a one-piece, 4140 cutter wheel of the rotating type with inductively hardened cutter
teeth . The cutter teeth shall be inductively hardened to Rockwell 50 - 60c for abrasion resistance. The
shredder ring shall be of the stationary type and the material shall be white cast iron. The teeth shall be
ground into the material to achieve effective grinding. The shredder ring shall have a staggered tooth
pattern with only one edge engaged at a time, maximizing the cutting torque . These materials have
been chosen for their capacity to perform in the intended environment as they are materials with wear
and corrosive resistant properties.
This assembly shall be dynamically balanced and operate without objectionable noise or vibration over
the entire range of recommended operating pressures. The grinder shall be constructed so as to
minimize clogging and jamming under all normal operating conditions including starting . Sufficient
vortex action shall be created to scour the tank free of deposits or sludge banks which would impair the
operation of the pump. These requirements shall be accomplished by the following, in conjunction with
the pump :
1. The grinder shall be positioned in such a way that solids are fed in an upward flow direction .
2. The maximum flow rate through the cutting mechanism must not exceed 4 feet per second. This is
a critical design element to minimize jamming and as such must be adhered to.
3.

The inlet shroud shall have a diameter of no less than 5 inches. Inlet shrouds that are less than 5
inches in diameter will not be accepted due to their inability to maintain the specified 4 feet per
second maximum inlet velocity which by design prevents unnecessary jamming of the cutter
mechanism and minimizes blinding of the pump by large objects that block the inlet shroud .

4. The impeller mechanism must rotate at a nominal speed of no greater than 1800 rpm .
The grinder shall be capable of reducing all components in normal domestic sewage, including a
reasonable amount of "foreign objects," such as paper, wood, plastic, glass, wipes , rubber and the like,
to finely-divided particles which will pass freely through the passages of the pump and the 1-1 /4"
diameter stainless steel discharge piping .

2.03 ELECTRIC MOTOR: As a maximum, the motor shall be a 1 HP, 1725 RPM, 240 Volt 60 Hertz, 1
Phase, capacitor start, ball bearing, air-cooled induction type with Class F insulation, low starting
current not to exceed 30 amperes and high starting torque of 8.4 foot pounds. The motor shall be
press-fit into the casting for better heat transfer and longer winding life. Inherent protection against
running overloads or locked rotor conditions for the pump motor shall be provided by the use of an
automatic-reset, integral thermal overload protector incorporated into the motor. The motor protector
shall be specifically investigated and listed by Underwriters Laboratories Inc. for the application . Noncapacitor start motors or permanent split capacitor motors will not be accepted because of their
reduced starting torque and consequent diminished grinding capability. The wet portion of the motor
armature must be 300 Series stainless steel. To reduce the potential of environmental concerns, the
expense of handling and disposing of oil, and the associated maintenance costs, oil-filled motors will
not be accepted . Pump operation during instances of potentially damaging high current or low voltage
conditions sha ll be inhibited by an in-pump electrical monitoring system that has been investigated and
listed by Underwriters Laboratories Inc. for the application. Motor start shall be controlled by a DC
driven electromechanical relay integrated within the control compartment of the pump. Electrica l
monitoring sha ll ensure the relay operates reliably. AC Mechanical contactors for motor start are
susceptible to damage from short cycling and will not be accepted .
2.04 MECHANICAL SEAL: The pump/core sha ll be provided with a mechanical shaft seal to prevent
leakage between the motor and pump. The seal shall have a stationary ceramic seat and carbon
rotating surface with faces precision lapped and held in position by a stainless steel spring.
2.05 TANK: Polyethylene Construction. The tank shall be made of rotational molded polyethylene with
high environmental stress cracking resistance . All seams created during tank construction are to be
thermally welded and factory tested for leak tightness. The tank wall and bottom must withstand the
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pressure exerted by saturated soil loading at maximum burial depth. All station components must
function normally when exposed to 150 percent of the maximum external soil and hydrostatic pressure.
The overall basin capacity shall be 476 gallons. The basin shall incorporate a tapered bottom with an
inside diameter of no greater than 46 inches, reducing to a diameter no greater than 42 inches, to
minimize the retained volume. The largest diameter must be no less than 50 inches and no greater than
52 inches.
A station that is 77 inches tall shall have no greater than a 36 inch outside diameter flat fiberglass
cover. The 77 inch tall station can be extended in 6 inch increments with normal cylindrical fiberglass
extensions.
Taller stations shall have an accessway with a shroud and domed cover. The accessway shall be an
integral extension of the wetwell assembly and shall include a lockable cover assembly with integral
vent providing low profile mounting and watertight capability . The cover shall be high density
polyethylene, green in color, with a load rating of 150 lbs per square foot. To minimize the station's onsite footprint, the domed cover shall have an outside diameter of no greater than 30 inches. Accessway
design and construction shall enable field adjustment of station height in 3-inch increments without the
use of any adhesives or sealants requiring cure time before installation can be completed. Corrugated
sections are to be made of a double-wall HOPE construction with the internal wall being generally
smooth. Corrugations of the outside wall are to be of a minimum amplitude of 1-1 /2 inch to provide
necessary transverse stiffness. Any incidental sections of a single-wall construction are to be a
minimum .250 inch thick. All seams created during tank construction are to be thermally welded and
factory tested for leak tightness. The accessway wall must withstand the pressure exerted by saturated
soil loading at maximum burial depth and must function normally when exposed to 150 percent of the
maximum external soil and hydrostatic pressure.
The tank and factory penetrations shall be factory tested and guaranteed to be watertight.
The tank shall be furnished with one EPDM grommet fitting to accept a 4.50" OD D\J\N or Schedule 40
pipe. Tank dimensions shall be as shown on the contract drawings.
2.06 DISCHARGE HOSE AND DISCONNECT/VALVE: All discharge fittings and piping shall be constructed
of polypropylene, EPDM or PVC. The discharge hose assembly shall include a shut-off valve rated for
200 psi WOG and a quick disconnect feature to simplify installation and pump removal. The bulkhead
penetration shall be factory installed and warranted by the manufacturer to be watertight.
2.07 ELECTRICAL QUICK DISCONNECT: The grinder pump core shall include a factory-installed NEMA
6P electrical quick disconnect (EQD) for all power and control functions. The EQD will be supplied with
32' total, 25' of useable, electrical supply cable (ESC) to connect to the alarm panel. The EQD shall
require no tools for assembly, seal against water before the electrical connection is made, and include
radial seals to assure a watertight seal regardless of tightening torque. Plug-type connections of the
power cable onto the pump housing will not be acceptable due to the potential for leaks and electrical
shorts. Junction boxes are not acceptable due to the large number of potential leak points. The EQD
shall be so designed to be conducive to field wiring as required .
2.08 CHECK VALVE: The pump discharge shall be equipped with a factory installed, gravity operated,
flapper-type integral check valve built into the discharge piping. The check valve will provide a full ported passageway when open, and shall introduce a friction loss of less than 6 inches of water at
maximum rated flow. Moving parts will be made of a 300 Series stainless steel and fabric reinforced
synthetic elastomer to ensure corrosion resistance , dimensional stability , and fatigue strength. A
nonmetallic hinge shall be an integral part of the flapper assembly providing a maximum degree of
freedom to assure seating even at a very low back-pressure . The valve body shall be an injection
molded part made of an engineered thermoplastic resin. The valve shall be rated for continuous
operating pressure of 235 psi. Ball-type check valves are unacceptable due to their limited sealing
capacity in slurry applications.
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2.09 ANTI-SIPHON VALVE: The pump discharge shall be equipped with a factory-installed , gravityoperated, flapper-type integral anti-siphon valve built into the discharge piping . Moving parts will be
made of 300 Series stainless steel and fabric-reinforced synthetic elastomer to ensure corrosion
resistance, dimensional stability, and fatigue strength. A nonmetallic hinge shall be an integral part of
the flapper assembly, providing a maximum degree of freedom to ensure proper operation even at a
very low pressure. The valve body shall be injection-molded from an engineered thermoplastic resin .
Holes or ports in the discharge piping are not acceptable anti-siphon devices due to their tendency to
clog from the solids in the slurry being pumped . The anti-siphon port diameter shall be no less than
60% of the inside diameter of the pump discharge piping .
2.10 CORE UNIT: The grinder pump station shall have an easily removable core assembly containing pump,
motor, grinder, all motor controls, check valve, anti-siphon valve, electrical quick disconnect and wiring .
The watertight integrity of the core unit shall be established by a 100% factory test at a minimum of 5
PSIG .
2.11 CONTROLS: All necessary motor starting controls shall be located in the cast iron enclosure of the
core unit secured by stainless steel fasteners . Locating motor starting controls in a plastic enclosure is
not acceptable. Wastewater level sensing controls shall be housed in a separate enclosure from motor
starting controls. Level sensor housing must be sealed via a radial type seal; solvents or glues are not
acceptable. Level sensing control housing must be integrally attached to pump assembly so that it may
be removed from the station with the pump and in such a way as to minimize the potential for the
accumulation of grease and debris accumulation, etc. Level sensing housing must be a high-impact
thermoplastic copolymer over-molded with a thermo plastic elastomer. The use of PVC for the level
sensing housing is not acceptable .
Non-fouling wastewater level controls for controlling pump operation shall be accomplished by
monitoring the pressure changes in an integral air column connected to a pressure switch. The air
column shall be integrally molded from a thermoplastic elastomer suitable for use in wastewater and
with excellent impact resistance . The air column shall have only a single connection between the water
level being monitored and the pressure switch. Any connections are to be sealed radially with
redundant O-rings. The level detection device shall have no moving parts in direct contact with the
wastewater and shall be integral to the pump core assembly in a single, readily-exchanged unit.
Depressing the push to run button must operate the pump even with the level sensor housing removed
from the pump.
All fasteners throughout the assembly shall be 300 Series stainless steel. High-level sensing will be
accomplished in the manner detailed above by a separate air column sensor and pressure switch of the
same type. Closure of the high-level sensing device will energize an alarm circuit as well as a
redundant pump-on circuit. For increased reliability, pump ON/OFF and high-level alarm functions shall
not be controlled by the same switch . Float switches of any kind, including float trees , will not be
accepted due to the periodic need to maintain (rinsing, cleaning) such devices and their tendency to
malfunction because of incorrect wiring, tangling, grease buildup, and mechanical cord fatigue . To
assure reliable operation of the pressure switches, each core shall be equipped with a factory installed
equalizer diaphragm that compensates for any atmospheric pressure or temperature changes. Tube or
piping runs outside of the station tank or into tank-mounted junction boxes providing pressure switch
equalization will not be permitted due to their susceptibility to condensation, kinking, pinching, and
insect infestation. The grinder pump will be furnished with a 6 conductor 14 gauge, type SJOW cable,
pre-wired and watertight to meet UL requirements with a FACTORY INSTALLED NEMA 6P EQD half
attached to it.
2.12 STAINLESS STEEL CURB STOP/CHECK VALVE ASSEMBLY (UNI-LATERAL): The curb stop shall
be pressure-tight in both directions. The ball valve actuator shall include position stop features at the
fully opened and closed positions. The curb stop/check valve assembly shall be designed to withstand
a working pressure of 235 psi .
The stainless steel check valve shall be integral with the curb stop valve . The check valve will provide a
full-ported 1-1 /4" passageway and shall introduce minimal friction loss at maximum rated flow. The
flapper hinge design shall provide a maximum degree of freedom and ensure seating at low back
pressure.
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Engineered Thermoplastic Fittings - All plastic fitting components are to be in compliance with
applicable ASTM standards .
All pipe connections shall be made using compression fitting connections including a Buna-N 0-ring for
sealing to the outside diameter of the pipe. A split-collet locking device shall be integrated into all pipe
connection fittings to securely restrain the pipe from hydraulic pressure and external loading caused by
shifting and settling.
Curb Boxes - Curb boxes shall be constructed of ABS, conforming to ASTM-O 1788. Lid top casting
shall be cast iron, conforming to ASTM A-48 Class 25, providing magnetic detectability, and be painted
black. All components shall be inherently corrosion-resistant to ensure durability in the ground . Curb
boxes shall provide height adjustment downward (shorter) from their nominal height.
High Density Polyethylene Pipe (Supplied by others) - Pipe shall be have a working pressure of
160 psi minimum and shall be classified SOR per ASTM D 3035.
Pipe Dimensions - The SOR (Standard Dimension Ratio) of the pipe supplied shall be as specified by
the SPECIFYING ENGINEER. SOR 7, 9 and 11 fittings are available from the MANUFACTURER.
Factory Test - The stainless steel, combination curb stop/check valve component shall be 100 percent
hydrostatically tested to 150 psi in the factory .
Construction Practices - Pipe shall be stored on clean, level ground to prevent undue scratching or
gouging of the pipe. If the pipe must be stacked for storage, such stacking should be in accordance with
the pipe manufacturer's recommendations. The pipe should be handled in such a manner that it is not
damaged by being dragged over sharp objects or cut by chokers or lifting equipment.
Segments of pipe having cuts or gouges in excess of 1O percent of the wall thickness of the pipe shall
be cut out and removed . The undamaged portions of the pipe shall be rejoined using the butt fusion
joining method . Sections of polyethylene pipe should be joined into continuous lengths on the job site
above ground. The joining method shall be the butt-fusion method and shall be performed in strict
accordance with the pipe manufacturer's recommendations . The butt-fusion equipment used in the
joining procedure shall be capable of meeting all conditions recommended by the pipe manufacturer,
including, but not limited to, fusion temperature, alignment, and fusion pressure.
Fused segments of pipe shall be handled so as to avoid damage to the pipe. When lifting fused
sections of pipe, chains or cable-type chokers should be avoided . Nylon slings are preferred. Spreader
bars should be used when lifting long, fused sections. Care should be exercised to avoid cutting or
gouging the pipe.
Installation - Assemble the compression fittings according to the fitting manufacturer's
recommendations.
The trench and trench bottom should be constructed in accordance with ASTM D 2321 . Embedment
materials should be Class I, Class II or Class Ill materials as defined in ASTM D 2321 . The use of Class
IV and/or Class V materials for embedment is not recommended and should be allowed only with the
approval of the SPECIFYING ENGINEER. Bedding of the pipe should be performed in accordance with
ASTM D 2321 . Compaction should be as specified in ASTM D 2321 . Deviations from the specified
compaction shall be approved by the SPECIFYING ENGINEER.
Haunching and initial backfill should be as specified in ASTM D 2321 using Class I, Class II or Class Ill
materials. Materials used and compaction shall be as specified by the SPECIFYING ENGINEER. In
cases where a compaction of 85 percent Standard Proctor Density is not attainable, the SPECIFYING
ENGINEER may wish to increase the SOR of the pipe to provide adequate stiffness. ASTM D 2321
sections titled "Minimum Cover for Load Application," "Use of Compaction Equipment" and "Removal of
Trench Protection" should apply unless directed otherwise by the SPECIFYING ENGINEER.
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2.13 ALARM PANEL(S):
SIMPLEX STATION:
Each grinder pump station shall include a NEMA 4X, UL-listed alarm panel suitable for wall or pole
mounting . The NEMA 4X enclosure shall be manufactured of thermoplastic polyester to ensure
corrosion resistance. The enclosure shall include a hinged, lockable cover with padlock, preventing
access to electrical components, and creating a secured safety front to allow access only to authorized
personnel. The enclosure shall not exceed 10.5'' W x 14" H x 7" D, or 12.5" W x 16" H x 7.5" D if certain
options are included .

The alarm panel shall contain one 15-amp, double-pole circuit breaker for the pump core's power circuit
and one 15-amp single-pole circuit breaker for the alarm circuit. The panel shall contain a push-to-run
feature, an internal run indicator, and a complete alarm circuit. All circuit boards in the alarm panel are
to be protected with a conformal coating on both sides and the AC power circuit shall include an auto
resetting fuse.
The alarm panel shall include the following features: external audible and visual alarm; push-to-run
switch ; push-to-silence switch; redundant pump start; and high level alarm capability . The alarm
sequence is to be as follows when the pump and alarm breakers are on :
1. When liquid level in the sewage wet-well rises above the alarm level, the contacts on the alarm
pressure switch activate, audible and visual alarms are activated, and the redundant pump starting
system is energized .
2. The audible alarm may be silenced by means of the externally mounted, push-to-silence button .
3.

Visual alarm remains illuminated until the sewage level in the wet-well drops below the "off' setting
of the alarm pressure switch .

The visual alarm lamp shall be inside a red, oblong lens at least 3.75" L x 2.38" W x 1.5" H. Visual
alarm shall be mounted to the top of the enclosure in such a manner as to maintain NEMA 4X rating .
The audible alarm shall be externally mounted on the bottom of the enclosure, capable of 93 dB@ 2
feet. The audible alarm shall be capable of being deactivated by depressing a push-type switch that is
encapsulated in a weatherproof silicone boot and mounted on the bottom of the enclosure (push-tosilence button).
The entire alarm panel, as manufactured and including any of the following options shall be listed by
Underwriters Laboratories, Inc.
(OPTIONAL) Alarm Contacts Package
•

Alarm Activated Dry Contacts - Normally open relay contact closes upon alarm activation.

•

Alarm Activated Contacts for Remote Indoor Alarm Module - Will work with or without
power to the alarm panel and is designed to work with E/One's Remote Sentry.

•

Alarm Activated Remote (Powered) Contacts - Normally open contacts that close on alarm,
providing 120V on high level alarm .

(OPTIONAL) Generator Receptacle and Auto Transfer - The alarm panel shall include a 20 amp ,
250 VAC generator receptacle with a spring -loaded, gasketed cover suitably mounted to provide
access for connection of an external generator while maintaining a NEMA 4X rating . An automatic
transfer switch shall be provided, which automatically switches from AC power to generator power.
Power shall be provided to that alarm panel through the generator receptacle whenever power is
present at the receptacle, allowing the audible and visual alarms to function normally in generator
mode. When power is no longer applied to the generator receptacle, the panel is automatically switched
back to the AC Mains power. (No manual switching within the panel enclosure is necessary to switch
from generator power back to AC Mains, so the mode cannot be inadvertently left in the generator
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position after pumping down the station in generator mode as is the case with a manual transfer
switch).
(OPTIONAL) Service Equipment/Main Service Disconnect Breaker - A separate, internal breaker
rated and approved for use as "service equipment" and acts as a main service disconnect of the grinder
pump station shall be provided.
(OPTIONAL) Remote Sentry Indoor Alarm Module - A separate, remote indoor alarm module shall
be provided to indicate a high level alarm with or without AC power to the grinder pump station . The
Remote Sentry indoor alarm module shall have an internal power source enabling its continued
operation without AC power. The Remote Sentry shall have an audible alarm and a visual alarm, both
of which shall automatically reset if the high level alarm condition is eliminated. The Remote Sentry
indoor alarm module shall include a Silence button for the audible alarm and a Test button.
(OPTIONAL) Run-time/Hour Meter - A run-time or hour meter to display the total run-time or
operation time for the pump core shall be provided .
(OPTIONAL) Event/Cycle Counter - An event or cycle counter to display the number of operations of
the pump core shall be provided.
(OPTIONAL) SENTRY SIMPLEX PROTECT
Provides protection from the following operating conditions:
•

Low Voltage (Brownout) Protection - A lockout cycle will prevent the motor from operating
and will illuminate an LED if:
o the incoming AC Mains voltage drops below a predetermined minimum, typically 12% of
nameplate (211 volts for a 240 volt system) for 2 to 3 seconds, regardless of whether the
motor is running
o the lockout cycle will end if the incoming AC Mains voltage returns to a predetermined
value, typically 10% of nameplate (216 volts for a 240 volt system)
The system continues to retest the voltage every second indefinitely. If the lockout cycle has
been initiated and the voltage comes back above the predetermined starting voltage, the
system will function normally . The LED remains illuminated during a Brownout condition and
remains latched until the pump breaker is turned off and then on again (reset) . The audible and
visual alarm will not be activated unless there is a high wastewater level in the tank.

•

Run Dry Protection - A 20-minute lockout cycle will prevent the motor from operating and will
illuminate an LED when the wastewater level in the tank is below the pump inlet level. The
condition is rechecked every 20 minutes. If the lockout cycle has been initiated and the
condition is satisfied, the pump is not allowed to cycle normally but the LED remains latched .
The LED will remain latched until the pump breaker is turned off and then on again (reset) . If
the condition is not satisfied after 3 consecutive attempts, the visual alarm will be activated until
the pump breaker is turned off and on (reset) or until there is one cycle of normal operation . If a
high level condition is presented at any time, a pump run cycle will be activated.

•

High System Pressure Protection - A 20-minute lockout cycle will prevent the motor from
operating and will illuminate an LED when the pressure in the discharge line is atypically high
(closed valve or abnormal line plug) . The condition is rechecked every 20 minutes. If the
condition is satisfied, the pump is allowed to cycle normally but the LED remains latched. If the
condition is not satisfied after 3 consecutive attempts, the pump is locked out indefinitely until
the condition is removed and power is reset. The LED will remain latched until the pump
breaker is turned off and then on again (reset) . The audible and visual alarm will be activated.

In all of the above cases, if more than one error condition is presented, the LED depicting the most
recent error condition will be displayed .
Other included features :
• Alarm Activated Dry Contacts - Normally open relay contact closes upon alarm activation.
•
Alarm Activated Contacts for Remote Indoor Alarm Module - Will work with or without power to
the alarm panel and is designed to work with E/One's Remote Sentry.
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•
•

Includes Inner Door Dead Front
Separate LED's for each condition

(OPTIONAL) SENTRY SIMPLEX PROTECT PLUS:
•
All Sentry Protect features (as detailed above)
•
High/Low Voltage monitoring with Trouble indication
•
High/Low Wattage (wattage is used instead of current because it is a better indicator of pump
performance) monitoring with Trouble indication
•
Extended Run Time monitoring with Trouble indication
•
Cycle/Event Counter
•
Run Time Counter (Hour Meter)
•
Run Time Limit (time adjustable, user selected options: 10 minutes (default) to 120 minutes in
1-minute intervals
•
Power-up Delay (time adjustable, user selected options: None (default), to 300 minutes in 1minute intervals
•
Alarm Delay (time adjustable, user selected options: None (default) or adjustable in 1-minute
intervals
•
System self-test diagnostic
•
User selectable Alarm latch
•
User Selectable Protect Mode disable
•
User selectable buzzer timer
Specific Protect PLUS indicators and programming features shall include:
•
Ready LED to indicate AC power to the station is satisfactory
•
Pump Run LED to indicate pump is operating
•
Trouble LED indicator and predictive Visual Alarm notification ("blinking" alarm lamp; clears on
Normal cycle)
•
High Level Alarm LED indicator
•
Manual Run switch to manually activate pump
•
Menu-driven programmable controller with navigation overlay-type buttons (Enter, Scroll, Up,
Down)
•
Normal Operation LED and Mode button for Mode status
•
Pump Performance menu LED with LCD Display of the following pump performance statistics:
o Real-time Voltage
o Real-time Amperage
o Real-time Wattage
o Minimum/Maximum/Average Voltage
o Minimum/Maximum/Average Amperage
o Minimum/Maximum/Average Wattage
o Minimum/Maximum Run-time
o Average Run-time
o Last Run-time
o Cycle/Event Counter
o Run Time Counter (Hour Meter)
•
Diagnostics Menu LED
•
Initialize System Menu LED
•
Run Limit Menu LED
•
Alarm Delay Menu LED
•
Power Delay Menu LED

DUPLEX STATIONS
MOD T260 DUPLEX:
Each grinder pump station shall include a NEMA 4X, UL-listed alarm panel suitable for wall or pole
mounting . The NEMA 4X enclosure shall be manufactured of thermoplastic to ensure corrosion
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resistance . The enclosure shall include a hinged, lockable cover with padlock, preventing access to
electrical components, and creating a secured safety front to allow access only to authorized personnel.
The standard enclosure shall not exceed 12.5" W x 16" H x 7.5" D.
The panel shall contain one 15-amp single pole circuit breaker for the alarm circuit and one 15-amp
double pole circuit breaker per core for the power circuit. The panel shall contain a push-to-run feature,
an internal run indicator, and a complete alarm circuit. All circuit boards in the alarm panel are to be
protected with a conformal coating on both sides and the AC power circuit shall include an auto
resetting fuse.
The visual alarm lamp shall be inside a red, oblong lens at least 3.75" L x 2.38" W x 1.5" H. Visual
alarm shall be mounted to the top of the enclosure in such a manner as to maintain NEMA 4X rating.
The audible alarm shall be externally mounted on the bottom of the enclosure, capable of 93 dB @ 2
feet. The audible alarm shall be capable of being deactivated by depressing a push-type switch that is
encapsulated in a weatherproof silicone boot and mounted on the bottom of the enclosure (push-tosilence button).
The high-level alarm system shall operate as follows :
1. The panel will go into alarm mode if either pump's alarm switch closes. During the initial alarm
mode both pumps will run and the alarm light and buzzer will be delayed for a period of time
based on user settings (default is 3-1/2 minutes) . If the station is still in high -level alarm after
the delay, the light and buzzer will be activated.
2. The audible alarm may be silenced by means of the externally mounted push-to-silence button.
3. The visual alarm remains illuminated until the sewage level in the wet well drops below the "off'
setting of the alarm switch for both pumps.
The entire alarm panel, as manufactured and including any of the following options shall be listed by
Underwriters Laboratories, Inc.

(OPTIONAL) Generator Receptacle and Auto Transfer - The alarm panel shall include a 20 amp,
250 VAC generator receptacle with a spring-loaded, gasketed cover suitably mounted to provide
access for connection of an external generator while maintaining a NEMA 4X rating. An automatic
transfer switch shall be provided, which automatically switches from AC power to generator power.
Power shall be provided to the alarm panel through the generator receptacle whenever power is
present at the receptacle, allowing the audible and visual alarms to function normally in generator
mode. When power is no longer applied to the generator receptacle, the panel is automatically switched
back to the AC Mains power. (No manual switching within the panel enclosure is necessary to switch
from generator power back to AC Mains, so the mode cannot be inadvertently left in the generator
position after pumping down the station in generator mode as is the case with a manual transfer
switch).
(OPTIONAL) Service Equipment/Main Service Disconnect Breaker - A separate, internal breaker
rated and approved for use as "service equipment" and acts as a main service disconnect of the grinder
pump station shall be provided.

(OPTIONAL) Remote Sentry Indoor Alarm Module - A separate, remote indoor alarm module shall
be provided to indicate a high level alarm with or without AC power to the grinder pump station . The
Remote Sentry indoor alarm module shall have an internal power source enabling its continued
operation without AC power. The Remote Sentry sha ll have an audible alarm and a visual alarm, both
of which sha ll automatically reset if the high level alarm condition is eliminated . The Remote Sentry
indoor alarm module shall include a Si lence button for the audible alarm and a Test button .

(OPTIONAL) Run-time/Hour Meter - A run-time or hour meter to display the total run-time or
operation time for the pump core shall be provided.
(OPTIONAL) Event/Cycle Counter - An event or cycle counter to display the number of operations of
the pump core shall be provided.
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(OPTIONAL)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

External Autodialer Four separate voice message alarm zones
Calls up to 8 telephones, cell phones or pagers
Built-in line seizure
Remote Turn Off feature allows termination of activated channel
EEPROM Memory retains program despite power loss
Listen-in verification and communication
Universal dial tone
Built-in auxiliary output to drive external siren, strobe or relay
Five optional settings for notifications of a power loss occurrence - instantaneous, 15
minutes, 2 hours, 12 hours or 24 hours
One channel for power-loss sensing, three hardwired channels for additional input
Dialer senses loss of power and based on setting; will notify parties of loss condition only
when specified time has elapsed
If power restores before set time has elapsed, no call will be made
Package includes battery backup and transformer

DUPLEX PROTECT PLUS:

Each grinder pump station shall include a NEMA 4X, UL-listed alarm panel suitable for wall or pole
mounting . The NEMA 4X enclosure shall be manufactured of thermoplastic to ensure corrosion
resistance. The enclosure shall include a hinged, lockable cover with padlock, preventing access to
electrical components, and creating a secured safety front to allow access only to authorized personnel.
The standard enclosure shall not exceed 12.5" W x 16" H x 7.5" D.
The panel shall contain one 15-amp single pole circuit breaker for the alarm circuit and one 15-amp
double pole circuit breaker per core for the power circuit. The panel shall contain a push-to-run feature,
an internal run indicator, and a complete alarm circuit. All circuit boards in the alarm panel are to be
protected with a conformal coating on both sides and the AC power circuit shall include an auto
resetting fuse.
The visual alarm lamp shall be inside a red, oblong lens at least 3.75" L x 2.38" W x 1.5" H. Visual
alarm shall be mounted to the top of the enclosure in such a manner as to maintain NEMA 4X rating .
The audible alarm shall be externally mounted on the bottom of the enclosure, capable of 93 dB @ 2
feet. The audible alarm shall be capable of being deactivated by depressing a push-type switch that is
encapsulated in a weatherproof silicone boot and mounted on the bottom of the enclosure (push-tosilence button).
The high-level alarm system shall operate as follows :
1. The panel will go into alarm mode if either pump's alarm switch closes . During the initial alarm
mode both pumps will run and the alarm light and buzzer will be delayed for a period of time
based on user settings (default is 3-1/2 minutes). If the station is still in high-level alarm after the
delay, the light and buzzer will be activated.
2. The audible alarm may be silenced by means of the externally mounted push-to-silence button .
3. The visual alarm remains illuminated until the sewage level in the wet well drops below the "off'
setting of the alarm switch for both pumps.
The entire alarm panel, as manufactured and including any of the following options shall be listed by
Underwriters Laboratories, Inc.
Contains the following features:
•

Alarm Activated Dry Contacts - Normally open relay contact closes upon alarm activation .

•

Alarm Activated Contacts for Remote Indoor Alarm Module - Will work with or without
power to the alarm panel and is designed to work with E/One's Remote Sentry .
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•

Includes Inner Door Dead Front

•

Separate LED's for each condition

Provides protection from the following operating conditions:
•

Low Voltage (Brownout) Protection - A lockout cycle will prevent the motor from operating
and wi ll illuminate the Trouble LED if:
o the incoming AC Mains voltage drops below a predetermined minimum, typically 12% of
nameplate (211 volts for a 240 volt system) for 2 to 3 seconds, regardless of whether the
motor is running
o the lockout cycle will end if the incoming AC Mains voltage returns to a predetermined
value, typically 10% of nameplate (216 volts for a 240 volt system).
The system continues to retest the voltage every second indefinitely. If the lockout cycle has
been initiated and the voltage comes back above the predetermined starting voltage, the
system will function normally. The Trouble LED remains illuminated during a Brownout
condition and a corresponding Brownout message will be displayed on the LCD screen . The
LED will turn off when the Brownout condition ends and the LCD message remains latched until
the panel is reset. The audible and visual alarm will not be activated unless there is a high
wastewater level in the tank.

•

Run Dry Protection - A 20-minute lockout cycle will prevent the motor from operating and will
illuminate the Trouble LED when the wastewater level in the tank is below the pump inlet
shroud. A corresponding Run Dry message will be displayed on the LCD screen . The condition
is rechecked every 20 minutes and the LCD message remains latched. If the condition is
satisfied, the pump is allowed to cycle normally and the Trouble LED will go out, but the LCD
message remains latched. The LCD message will remain latched until the panel is reset. If the
condition is not satisfied after 3 consecutive attempts, the visual alarm will be activated until the
panel is reset or until there is one cycle of normal operation . If a high level condition is
presented at any time, a pump run cycle will be activated.

•

High System Pressure Protection - A 20-minute lockout cycle will prevent the motor from
operating and will illuminate the Trouble LED when the pressure in the discharge line is
atypically high (closed valve or abnormal line plug). A corresponding Overpressure message
will be displayed on the LCD screen. The condition is rechecked every 20 minutes. If the
condition is satisfied, the pump is allowed to cycle normally and the Trouble LED will turn off,
but the LCD message remains latched . The LCD message will remain latched until the panel is
reset. If the condition is not satisfied after 3 consecutive attempts, the pump is locked out
indefinitely and the audible and visual alarm will be activated. The LCD message and alarms
will remain latched until the condition is removed and the panel is reset.

In all of the above cases, if more than one error condition is presented, the LCD message depicting the
most recent error condition will be displayed .
PROTECT PLUS FEATURES:
•
High/Low Voltage monitoring with Trouble indication
•
High/Low Wattage (wattage is used instead of current because it is a better indicator of pump
performance) monitoring with Trouble indication
•
Extended Run Time monitoring with Trouble indication
•
Cycle/Event Counter
•
Run Time Counter (Hour Meter)
Run Time Limit - time adjustable, user-selected options: 10 minutes (default) to 120 minutes
•
in 1-minute intervals
•
Power-up Delay - time adjustable , user-selected options: None (default) , to 300 minutes in 1minute intervals
•
Alarm Delay - time adjustable, user-selected options: zero to 1O minutes in 30-second
increments; 4 minutes is default
•
System self-test diagnostic
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•
•
•

User-selectable Alarm latch
User-selectable Protect Mode disable
User-selectable buzzer timer

Specific Duplex Protect PLUS indicators and programming features shall include:
•
Ready LED to indicate AC power to the station is satisfactory
•
Pump Run LED to indicate pump is operating (LCD indicates which pump is running)
•
Trouble LED indicator and predictive Visual Alarm notification ("blinking" alarm lamp; clears on
Normal cycle)
•
High Level Alarm LED indicator (LCD indicates which pump is in alarm)
•
Manual Run switch to manually activate pumps
•
Lead/Lag indication (LCD indicates which pump is lead)
•
Menu-driven programmable controller with navigation overlay-type buttons (Enter, Scroll, Up,
Down)
•
Normal Operation LED and Mode button for Mode status
•
Pump Performance menu LED with LCD display of the following pump performance statistics:
o Real-time Voltage
o Real-time Amperage
o Real-time Wattage
o Minimum/Maximum/Average Voltage
o Minimum/Maximum/Average Amperage
o Minimum/Maximum/Average Wattage
o Minimum/Maximum Run-time
o Average Run-time
o Last Run -time
o Cycle/Event Counter
o Run Time Counter (Hour Meter)
•
Diagnostics Menu LED
•
Initialize System Menu LED
Run Limit Menu LED
•
• Alarm Delay Menu LED
•
Power Delay Menu LED
•
Pump alternating options (no alternation, adjustable time based and test)
•
Pump alternating time options - 24 hours to 72 hours in 12-hour increments
(OPTIONAL) Generator Receptacle and Auto Transfer - The alarm panel shall include a 20 amp,
250 VAC generator receptacle with a spring-loaded, gasketed cover suitably mounted to provide
access for connection of an external generator while maintaining a NEMA 4X rating . An automatic
transfer switch shall be provided, which automatically switches from AC power to generator power.
Power shall be provided to the alarm panel through the generator receptacle whenever power is
present at the receptacle, allowing the audible and visual alarms to function normally in generator
mode. When power is no longer applied to the generator receptacle, the panel is automatically switched
back to the AC Mains power. (No manual switching within the panel enclosure is necessary to switch
from generator power back to AC Mains, so the mode cannot be inadvertently left in the generator
position after pumping down the station in generator mode as is the case with a manual transfer
switch) .
(OPTIONAL) Service Equipment/Main Service Disconnect Breaker - A separate, intemal breaker
that is rated and approved for use as "service equipment" and acts as a main service disconnect of the
grinder pump station shall be provided .
(OPTIONAL) Remote Sentry Indoor Alarm Module - A separate, remote indoor alarm module shall
be provided to indicate a high level alarm with or without AC power to the grinder pump station . The
Remote Sentry indoor alarm module shall have an internal power source enabling its continued
operation without AC power. The Remote Sentry shall have an audible alarm and a visual alarm, both
of which shall automatically reset if the high level alarm condition is eliminated . The Remote Sentry
indoor alarm module shall include a Silence button for the audible alarm and a Test button .
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(OPTIONAL) External Autodialer •
Four separate voice message alarm zones
•
Calls up to 8 telephones, cell phones or pagers
•
Built-in line seizure
•
Remote Turn Off feature allows termination of activated channel
•
EEPROM Memory retains program despite power loss
•
Listen-in verification and communication
•
Universal dial tone
•
Built-in auxiliary output to drive external siren, strobe or relay
•
Five optional settings for notifications of a power loss occurrence - instantaneous, 15
minutes, 2 hours, 12 hours or 24 hours
•
One channel for power-loss sensing, three hardwired channels for additional input
•
Dialer senses loss of power and based on setting; will notify parties of loss condition only
when specified time has elapsed
•
If power restores before set time has elapsed, no call will be made
•
Package includes battery backup and transformer

2.14 SERVICEABILITY: The grinder pump core, including level sensor assembly, shall have two lifting
hooks complete with lift-out harness connected to its top housing to facilitate easy core removal when
necessary. The level sensor assembly must be easily removed from the pump assembly for service or
replacement. All mechanical and electrical connections must provide easy disconnect capability for core
unit removal and installation. Each EQD half must include a water-tight cover to protect the internal
electrical pins while the EQD is unplugged . A pump push-to-run feature will be provided for field trouble
shooting. The push-to-run feature must operate the pump even if the level sensor assembly has been
removed from the pump assembly. All motor control components shall be mounted on a readily
replaceable bracket for ease of field service.
2.15 OSHA CONFINED SPACE: All maintenance tasks for the grinder pump station must be possible
without entry into the grinder pump station (as per OSHA 1910.146 Permit-required confined spaces) .
"Entry means the action by which a person passes through an opening into a permit-required confined
space. Entry includes ensuing work activities in that space and is considered to have occurred as soon
as any part of the entrant's body breaks the plane of an opening into the space. "
2.16 SAFETY: The grinder pump shall be free from electrical and fire hazards as required in a residential
environment. As evidence of compliance with this requirement, the completely assembled and wired
grinder pump station shall be listed by Underwriters Laboratories, Inc., to be safe and appropriate for
the intended use. UL listing of components of the station, or third-party testing to UL standard are not
acceptable .
The grinder pump shall meet accepted standards for plumbing equipment for use in or near residences,
shall be free from noise, odor, or health hazards, and shall have been tested by an independent
laboratory to certify its capability to perform as specified in either individual or low pressure sewer
system applications. As evidence of compliance with this requirement, the grinder pump shall bear the
seal of NSF International. Third-party testing to NSF standard is not acceptable.
3.0

EXECUTION

3.01

FACTORY TEST: Each grinder pump shall be submerged and operated for 1.5 minutes (minimum) .
Included in this procedure will be the testing of all ancillary components such as, the anti-siphon valve,
check valve, discharge assembly and each unit's dedicated level controls and motor controls. All factory
tests shall incorporate each of the above listed items. Actual appurtenances and controls which will be
installed in the field shall be particular to the tested pump only . A common set of appurtenances and
controls for all pumps is not acceptable. Certified test results shall be available upon request showing
the operation of each grinder pump at two different points on its curve. Additional validation tests
include : integral level control performance, continuity to ground and acoustic tests of the rotating
components .
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The ENGINEER reserves the right to inspect such testing procedures with representatives of the
OWNER, at the GRINDER PUMP MANUFACTURER'S facility.
All completed stations shall be factory leak tested to assure the integrity of all joints, seams and
penetrations. All necessary penetrations such as inlets, discharge fittings and cable connectors shall be
included in this test along with their respective sealing means (grommets, gaskets etc.).
3.02

CERTIFIED SERVICE PROGRAM: The grinder pump MANUFACTURER shall provide a
program implemented by the MANUFACTURER'S personnel as described in this specification to
certify the service company as an authorized serviced center. As evidence of this, the
MANUFACTURER shall provide, when requested, sufficient evidence that they have maintained their
own service department for a minimum of 30 years and currently employ a minimum of five
employees specifically in the service department.
As part of this program, the MANUFACTURER shall evaluate the service technicians as well as the
service organization annually. The service company will be authorized by the MANUFACTURER to
make independent warranty judgments. The areas covered by the program shall include, as a
minimum:
1. Pump Population Information - The service company will maintain a detailed database for the
grinder pumps in the territory that tracks serial numbers by address.
2. Inventory Management - The service company must maintain an appropriate level of inventory
(pumps, tanks, panels, service parts, etc.) including regular inventory review and proper inventory
labeling . Service technicians will also maintain appropriate parts inventory and spare core(s) on
service vehicles.
3. Service Personnel Certification - Service technicians will maintain their level-specific certification
annually . The certifications are given in field troubleshooting, repair, and training .
4. Service Documentation and Records - Start up sheets, service call records, and customer
feedback will be recorded by the service company .
5.

Shop Organization - The service company will keep its service shop organized and pumps will be
tagged with site information at all times. The shop will have all required equipment, a test tank, and
cleaning tools necessary to service pumps properly .

3.03 DELIVERY: All grinder pump core units, including level controls, will be delivered to the job site 100
percent completely assembled, including testing, ready for installation. Grinder pump cores will be
shipped separately from the tanks . Installing the cores and discharge piping/hose into the tanks is the
only assembly step required and allowed due to the workmanship issues associated with other on-site
assembly. Grinder pump cores must be boxed for ease of handling .
3.04 INSTALLATION: Earth excavation and backfill are specified under SITE WORK, but are also to be
done as a part of the work under this section, including any necessary sheeting and bracing .
The CONTRACTOR shall be responsible for handling ground water to provide a firm, dry subgrade for
the structure, and shall guard against flotation or other damage resulting from general water or flooding.
The grinder pump stations shall not be set into the excavation until the installation procedures and
excavation have been approved by the ENGINEER.
Remove packing material. User instructions MUST be given to the OWNER. Hardware supplied with
the unit, if required, will be used at installation . The basin will be supplied with a standard 4" inlet
grommet (4.50" OD) for connecting the incoming sewer line. Appropriate inlet piping must be used . The
basin may not be dropped, rolled or laid on its side for any reason .
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Installation shall be accomplished so that 1 inch to 4 inches of accessway, below the bottom of the lid,
extends above the finished grade line. The finished grade shall slope away from the unit. The diameter
of the excavated hole must be large enough to allow for the concrete anchor.
A 6" inch (minimum) layer of naturally rounded aggregate, clean and free flowing, with particle size of
not less than 1/8" or more than 3/4" shall be used as bedding material under each unit.
A concrete anti-flotation collar, as detailed on the drawings, and sized according to the manufacturer's
instructions, shall be required and shall be pre-cast to the grinder pump or poured in place . Each
grinder pump station with its pre-cast anti-flotation collar shall have a minimum of three lifting eyes for
loading and unloading purposes.
If the concrete is poured in place, the unit shall be leveled, and filled with water, to the bottom of the
inlet, to help prevent the unit from shifting while the concrete is being poured . The concrete must be
manually vibrated to ensure there are no voids. If it is necessary to pour the concrete to a level higher
than the inlet piping, an 8" sleeve is required over the inlet prior to the concrete being poured.
The CONTRACTOR will provide and install a 4-foot piece of 4-inch SCH 40 PVC pipe with water tight
cap, to stub-out the inlet for the property owners' installation contractor, as depicted on the contract
drawings.
E/One requires that an E/One Uni-Lateral assembly (E/One part number NB0184PXX or NC0193GXX)
or E/One Redundant Check Valve (E/One part number PC0051 GXX) be installed in the pipe lateral
outside the home between the pump discharge and the street main on all installations.
The electrical enclosure shall be furnished, installed and wired to the grinder pump station by the
CONTRACTOR. An alarm device is required on every installation, there shall be NO EXCEPTIONS . It
will be the responsibility of the CONTRACTOR and the ENGINEER to coordinate with the individual
property owner(s) to determine the optimum location for the alarm panel.
The CONTRACTOR shall mount the alarm device in a conspicuous location, as per national and local
codes. The alarm panel will be connected to the grinder pump station by a length of 6-conductor type
TC cable as shown on the contract drawings. The power and alarm circuits must be on separate power
circuits. The grinder pump stations will be provided with 32 feet total , 25 feet of useable, electrical
supply cable to connect the station to the alarm panel. This cable shall be supplied with a FACTORY
INSTALLED EQD half to connect to the mating EQD half on the core.
3.05 BACKFILL REQUIREMENTS: Proper backfill is essential to the long-term reliability of any
underground structure. Several methods of backfill are available to produce favorable results with
different native soil conditions. The most highly recommended method of backfilling is to surround the
unit to grade using Class I or Class II backfill material as defined in ASTM 2321 . Class 1A and Class 1B
are recommended where frost heave is a concern; Class 1B is a better choice when the native soil is
sand or if a high, fluctuating water table is expected. Class 1, angular crushed stone, offers an added
benefit in that it doesn't need to be compacted.

Class II , naturally rounded stone, may require more compactive effort, or tamping , to achieve the proper
density. If the native soil condition consists of clean compactable soil, with less than 12% fines, free of
ice, rocks, roots and organic material, it may be an acceptable backfill. Soil must be compacted in lifts
not to exceed one foot to reach a final Proctor Density of between 85% and 90%. Heavy , noncompactable clays and silts are not suitable backfill for this or any underground structure such as inlet
or discharge lines.
If you are unsure of the consistency of the native soil, it is recommended that a geotechnical evaluation
of the material is obtained before specifying backfill.
Another option is the use of a flowable fill (i .e., low slump concrete) . This is particularly attractive when
installing grinder pump stations in augured holes where tight clearances make it difficult to assure
proper backfilling and compaction with dry materials . Flowable fills should not be dropped more than
four feet from the discharge to the bottom of the hole to avoid separation of the constituent materials.
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Backfill of clean, native earth, free of rocks , roots, and foreign objects, shall be thoroughly compacted in
lifts not exceeding 12" to a final Proctor Density of not less than 85% . Improper backfilling may result in
damaged accessways . The grinder pump station shall be installed at a minimum depth from grade to
the top of the 1 1/4" discharge line, to assure maximum frost protection . The finish grade line shall be 1"
to 4" below the bottom of the lid , and final grade shall slope away from the grinder pump station .
All restoration will be the responsibility of the CONTRACTOR. Per unit costs for this item shall be
included in the CONTRACTOR'S bid price for the individual grinder pump station. The properties shall
be restored to their original condition in all respects, including, but not limited to, curb and sidewalk
replacement, landscaping, loaming and seeding, and restoration of the traveled ways , as directed by
the ENGINEER.
3.06 START-UP AND FIELD TESTING: The MANUFACTURER shall provide the services of qualified
factory trained technician(s) who shall inspect the placement and wiring of each station, perform field
tests as specified herein, and instruct the OWNER'S personnel in the operation and maintenance of the
equipment before the stations are accepted by the OWNER
All equipment and materials necessary to perform testing shall be the responsibility of the INSTALLING
CONTRACTOR. This includes, as a minimum, a portable generator and power cable (if temporary
power is required), water in each basin (filled to a depth sufficient to verify the high level alarm is
operating), and opening of all valves in the system . These steps shall be completed prior to the
qualified factory trained technician(s) arrival on site.
The services of a trained, factory -authorized technician shall be provided at a rate of 40 hours for every
100 grinder pump stations supplied .
Upon completion of the installation, the authorized factory technician(s) will perform the following test
on each station :
1.

Make certain the discharge shut-off valve in the station is fully open .

2.

Turn ON the alarm power circuit and verify the alarm is functioning properly.

3.

Turn ON the pump power circuit. Initiate the pump operation to verify automatic "on/off' controls are
operative. The pump should immediately turn ON.

4. Consult the Manufacturer's Service Manual for detailed start-up procedures.
Upon completion of the start-up and testing, the MANUFACTURER sha ll submit to the ENGINEER the
start-up authorization form describing the results of the tests performed for each grinder pump station .
Final acceptance of the system will not occur until authorization forms have been received for each
pump station installed and any installation deficiencies corrected .
4.0

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

4.01

SPARE CORE: The MANUFACTURER will supply one spare grinder pump core for every 50 grinder
pump stations installed or portion thereof, complete with all operational controls , level sensors, check
valve , anti-siphon valve , pump/motor unit, and grinder.

4.02 MANUALS: The MANUFACTURER shal l supply four copies of Operation and Maintenance Manuals
to the OWNER, and one copy of the same to the ENGINEER.

END OF SECTION
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WARRANTY PERFORMANCE CERTIFICATION
As a pre-bid certification requirement, each bidder shall provide a Warranty Performance Certification
executed by the most senior executive officer, which certifies a minimum of a two (2) year warranty . They
must further detail any exclusions from the warranty or additional cost items required to maintain the
equipment in warrantable condition , including all associated labor and shipping fees, and certify that the
manufacturer will bear all costs to correct original equipment deficiency for the effective period of the
warranty .
I, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , by and through my duly authorized
signature
below as
its
most senior operating
executive,
certify
that
will provide a two (2) year warranty on
grinder pump equipment manufactured and supplied by _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
the
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - for
--------project. I furth er certify that, other than
failure to install equipment in accordance with manufacturer's instructions, no exclu sions and/or cost items to
maintain said equipment in warrantable condition , including labor, travel and shipping fees, exist except as
detailed immediately below:
EXCLUSIONS: 1.
2.

-----------------------

3.

-----------------------

COST ITEMS TO
MAINTAIN EQUIPMENT
IN WARRANTABLE CONDITION :

Required
Frequency (mos)

Avg . monthly cost($)
times warranty period
$
$
$
$
$

1.
2 .- - - - - - - - - - 3. - - - - - - - - - - 4 .- - - - - - - - - - 5.- - - - - - - - - - -

_ _ _ __
_ _ _ __
_ _ _ __
_ _ _ __
_ _ _ __

Total labor/material cost to maintain equipment in warrantable condition for warranty period ($) :

For any items not identified as exclusion s or additional cost items above, OR for additional labor & material
costs required to maintain equipment in warrantable condition that exceed the Avg. monthly cost ($) detailed
above, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ will bear all costs to correct such original equipment
deficiency for the effective period of the warranty including all applicable labor, travel and shipping fees.

Signature

Date

Title
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MANUFACTURER'S DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
Note: To be completed if proposing an alternate
1.0 GENERAL:
1.01 General Description
Describe all non-conforming aspects to the specification :

1.04 Experience
List 10 low pressure sewer system installations of the type of pump/station specified (progressive cavity
type) that have been in operation for a period of no less than ten years with a minimum of 100 pumps
pumping into a "common" low pressure sewer system. Provide Name and Location, Contact Name, Phone
Number, Number of Pumps, and Install Date for each .

1.05 Operating Conditions
Describe all non-conforming aspects to the specification:

1.06 Warranty
Fully state the manufacturer's warranty :

2.0 PRODUCT:
2.01 Pump
Describe all non-conforming aspects to the specification :

2.02 Grinder
Describe all non-conforming aspects to the specification :
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2.03 Motor
Describe all non-conforming aspects to the specification :

2.05 Tank
Describe all non-conforming aspects to the specification:

2.07 Electrical Quick Disconnect
Describe all non-conforming aspects to the specification :

2.08 Check Valve
Describe all non-conforming aspects to the specification:

2.09 Anti-Siphon Valve
Describe all non-conforming aspects to the specification :

2.11 Controls
Describe all non-conforming aspects to the specification:

2.16 Safety
Describe all non-conforming aspects to the specification :

3.0 EXECUTION:
3.01 Factory Test
Describe all non-conforming aspects to the specification :
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I attest that all questions are answered truthfully and all non-conforming aspects to the specifications have
been described where requested .

Manufacturer:

------------------------

By : - - - - - - - - Name of Corporate Officer

Date: _ _ __
Signature

Title of Corporate Officer

Witness:

--------Name

Date: _ _ __
Signature
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Environment One Corporation
2773 Balltown Road
Niskayuna, New York 12309
www .eone.com
A PCC Company
LM000394 Rev G
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E-One Manufacturer’s Specifications
WH48 Series Pump Station
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WH48 Series
Duplex, Triplex &
Quadplex
Wetwell Grinder
Pump Stations
with
Wired Level Sensor
Typical Specifications
Semi-Positive
Displacement Type
Grinder Pump Stations

SECTION: GRINDER PUMP STATIONS
1.0 General
1.01 GENERAL DESCRIPTION: The MANUFACTURER shall furnish complete factory-built and tested
grinder pump unit(s), each consisting of a grinder pump core(s) all suitably mounted on an integral
stand of stainless steel, special polyethylene tank, electrical quick disconnect (NEMA 6P), pump
removal harness, discharge assembly/shut-off valve, anti-siphon valve/check valve assembly, electrical
alarm assembly and all necessary internal wiring and controls. For ease of serviceability, all pump
motor/grinder units shall be of like type and horsepower throughout the system.
1.02 SUBMITTALS: After receipt of notice to proceed, the MANUFACTURER shall furnish a minimum of
six sets of shop drawings detailing the equipment to be furnished including dimensional data and
materials of construction . The ENGINEER shall promptly review this data, and return two copies as
accepted, or with requested modifications. Upon receipt of accepted shop drawings, the
MANUFACTURER shall proceed immediately with fabrication of the equipment.
1.03 MANUFACTURER: Grinder pump stations, complete with all appurtenances, form an integral system,
and as such, shall be supplied by one grinder pump station manufacturer. The CONTRACTOR shall be
responsible for the satisfactory operation of the entire system. The equipment specified shall be a
product of a company experienced in the design and manufacture of grinder pumps for specific use in
low pressure sewage systems. The company shall submit detailed installation and user instructions for
its product, submit evidence of an established service program including complete parts and service
manuals, and be responsible for maintaining a continuing inventory of grinder pump replacement parts.
The MANUFACTURER shall provide, upon request, a reference and contact list from ten of its largest
contiguous grinder pump installations of the type of grinder pumps described within this specification .
The MANUFACTURER of the grinder pump station shall be Environment One Corporation (or
Proposed Alternate) .
Attention is directed to the fact that the drawings and overall system design are based on a particular
piece of equipment from a particular manufacturer. These specifications are intended to provide
guidelines for standard equipment of a recognized manufacturer who already meets all the
requirements of this specification .
1.03a AL TERNA TE EQUIPMENT: In the event that the CONTRACTOR or another supplier proposes an
Alternate to the specified MANUFACTURER, the ENGINEER recognizes that it will be difficult to
conform to certain details of this Specification due to different manufacturing techniques or grinder
pump station designs. If proposing an Alternate, the CONTRACTOR (supplier) must submit, no less
than 15 business days in advance of the bid date, a complete description of any changes that will be
necessary to the system design, a complete submittal package as outlined in Section 1.02
SUBMITTALS, a system hydraulic analysis based on the proposed pump (including pipe sizes, flows,
velocities, retention times and number and location of recommended valves and cleanouts, if any), a list
of exceptions to this specification, and demonstration of compliance to Section 1.04 EXPERIENCE
CLAUSE of this specification . The CONTRACTOR (supplier) must also complete the Manufacturer
Disclosure Statement found at the end of this specification. This information must be submitted to the
ENGINEER for pre-approval of the alternate equipment being proposed and determination of
compliance with these Contract Documents. If the equipment differs materially or differs from the
dimensions given on the Drawings, the CONTRACTOR (supplier) shall submit complete drawings
showing elevations, dimensions, or any necessary changes to the Contract Documents for the
proposed equipment and its installation . Pre-approval, if granted, will be provided in writing by the
ENGINEER to the CONTRACTOR (supplier) at least five business days in advance of the bid date. If
the ENGINEER'S approval is obtained for Alternate Equipment, the CONTRACTOR (supplier) must
make any needed changes in the structures, system design, piping or electrical systems necessary to
accommodate the proposed equipment at the expense of the CONTRACTOR (supplier) .
1.04 EXPERIENCE CLAUSE: The equipment furnished hereunder shall be the product of a company
experienced in the design and manufacture of grinder pumps specifically designed for use in low
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pressure systems. All manufacturers proposing equipment for this project shall have at least 10 years of
experience in the design and manufacture of units of identical size(s) and performance to the specified
units. All manufacturers proposing equipment for this project must also have not less than 500
successful installations of low pressure sewer systems utilizing grinder pumps of like type to the grinder
pumps specified herein. An installation is defined as a minimum of 25 pumps discharging into a
common force main which forms a low pressure sewer system. The CONTRACTOR (supplier)
proposing alternate equipment shall also submit, as part of the bid schedule, an installation list with
contact person(s), phone number(s) and date(s) of at least 10 installations of the type of pump specified
herein that have been in operation for at least 10 years.
In lieu of this experience clause, the CONTRACTOR (supplier) of alternate equipment will be required
to submit a 5-year performance bond for 100 percent of the stipulated cost of the equipment as bid and
as shown in the Bid Schedule . This performance bond will be used to guarantee the replacement of the
equipment in the event that it fails within the bond period.
1.05 OPERA TING CONDITIONS: The pumps shall be capable of delivering 15 GPM against a rated total
dynamic head of 0 feet (0 PSIG), 11 GPM against a rated total dynamic head of 92 feet (40 PSIG), and
7.8 GPM against a rated total dynamic head of 185 feet (80 PSIG) . The pump(s) must also be capable
of operating at negative total dynamic head without overloading the motor(s) . Under no conditions shall
in-line piping or valving be allowed to create a false apparent head .
1.06 WARRANTY: The grinder pump MANUFACTURER shall provide a part(s) and labor warranty on the
complete station and accessories, including, but not limited to, the panel for a period of 24 months after
notice of OWNER'S acceptance, but no greater than 27 months after receipt of shipment. Any
manufacturing defects found during the warranty period will be reported to the MANUFACTURER by
the OWNER and will be corrected by the MANUFACTURER at no cost to the OWNER
1.07 WARRANTY PERFORMANCE CERTIFICATION : As a bid certification requirement, each bidder shall
provide with their bid schedule a Warranty Performance Certification statement executed by the most
senior executive officer of the grinder pump MANUFACTURER, which certifies a minimum of a 24month warranty . They must further detail any exclusions from the warranty or additional cost items
required to maintain the equipment in warrantable condition, including all associated labor and shipping
fees, and certify that the MANUFACTURER will bear all costs to correct any original equipment
deficiency for the effective period of the warranty . All preventive maintenance type requirements shall
be included in this form as exclusions. These requirements include, but are not limited to, unjamming of
grinder mechanism, periodic motor maintenance, and periodic cleaning of liquid level controls. Should
the CONTRACTOR (supplier) elect to submit a performance bond in lieu of the experience clause
outlined above, this Warranty Performance Certification shall also be used as a criterion to evaluate the
CONTRACTOR'S (supplier's) performance over the warranty period. A Warranty Performance
Certification form is included with the bid schedule and must be completed and submitted as part of the
bid package. Bids with incomplete forms or missing forms will be considered nonresponsive.
2.0

PRODUCT

2.01

PUMP : The pump shall be a custom designed, integral, vertical rotor, motor driven, sol ids handling
pump of the progressing cavity type with a single mechanical seal. Double radial O-ring seals are
required at all casting joints to minimize corrosion and create a protective barrier. All pump castings
shall be cast iron , fully epoxy coated to 8-10 mil Nominal dry thickness , wet applied . The rotor shall be
through-hardened , highly polished, precipitation hardened stainless steel. The stator sha ll be of a
specifically compounded ethylene propylene synthetic elastomer. This material shall be suitable for
domestic wastewater service. Its physical properties shall include high tear and abrasion resistance,
grease resistance, water and detergent resistance , temperature stability, excellent aging properties,
and outstanding wear resistance . Buna-N is not acceptable as a stator material because it does not
exhibit the properties as outlined above and required for wastewater service.

2.02 GRINDER: The grinder shall be placed immediately below the pumping elements and shall be directdriven by a single, one-piece motor shaft. The grinder impeller (cutter wheel) assembly shall be
securely fastened to the pump motor shaft by means of a threaded connection attaching the grinder
impeller to the motor shaft. Attachment by means of pins or keys will not be acceptable. The grinder
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impeller shall be a one-piece, 4140 cutter wheel of the rotating type with inductively hardened cutter
teeth. The cutter teeth shall be inductively hardened to Rockwell 50 - 60c for abrasion resistance. The
shredder ring shall be of the stationary type and the material shall be white cast iron. The teeth shall be
ground into the material to achieve effective grinding . The shredder ring shall have a staggered tooth
pattern with only one edge engaged at a time , maximizing the cutting torque . These materials have
been chosen for their capacity to perform in the intended environment as they are materials with wear
and corrosive resistant properties.
This assembly shall be dynamically balanced and operate without objectionable noise or vibration over
the entire range of recommended operating pressures. The grinder shall be constructed so as to
minimize clogging and jamming under all normal operating conditions including starting . Sufficient
vortex action shall be created to scour the tank free of deposits or sludge banks which would impair the
operation of the pump. These requirements shall be accomplished by the following, in conjunction with
the pump :
1.

The grinder shall be positioned in such a way that solids are fed in an upward flow direction .

2.

The maximum flow rate through the cutting mechanism must not exceed 4 feet per second . This is
a critical design element to minimize jamming and as such must be adhered to.

3.

The inlet shroud shall have a diameter of no less than 5 inches. Inlet shrouds that are less than 5
inches in diameter will not be accepted due to their inability to maintain the specified 4 feet per
second maximum inlet velocity which by design prevents unnecessary jamming of the cutter
mechanism and minimizes blinding of the pump by large objects that block the inlet shroud .

4.

The impeller mechanism must rotate at a nominal speed of no greater than 1800 rpm .

The grinder shall be capable of reducing all components in normal domestic sewage, including a
reasonable amount of "foreign objects," such as paper, wood, plastic, glass, wipes, rubber and the like,
to finely-divided particles which will pass freely through the passages of the pump and the 1-1/4"
diameter stainless steel discharge piping.

2.03 ELECTRIC MOTOR: As a maximum, the motor shall be a 1 H~ , 1725 RPM , 240 Volt 60 Hertz, 1
Phase, capacitor start, ball bearing, air-cooled induction type with Class F insulation, low starting
current not to exceed 30 amperes and high starting torque of 8.4 foot pounds. The motor shall be
press-fit into the casting for better heat transfer and longer winding life. Inherent protection against
running overloads or locked rotor conditions for the pump motor shall be provided by the use of an
automatic-reset, integral thermal overload protector incorporated into the motor. The motor protector
shall be specifically investigated and listed by Underwriters Laboratories Inc. for the application . Noncapacitor start motors or permanent split capacitor motors will not be accepted because of their
reduced starting torque and consequent diminished grinding capability . The wet portion of the motor
armature must be 300 Series stainless steel. To reduce the potential of environmental concerns, the
expense of handling and disposing of oil, and the associated maintenance costs, oil-filled motors will
not be accepted . Pump operation during instances of potentially damaging high current or low voltage
conditions shall be inhibited by an in-pump electrical monitoring system that has been investigated and
listed by Underwriters Laboratories Inc. for the application . Motor start shall be controlled by a DC
driven electromechanical relay integrated within the control compartment of the pump. Electrical
monitoring shall ensure the relay operates reliably. AC Mechanical contactors for motor start are
susceptible to damage from short cycling and will not be accepted .

2.04 MECHANICAL SEAL: The pump/core shall be provided with a mechanical shaft seal to prevent
leakage between the motor and pump . The seal shall have a stationary ceramic seat and carbon
rotating surface with faces precision lapped and held in position by a stainless steel spring .

2.05 TANK: Polyethylene Construction. The tank shall be made of rotational molded polyethylene with
high environmental stress cracking resistance . All seams created during tank construction are to be
factory tested for leak tightness . The tank wall and bottom must withstand the pressure exerted by
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saturated soil loading at maximum burial depth . All station components must function normally when
exposed to 150 percent of the maximum external soil and hydrostatic pressure.
The overall basin capacity shall be 486 gallons. The basin shall incorporate a tapered bottom with an
inside diameter of no greater than 46 inches , reducing to a diameter of no greater than 42 inches to
minimize the retained volume. The largest diameter must be no less than 50 inches and no greater than
52 inches .
A station that is 75 inches tall shall have no greater than a 50 inch outside diameter hinged aluminum
cover. The 75 inch tall station can be extended in 6 inch increments with normal cylindrical fiberglass
extensions.
Taller stations shall have a fiberglass accessway with a hinged, aluminum cover. The accessway shall
be an extension of the wetwell assembly and shall include a lockable cover assembly, with vent,
providing low profile mounting. The cover shall be aluminum, with a load rating of 300 pounds per
square foot. The cover shall have an outside diameter of no greater than 50 inches. Accessway design
and construction shall enable field extension of station height in 6-inch increments without the use of
any adhesives or sealants requiring cure time before installation can be completed . The accessway wall
must withstand the pressure exerted by saturated soil loading at maximum burial depth and must
function normally when exposed to 150 percent of the maximum external soil and hydrostatic pressure.
The tank and factory penetrations shall be factory tested and guaranteed to be watertight.
The tank shall be furnished with one EPDM grommet fitting to accept a 4.50" OD DWJ or Schedule 40
pipe. Tank dimensions shall be as shown on the contract drawings.
The discharge bulkheads (manifolds) shall be factory installed and warranted by the manufacturer to be
watertight. The following provides a description and orientation of the discharge bulkhead(s) for each
station type:
•

DUPLEX STATION - The tank shall have one stainless steel duplex discharge manifold
terminating outside the tank wall with a 1-1/4" female NPT pipe thread .

•

TRIPLEX STATION - The tank shall have one stainless steel duplex discharge manifold and
one stainless steel simplex discharge bulkhead, each terminating outside the tank wall with a
1-1/4" female NPT pipe thread and located 180 degrees from each other.

•

QUADPLEX STATION - The tank shall have two stainless steel duplex discharge manifolds,
each terminating outside the tank wall with a 1-1/4" female NPT pipe thread and located 180
degrees from each other.

2.06 DISCHARGE HOSE AND DISCONNECT/VALVE: All discharge fittings and piping shall be constructed
of polypropylene, EPDM or PVC . The discharge hose assembly shall include a shut-off valve rated for
200 psi WOG and a quick disconnect feature to simplify installation and pump removal. The bulkhead
penetration shall be factory installed and warranted by the manufacturer to be watertight.
2.07 ELECTRICAL QUICK DISCONNECT: The grinder pump core shall include a factory-installed NEMA
6P electrical quick disconnect (EQD) for all power and control functions. The EQD will be supplied with
32' total, 25' of useable, electrical supply cable (ESC) to connect to the alarm panel. The EQD shall
require no tools for assembly, seal against water before the electrical connection is made, and include
radial seals to assure a watertight seal regardless of tightening torque. Plug-type connections of the
power cable onto the pump housing will not be acceptable due to the potential for leaks and electrical
shorts. Junction boxes are not acceptable due to the large number of potential leak points. The EQD
shall be so designed to be conducive to field wiring as required .
2.08 CHECK VALVE: The pump discharge shall be equipped with a factory installed, gravity operated,
flapper-type integral check valve built into the discharge piping . The check valve will provide a fullported passageway when open , and shall introduce a friction loss of less than 6 inches of water at
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maximum rated flow. Moving parts will be made of a 300 Series stainless steel and fabric reinforced
synthetic elastomer to ensure corrosion resistance, dimensional stability, and fatigue strength . A
nonmetallic hinge shall be an integral part of the flapper assembly providing a maximum degree of
freedom to assure seating even at a very low back-pressure . The valve body shall be an injection
molded part made of an engineered thermoplastic resin . The valve shall be rated for continuous
operating pressure of 235 psi . Ball-type check valves are unacceptable due to their limited sealing
capacity in slurry applications .
2.09 ANTI-SIPHON VALVE: The pump discharge shall be equipped with a factory -installed , gravityoperated, flapper-type integral anti-siphon valve built into the discharge piping . Moving parts will be
made of 300 Series stainless steel and fabric-reinforced synthetic elastomer to ensure corrosion
resistance, dimensional stability , and fatigue strength . A nonmetallic hinge shall be an integral part of
the flapper assembly , providing a maximum degree of freedom to ensure proper operation even at a
very low pressure . The valve body shall be injection-molded from an engineered thermoplastic resin .
Holes or ports in the discharge piping are not acceptable anti-siphon devices due to their tendency to
clog from the solids in the slurry being pumped . The anti-siphon port diameter shall be no less than
60% of the inside diameter of the pump discharge piping .
2.10 CORE UNIT: The grinder pump station shall have an easily removable core assembly containing pump,
motor, grinder, all motor controls , check valve, anti-siphon valve, electrical quick disconnect and wiring .
The watertight integrity of the core unit shall be established by a 100% factory test at a minimum of 5
PSIG .
2.11 CONTROLS: All necessary motor starting controls shall be located in the cast iron enclosure of the
core unit secured by stainless steel fasteners . Locating motor starting controls in a plastic enclosure is
not acceptable. Wastewater level sensing controls shall be housed in a separate enclosure from motor
starting controls. Level sensor housing must be sealed via a radial type seal; solvents or glues are not
acceptable. Level sensing control housing must be integrally attached to pump assembly so that it may
be removed from the station with the pump and in such a way as to minimize the potential for the
accumulation of grease and debris accumulation, etc. Level sensing housing must be a high-impact
thermoplastic copolymer over-molded with a thermo plastic elastomer. The use of PVC for the level
sensing housing is not acceptable .
Non-fouling wastewater level controls for controlling pump operation shall be accomplished by
monitoring the pressure changes in an integral air column connected to a pressure switch . The air
column shall be integrally molded from a thermoplastic elastomer suitable for use in wastewater and
with excellent impact resistance . The air column shall have only a single connection between the water
level being monitored and the pressure switch . Any connections are to be sealed radially with
redundant O-rings . The level detection device shall have no moving parts in direct contact with the
wastewater and shall be integral to the pump core assembly in a single, readily-exchanged unit.
Depressing the push to run button must operate the pump even with the level sensor housing removed
from the pump.
All fasteners throughout the assembly shall be 300 Series stainless steel. High-level sensing will be
accomplished in the manner detailed above by a separate air column sensor and pressure switch of the
same type. Closure of the high-level sensing device will energize an alarm circuit as well as a
redundant pump-on circuit. For increased reliability , pump ON/OFF and high-level alarm functions shall
not be controlled by the same switch . Float switches of any kind , including float trees , will not be
accepted due to the periodic need to maintain (rinsing, cleaning) such devices and their tendency to
malfunction because of incorrect wiring , tangling , grease buildup, and mechanical cord fatigue . To
assure reliable operation of the pressure switches, each core shall be equipped with a factory installed
equalizer diaphragm that compensates for any atmospheric pressure or temperature changes. Tube or
piping runs outside of the station tank or into tank-mounted junction boxes providing pressure switch
equalization will not be permitted due to their susceptibility to condensation , kinking, pinching , and
insect infestation . The grinder pump will be furnished with a 6 conductor 14 gauge, type SJOW cable,
pre-wired and watertight to meet UL requirements with a FACTORY INSTALLED NEMA 6P EQD half
attached to it.
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2.12 STAINLESS STEEL CURB STOP/CHECK VALVE ASSEMBLY (UNI-LATERAL): The curb stop shall
be pressure-tight in both directions. The ball valve actuator shall include position stop features at the
fully opened and closed positions. The curb stop/check valve assembly shall be designed to withstand
a working pressure of 235 psi.
The stainless steel check valve shall be integral with the curb stop valve. The check valve will provide a
full-ported 1-1/4" passageway and shall introduce minimal friction loss at maximum rated flow. The
flapper hinge design shall provide a maximum degree of freedom and ensure seating at low back
pressure.
Engineered Thermoplastic Fittings - All plastic fitting components are to be in compliance with
applicable ASTM standards .
All pipe connections shall be made using compression fitting connections including a Buna-N 0-ring for
sealing to the outside diameter of the pipe. A split-collet locking device shall be integrated into all pipe
connection fittings to securely restrain the pipe from hydraulic pressure and external loading caused by
shifting and settling .
Curb Boxes - Curb boxes shall be constructed of ABS, conforming to ASTM-O 1788. Lid top casting
shall be cast iron, conforming to ASTM A-48 Class 25, providing magnetic detectability, and be painted
black. All components shall be inherently corrosion-resistant to ensure durability in the ground . Curb
boxes shall provide height adjustment downward (shorter) from their nominal height.
High Density Polyethylene Pipe (Supplied by others) - Pipe shall be have a working pressure of
160 psi minimum and shall be classified SOR per ASTM O 3035 .
Pipe Dimensions - The SOR (Standard Dimension Ratio) of the pipe supplied shall be as specified by
the SPECIFYING ENGINEER. SOR 7, 9 and 11 fittings are available from the MANUFACTURER.
Factory Test - The stainless steel, combination curb stop/check valve component shall be 100 percent
hydrostatically tested to 150 psi in the factory .
Construction Practices - Pipe shall be stored on clean, level ground to prevent undue scratching or
gouging of the pipe. If the pipe must be stacked for storage, such stacking should be in accordance with
the pipe manufacturer's recommendations . The pipe should be handled in such a manner that it is not
damaged by being dragged over sharp objects or cut by chokers or lifting equipment.
Segments of pipe having cuts or gouges in excess of 10 percent of the wall thickness of the pipe shall
be cut out and removed . The undamaged portions of the pipe shall be rejoined using the butt fusion
joining method. Sections of polyethylene pipe should be joined into continuous lengths on the job site
above ground . The joining method shall be the butt-fusion method and shall be performed in strict
accordance with the pipe manufacturer's recommendations. The butt-fusion equipment used in the
joining procedure shall be capable of meeting all conditions recommended by the pipe manufacturer,
including, but not limited to, fusion temperature, alignment, and fusion pressure.
Fused segments of pipe shall be handled so as to avoid damage to the pipe. When lifting fused
sections of pipe, chains or cable-type chokers should be avoided. Nylon slings are preferred. Spreader
bars should be used when lifting long, fused sections. Care should be exercised to avoid cutting or
gouging the pipe .
Installation - Assemble the compression fittings according to the fitting manufacturer's
recommendations.
The trench and trench bottom should be constructed in accordance with ASTM D 2321 . Embedment
materials should be Class I, Class II or Class Ill materials as defined in ASTM O 2321 . The use of Class
IV and/or Class V materials for embedment is not recommended and should be allowed only with the
approval of the SPECIFYING ENGINEER. Bedding of the pipe should be performed in accordance with
ASTM O 2321 . Compaction should be as specified in ASTM O 2321 . Deviations from the specified
compaction shall be approved by the SPECIFYING ENGINEER.
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Haunching and initial backfill should be as specified in ASTM D 2321 using Class I, Class II or Class Ill
materials. Materials used and compaction shall be as specified by the SPECIFYING ENGINEER. In
cases where a compaction of 85 percent Standard Proctor Density is not attainable, the SPECIFYING
ENGINEER may wish to increase the SOR of the pipe to provide adequate stiffness. ASTM D 2321
sections titled "M inimum Cover for Load Application," "Use of Compaction Equipment" and "Removal of
Trench Protection" should apply unless directed otherwise by the SPECIFYING ENGINEER.
2.13 ALARM PANELS:
SIMPLEX PANEL (FOR USE WITH A TRIPLEX STATION):
Each grinder pump station shall include a NEMA 4X, UL-listed alarm panel suitable for wall or pole
mounting . The NEMA 4X enclosure shall be manufactured of thermoplastic polyester to ensure
corrosion resistance. The enclosure shall include a hinged, lockable cover with padlock, preventing
access to electrical components, and creating a secured safety front to allow access only to authorized
personnel. The enclosure shall not exceed 10.5" W x 14" H x 7" D, or 12.5" W x 16" H x 7.5" D if certain
options are included .

The alarm panel shall contain one 15-amp, double-pole circuit breaker for the pump core's power circuit
and one 15-amp single-pole circuit breaker for the alarm circuit. The panel shall contain a push-to-run
feature, an internal run indicator, and a complete alarm circuit. All circuit boards in the alarm panel are
to be protected with a conformal coating on both sides and the AC power circuit shall include an auto
resetting fuse.
The alarm panel shall include the following features : external audible and visual alarm; push-to-run
switch; push-to-silence switch; redundant pump start; and high level alarm capability . The alarm
sequence is to be as follows when the pump and alarm breakers are on :
1. When liquid level in the sewage wet-well rises above the alarm level , the contacts on the alarm
pressure switch activate, audible and visual alarms are activated, and the redundant pump starting
system is energized .
2. The audible alarm may be silenced by means of the externally mounted, push-to-silence button .
3.

Visual alarm remains illuminated until the sewage level in the wet-well drops below the "off' setting
of the alarm pressure switch .

The visual alarm lamp shall be inside a red, oblong lens at least 3.75" L x 2.38" W x 1.5" H. Visual
alarm shall be mounted to the top of the enclosure in such a manner as to maintain NEMA 4X rating .
The audible alarm shall be externally mounted on the bottom of the enclosure, capable of 93 dB@ 2
feet. The audible alarm shall be capable of being deactivated by depressing a push-type switch that is
encapsulated in a weatherproof silicone boot and mounted on the bottom of the enclosure (push-tosilence button) .
The entire alarm panel, as manufactured and including any of the following options shall be listed by
Underwriters Laboratories , Inc.
(OPTIONAL) Alarm Contacts Package
•

Alarm Activated Dry Contacts - Normally open relay contact closes upon alarm activation .

•

Alarm Activated Contacts for Remote Indoor Alarm Module - Will work with or without
power to the alarm panel and is designed to work with E/One's Remote Sentry .

•

Alarm Activated Remote (Powered) Contacts - Normally open contacts that close on alarm,
providing 120V on high level alarm .

(OPTIONAL) Generator Receptacle and Auto Transfer - The alarm panel shall include a 20 amp,
250 VAC generator receptacle with a spring-loaded, gasketed cover suitably mounted to provide
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access for connection of an external generator while maintaining a NEMA 4X rating. An automatic
transfer switch shall be provided, which automatically switches from AC power to generator power.
Power shall be provided to that alarm panel through the generator receptacle whenever power is
present at the receptacle, allowing the audible and visual alarms to function normally in generator
mode . When power is no longer applied to the generator receptacle, the panel is automatically switched
back to the AC Mains power. (No manual switching within the panel enclosure is necessary to switch
from generator power back to AC Mains, so the mode cannot be inadvertently left in the generator
position after pumping down the station in generator mode as is the case with a manual transfer
switch) .
(OPTIONAL) Service Equipment/Main Service Disconnect Breaker - A separate, internal breaker
rated and approved for use as "service equipment" and acts as a main service disconnect of the grinder
pump station shall be provided .
(OPTIONAL) Remote Sentry Indoor Alarm Module - A separate, remote indoor alarm module shall
be provided to indicate a high level alarm with or without AC power to the grinder pump station . The
Remote Sentry indoor alarm module shall have an internal power source enabling its continued
operation without AC power. The Remote Sentry shall have an audible alarm and a visual alarm, both
of which shall automatically reset if the high level alarm condition is eliminated. The Remote Sentry
indoor alarm module shall include a Silence button for the audible alarm and a Test button .
(OPTIONAL) Run-time/Hour Meter - A run-time or hour meter to display the total run-time or
operation time for the pump core shall be provided .
(OPTIONAL) Event/Cycle Counter - An event or cycle counter to display the number of operations of
the pump core shall be provided .
(OPTIONAL) SENTRY SIMPLEX PROTECT
Provides protection from the following operating conditions:
•

Low Voltage (Brownout) Protection - A lockout cycle will prevent the motor from operating
and will illuminate an LED if:
o the incoming AC Mains voltage drops below a predetermined minimum, typically 12% of
nameplate (211 volts for a 240 volt system) for 2 to 3 seconds, regardless of whether the
motor is running
o the lockout cycle will end if the incoming AC Mains voltage returns to a predetermined
value, typically 10% of nameplate (216 volts for a 240 volt system)
The system continues to retest the voltage every second indefinitely. If the lockout cycle has
been initiated and the voltage comes back above the predetermined starting voltage, the
system will function normally . The LED remains illuminated during a Brownout condition and
remains latched until the pump breaker is turned off and then on again (reset) . The audible and
visual alarm will not be activated unless there is a high wastewater level in the tank.

•

Run Dry Protection -A 20-minute lockout cycle will prevent the motor from operating and will
illuminate an LED when the wastewater level in the tank is below the pump inlet level. The
condition is rechecked every 20 minutes. If the lockout cycle has been initiated and the
condition is satisfied , the pump is not allowed to cycle normally but the LED remains latched .
The LED will remain latched until the pump breaker is turned off and then on again (reset) . If
the condition is not satisfied after 3 consecutive attempts, the visual alarm will be activated until
the pump breaker is turned off and on (reset) or until there is one cycle of normal operation. If a
high level condition is presented at any time, a pump run cycle will be activated .

•

High System Pressure Protection - A 20-minute lockout cycle will prevent the motor from
operating and will illuminate an LED when the pressure in the discharge line is atypically high
(closed valve or abnormal line plug) . The condition is rechecked every 20 minutes. If the
condition is satisfied , the pump is allowed to cycle normally but the LED remains latched. If the
condition is not satisfied after 3 consecutive attempts, the pump is locked out indefinitely until
the condition is removed and power is reset. The LED will remain latched until the pump
breaker is turned off and then on again (reset) . The audible and visual alarm will be activated .
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In all of the above cases, if more than one error condition is presented , the LED depicting the most
recent error condition will be displayed .
Other included features :
• Alarm Activated Dry Contacts - Normally open relay contact closes upon alarm activation .
• Alarm Activated Contacts for Remote Indoor Alarm Module - Will work with or without power to
the alarm panel and is designed to work with E/One's Remote Sentry .
•
Includes Inner Door Dead Front
•
Separate LED's for each condition
(OPTIONAL) SENTRY SIMPLEX PROTECT PLUS:
• All Sentry Protect features (as detailed above)
•
High/Low Voltage monitoring with Trouble indication
•
High/Low Wattage (wattage is used instead of current because it is a better indicator of pump
performance) monitoring with Trouble indication
•
Extended Run Time monitoring with Trouble indication
•
Cycle/Event Counter
Run Time Counter (Hour Meter)
•
Run Time Limit (time adjustable, user selected options: 10 minutes (default) to 120 minutes in
•
1-minute intervals
•
Power-up Delay (time adjustable , user selected options: None (default) , to 300 minutes in 1minute intervals
• Alarm Delay (time adjustable , user selected options: None (default) or adjustable in 1-minute
intervals
•
System self-test diagnostic
•
User selectable Alarm latch
•
User Selectable Protect Mode disable
•
User selectable buzzer timer
Specific Protect PLUS indicators and programming features shall include:
•
Ready LED to indicate AC power to the station is satisfactory
•
Pump Run LED to indicate pump is operating
•
Trouble LED indicator and predictive Visual Alarm notification ("blinking" alarm lamp; clears on
Normal cycle)
•
High Level Alarm LED indicator
•
Manual Run switch to manually activate pump
•
Menu-driven programmable controller with navigation overlay-type buttons (Enter, Scroll , Up,
Down)
•
Normal Operation LED and Mode button for Mode status
•
Pump Performance menu LED with LCD Display of the following pump performance statistics:
o Real-time Voltage
o Real-time Amperage
o Real-time Wattage
o Minimum/Maximum/Average Voltage
o Minimum/Maximum/Average Amperage
o Minimum/Maximum/Average Wattage
o Minimum/Maximum Run-time
o Average Run-time
o Last Run -time
o Cycle/Event Counter
o Run Time Counter (Hour Meter)
•
Diagnostics Menu LED
•
Initialize System Menu LED
Run Limit Menu LED
•
• Alarm Delay Menu LED
•
Power Delay Menu LED
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DUPLEX STATIONS
MOD T260 DUPLEX:
Each grinder pump station shall include a NEMA 4X, UL-listed alarm panel suitable for wall or pole
mounting . The NEMA 4X enclosure shall be manufactured of thermoplastic to ensure corrosion
resistance. The enclosure shall include a hinged, lockable cover with padlock, preventing access to
electrical components, and creating a secured safety front to allow access only to authorized personnel.
The standard enclosure shall not exceed 12.5" W x 16" H x 7.5" D.
The panel shall contain one 15-amp single pole circuit breaker for the alarm circuit and one 15-amp
double pole circuit breaker per core for the power circuit. The panel shall contain a push-to-run feature,
an internal run indicator, and a complete alarm circuit. All circuit boards in the alarm panel are to be
protected with a conformal coating on both sides and the AC power circuit shall include an auto
resetting fuse.
The visual alarm lamp shall be inside a red, oblong lens at least 3.75" L x 2.38" W x 1.5" H. Visual
alarm shall be mounted to the top of the enclosure in such a manner as to maintain NEMA 4X rating.
The audible alarm shall be externally mounted on the bottom of the enclosure, capable of 93 dB @ 2
feet. The audible alarm shall be capable of being deactivated by depressing a push-type switch that is
encapsulated in a weatherproof silicone boot and mounted on the bottom of the enclosure (push-tosilence button) .
The high-level alarm system shall operate as follows:
1. The panel will go into alarm mode if either pump's alarm switch closes. During the initial alarm
mode both pumps will run and the alarm light and buzzer will be delayed for a period of time
based on user settings (default is 3-1/2 minutes). If the station is still in high-level alarm after
the delay, the light and buzzer will be activated.
2 . The audible alarm may be silenced by means of the externally mounted push-to-silence button .
3 . The visual alarm remains illuminated until the sewage level in the wet well drops below the "off'
setting of the alarm switch for both pumps.
The entire alarm panel, as manufactured and including any of the following options shall be listed by
Underwriters Laboratories, Inc.

(OPTIONAL) Generator Receptacle and Auto Transfer - The alarm panel shall include a 20 amp,
250 VAC generator receptacle with a spring-loaded, gasketed cover suitably mounted to provide
access for connection of an external generator while maintaining a NEMA 4X rating. An automatic
transfer switch shall be provided, which automatically switches from AC power to generator power.
Power shall be provided to the alarm panel through the generator receptacle whenever power is
present at the receptacle, allowing the audible and visual alarms to function normally in generator
mode. When power is no longer applied to the generator receptacle, the panel is automatically switched
back to the AC Mains power. (No manual switching within the panel enclosure is necessary to switch
from generator power back to AC Mains, so the mode cannot be inadvertently left in the generator
position after pumping down the station in generator mode as is the case with a manual transfer
switch) .
(OPTIONAL) Service Equipment/Main Service Disconnect Breaker - A separate, internal breaker
rated and approved for use as "service equipment" and acts as a main service disconnect of the grinder
pump station shall be provided .
(OPTIONAL) Remote Sentry Indoor Alarm Module - A separate, remote indoor alarm module shall
be provided to indicate a high level alarm with or without AC power to the grinder pump station . The
Remote Sentry indoor alarm module shall have an internal power source enabling its continued
operation without AC power. The Remote Sentry sha ll have an audible alarm and a visual alarm, both
of which shall automatically reset if the high level alarm condition is eliminated. The Remote Sentry
indoor alarm module shall include a Silence button for the audible alarm and a Test button .
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(OPTIONAL) Run-time/Hour Meter - A run-time or hour meter to display the total run -time or
operation time for the pump core shall be provided .
(OPTIONAL) Event/Cycle Counter - An event or cycle counter to display the number of operations of
the pump core shall be provided .
(OPTIONAL) External Autodialer •
Four separate voice message alarm zones
•
Calls up to 8 telephones, cell phones or pagers
•
Built-in line seizure
•
Remote Turn Off feature allows termination of activated channel
•
EEPROM Memory retains program despite power loss
•
Listen -in verification and communication
•
Universal dial tone
•
Built-in auxiliary output to drive external siren, strobe or relay
•
Five optional settings for notifications of a power loss occurrence - instantaneous , 15
minutes, 2 hours, 12 hours or 24 hours
•
One channel for power-loss sensing , three hardwired channels for additional input
•
Dialer senses loss of power and based on setting; will notify parties of loss condition only
when specified time has elapsed
•
If power restores before set time has elapsed , no call will be made
•
Package includes battery backup and transformer

DUPLEX PROTECT PLUS:
Each grinder pump station shall include a NEMA 4X, UL-listed alarm panel suitable for wall or pole
mounting . The NEMA 4X enclosure shall be manufactured of thermoplastic to ensure corrosion
resistance. The enclosure shall include a hinged, lockable cover with padlock, preventing access to
electrical components, and creating a secured safety front to allow access only to authorized personnel.
The standard enclosure shall not exceed 12.5" W x 16" H x 7.5" D.
The panel shall contain one 15-amp single pole circuit breaker for the alarm circuit and one 15-amp
double pole circuit breaker per core for the power circuit. The panel shall contain a push-to-run feature,
an internal run indicator, and a complete alarm circuit. All circuit boards in the alarm panel are to be
protected with a conformal coating on both sides and the AC power circuit shall include an auto
resetting fuse .
The visual alarm lamp sha ll be inside a red, oblong lens at least 3.75" L x 2.38" W x 1.5" H. Visual
alarm shall be mounted to the top of the enclosure in such a manner as to maintain NEMA 4X rating.
The audible alarm shall be externally mounted on the bottom of the enclosure, capable of 93 dB @ 2
feet. The audible alarm shall be capable of being deactivated by depressing a push -type switch that is
encapsulated in a weatherproof si licone boot and mounted on the bottom of the enclosure (push-tosilence button) .
The high -level alarm system shall operate as follows :
1. The panel will go into alarm mode if either pump's alarm switch closes . During the initial alarm
mode both pumps will run and the alarm light and buzzer will be delayed for a period of time
based on user settings (default is 3-1/2 minutes) . If the station is still in high -level alarm after the
delay, the light and buzzer will be activated.
2. The audible alarm may be si lenced by means of the externally mounted push-to-silence button .
3. The visual alarm remains illuminated until the sewage level in the wet well drops below the "off''
setting of the alarm switch for both pumps.
The entire alarm panel , as manufactured and including any of the following options shal l be listed by
Underwriters Laboratories, Inc.
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Contains the following features :
•

Alarm Activated Dry Contacts - Normally open relay contact closes upon alarm activation .

•

Alarm Activated Contacts for Remote Indoor Alarm Module - Will work with or without
power to the alarm panel and is designed to work with E/One's Remote Sentry .

•

Includes Inner Door Dead Front

•

Separate LED's for each condition

Provides protection from the following operating conditions:
•

Low Voltage (Brownout) Protection - A lockout cycle will prevent the motor from operating
and will illuminate the Trouble LED if:
o the incoming AC Mains voltage drops below a predetermined minimum, typically 12% of
nameplate (211 volts for a 240 volt system) for 2 to 3 seconds, regardless of whether the
motor is running
o the lockout cycle will end if the incoming AC Mains voltage returns to a predetermined
value, typically 10% of nameplate (216 volts for a 240 volt system).
The system continues to retest the voltage every second indefinitely. If the lockout cycle has
been initiated and the voltage comes back above the predetermined starting voltage , the
system will function normally . The Trouble LED remains illuminated during a Brownout
condition and a corresponding Brownout message will be displayed on the LCD screen. The
LED will turn off when the Brownout condition ends and the LCD message remains latched until
the panel is reset. The audible and visual alarm will not be activated unless there is a high
wastewater level in the tank.

•

Run Dry Protection - A 20-minute lockout cycle will prevent the motor from operating and will
illuminate the Trouble LED when the wastewater level in the tank is below the pump inlet
shroud . A corresponding Run Dry message will be displayed on the LCD screen. The condition
is rechecked every 20 minutes and the LCD message remains latched . If the condition is
satisfied, the pump is allowed to cycle normally and the Trouble LED will go out, but the LCD
message remains latched. The LCD message will remain latched until the panel is reset. If the
condition is not satisfied after 3 consecutive attempts, the visual alarm will be activated until the
panel is reset or until there is one cycle of normal operation . If a high level condition is
presented at any time, a pump run cycle will be activated.

•

High System Pressure Protection - A 20-minute lockout cycle will prevent the motor from
operating and will illuminate the Trouble LED when the pressure in the discharge line is
atypically high (closed valve or abnormal line plug) . A corresponding Overpressure message
will be displayed on the LCD screen . The condition is rechecked every 20 minutes . If the
condition is satisfied, the pump is allowed to cycle normally and the Trouble LED will turn off,
but the LCD message remains latched . The LCD message will remain latched until the panel is
reset. If the condition is not satisfied after 3 consecutive attempts, the pump is locked out
indefinitely and the audible and visual alarm will be activated . The LCD message and alarms
will remain latched until the condition is removed and the panel is reset.

In all of the above cases, if more than one error condition is presented, the LCD message depicting the
most recent error condition will be displayed.
PROTECT PLUS FEATURES:
•
High/Low Voltage monitoring with Trouble indication
•
High/Low Wattage (wattage is used instead of current because it is a better indicator of pump
performance) monitoring with Trouble indication
•
Extended Run Time monitoring with Trouble indication
•
Cycle/Event Counter
•
Run Time Counter (Hour Meter)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Run Time Limit - time adjustable, user-se lected options: 10 minutes (default) to 120 minutes
in 1-minute intervals
Power-up Delay - time adjustable, user-selected options: None (default), to 300 minutes in 1minute intervals
Alarm Delay - time adjustable, user-selected options: zero to 1O minutes in 30-second
increments; 4 minutes is default
System self-test diagnostic
User-selectable Alarm latch
User-selectable Protect Mode disable
User-selectable buzzer timer

Specific Duplex Protect PLUS indicators and programming features shall include:
•
Ready LED to indicate AC power to the station is satisfactory
•
Pump Run LED to indicate pump is operating (LCD indicates which pump is running)
•
Trouble LED indicator and predictive Visual Alarm notification ("blinking" alarm lamp; clears on
Normal cycle)
•
High Level Alarm LED indicator (LCD indicates which pump is in alarm)
•
Manual Run switch to manually activate pumps
•
Lead/Lag indication (LCD indicates which pump is lead)
•
Menu-driven programmable controller with navigation overlay-type buttons (Enter, Scroll, Up,
Down)
•
Normal Operation LED and Mode button for Mode status
•
Pump Performance menu LED with LCD display of the following pump performance statistics:
o Real-time Voltage
o Real-time Amperage
o Real-time Wattage
o Minimum/Maximum/Average Voltage
o Minimum/Maximum/Average Amperage
o Minimum/Maximum/Average Wattage
o Minimum/Maximum Run-time
o Average Run-time
o Last Run-time
o Cycle/Event Counter
o Run Time Counter (Hour Meter)
•
Diagnostics Menu LED
•
Initialize System Menu LED
Run Limit Menu LED
•
• Alarm Delay Menu LED
•
Power Delay Menu LED
•
Pump alternating options (no alternation , adjustable time based and test)
•
Pump alternating time options - 24 hours to 72 hours in 12-hour increments
(OPTIONAL) Generator Receptacle and Auto Transfer - The alarm panel shall include a 20 amp,
250 VAC generator receptacle with a spring-loaded, gasketed cover suitably mounted to provide
access for connection of an external generator while maintaining a NEMA 4X rating . An automatic
transfer switch shall be provided, which automatically switches from AC power to generator power.
Power shall be provided to the alarm panel through the generator receptacle whenever power is
present at the receptacle, allowing the audible and visual alarms to function normally in generator
mode . When power is no longer applied to the generator receptacle, the panel is automatically switched
back to the AC Mains power. (No manual switching within the panel enclosure is necessary to switch
from generator power back to AC Mains, so the mode cannot be inadvertently left in the generator
position after pumping down the station in generator mode as is the case with a manual transfer
switch).
(OPTIONAL) Service Equipment/Main Service Disconnect Breaker - A separate, internal breaker
that is rated and approved for use as "service equipment" and acts as a main service disconnect of the
grinder pump station sha ll be provided.
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(OPTIONAL) Remote Sentry Indoor Alarm Module - A separate, remote indoor alarm module shall
be provided to indicate a high level alarm with or without AC power to the grinder pump station . The
Remote Sentry indoor alarm module shall have an internal power source enabling its continued
operation without AC power. The Remote Sentry shall have an audible alarm and a visual alarm, both
of which shall automatically reset if the high level alarm condition is eliminated. The Remote Sentry
indoor alarm module shall include a Silence button for the audible alarm and a Test button .
(OPTIONAL) External Autodialer •
Four separate voice message alarm zones
•
Calls up to 8 telephones, cell phones or pagers
•
Built-in line seizure
•
Remote Turn Off feature allows termination of activated channel
•
EEPROM Memory retains program despite power loss
•
Listen-in verification and communication
•
Universal dial tone
•
Built-in auxiliary output to drive external siren, strobe or relay
•
Five optional settings for notifications of a power loss occurrence - instantaneous, 15
minutes, 2 hours, 12 hours or 24 hours
•
One channel for power-loss sensing, three hardwired channels for additional input
•
Dialer senses loss of power and based on setting; will notify parties of loss condition only
when specified time has elapsed
•
If power restores before set time has elapsed, no call will be made
•
Package includes battery backup and transformer
TRIPLEX STATION: Shall incorporate one simplex panel and one duplex panel as described above.
QUADPLEX STATION: Shall incorporate two duplex panels as described above.
2.14 SERVICEABILITY: The grinder pump core, including level sensor assembly, shall have two lifting
hooks complete with lift-out harness connected to its top housing to facilitate easy core removal when
necessary. The level sensor assembly must be easily removed from the pump assembly for service or
replacement. All mechanical and electrical connections must provide easy disconnect capability for core
unit removal and installation. Each EQD half must include a water-tight cover to protect the internal
electrical pins while the EQD is unplugged. A pump push-to-run feature will be provided for field trouble
shooting . The push-to-run feature must operate the pump even if the level sensor assembly has been
removed from the pump assembly. All motor control components shall be mounted on a readily
replaceable bracket for ease of field service.
2.15 OSHA CONFINED SPACE: All maintenance tasks for the grinder pump station must be possible
without entry into the grinder pump station (as per OSHA 1910.146 Permit-required confined spaces).
"Entry means the action by which a person passes through an opening into a permit-required confined
space. Entry includes ensuing work activities in that space and is considered to have occurred as soon
as any part of the entrant's body breaks the plane of an opening into the space."
2.16 SAFETY: The grinder pump shall be free from electrical and fire hazards as required in a residential
environment. As evidence of compliance with this requirement, the completely assembled and wired
grinder pump station shall be listed by Underwriters Laboratories, Inc., to be safe and appropriate for
the intended use. UL listing of components of the station, or third -party testing to UL standard are not
acceptable.
The grinder pump shall meet accepted standards for plumbing equipment for use in or near residences ,
shall be free from noise , odor, or health hazards, and shall have been tested by an independent
laboratory to certify its capability to perform as specified in either individual or low pressure sewer
system applications. As evidence of compliance with this requirement, the grinder pump shall bear the
seal of NSF International. Third-party testing to NSF standard is not acceptable .
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3.0

EXECUTION

3.01

FACTORY TEST: Each grinder pump shall be submerged and operated for 1.5 minutes (minimum).
Included in this procedure will be the testing of all ancillary components such as, the anti-siphon valve ,
check valve, discharge assembly and each unit's dedicated level controls and motor controls. All factory
tests shall incorporate each of the above listed items. Actual appurtenances and controls which will be
installed in the field shall be particular to the tested pump only . A common set of appurtenances and
controls for all pumps is not acceptable. Certified test results shall be available upon request showing
the operation of each grinder pump at two different points on its curve . Additional validation tests
include: integral level control performance, continuity to ground and acoustic tests of the rotating
components.
The ENGINEER reserves the right to inspect such testing procedures with representatives of the
OWNER, at the GRINDER PUMP MANUFACTURER'S facility.
All completed stations shall be factory leak tested to assure the integrity of all joints, seams and
penetrations. All necessary penetrations such as inlets, discharge fittings and cable connectors sha ll be
included in this test along with their respective sea ling means (grommets, gaskets etc.) .

3.02

CERTIFIED SERVICE PROGRAM: The grinder pump MANUFACTURER sha ll provide a
program implemented by the MANUFACTURER'S personnel as described in this specification to
certify the service company as an authorized serviced center. As evidence of this, the
MANUFACTURER shall provide, when requested, sufficient evidence that they have maintained their
own service department for a minimum of 30 years and currently employ a minimum of five
employees specifically in the service department.
As part of this program, the MANUFACTURER shall evaluate the service technicians as well as the
service organization annually . The service company will be authorized by the MANUFACTURER to
make independent warranty judgments. The areas covered by the program shall include, as a
minimum:
1.

Pump Population Information - The service company will maintain a detailed database for the
grinder pumps in the territory that tracks serial numbers by address.

2.

Inventory Management - The service company must maintain an appropriate level of inventory
(pumps, tanks, panels, service parts, etc.) including regular inventory review and proper inventory
labeling . Service technicians will also maintain appropriate parts inventory and spare core(s) on
service vehicles .

3.

Service Personnel Certification - Service technicians will maintain their level-specific certification
annually . The certifications are given in field troubleshooting, repair, and training .

4.

Service Documentation and Records - Start up sheets, service call records, and customer
feedback will be recorded by the service company .

5.

Shop Organization - The service company will keep its service shop organized and pumps will be
tagged with site information at al l times. The shop will have all required equipment, a test tank, and
cleaning tools necessary to service pumps properly.

3.03 DELIVERY: All grinder pump core units, including level controls, will be delivered to the job site 100
percent completely assembled, including testing , ready for installation . Grinder pump cores will be
shipped separately from the tanks . Installing the cores and discharge piping/hose into the tanks is the
only assembly step required and allowed due to the workmanship issues associated with other on-site
assembly. Grinder pump cores must be boxed for ease of handling.
3.04 INSTALLATION : Earth excavation and backfill are specified under SITE WORK , but are also to be
done as a part of the work under this section , including any necessary sheeting and bracing .
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The CONTRACTOR shall be responsible for handling ground water to provide a firm, dry subgrade for
the structure, and shall guard against flotation or other damage resulting from general water or flooding .
The grinder pump stations shall not be set into the excavation until the installation procedures and
excavation have been approved by the ENGINEER.
Remove packing material. User instructions MUST be given to the OWNER Hardware supplied with
the unit, if required, will be used at installation . The basin will be supplied with a standard 4" inlet
grommet (4.50" OD) for connecting the incoming sewer line. Appropriate inlet piping must be used . The
basin may not be dropped, rolled or laid on its side for any reason.
Installation shall be accomplished so that 1 inch to 4 inches of accessway , below the bottom of the lid,
extends above the finished grade line. The finished grade shall slope away from the unit. The diameter
of the excavated hole must be large enough to allow for the concrete anchor.
A 6" inch (minimum) layer of naturally rounded aggregate, clean and free flowing, with particle size of
not less than 1/8" or more than 3/4" shall be used as bedding material under each unit.
A concrete anti-flotation collar, as detailed on the drawings, and sized according to the manufacturer's
instructions, shall be required and shall be pre-cast to the grinder pump or poured in place . Each
grinder pump station with its pre-cast anti-flotation collar shall have a minimum of three lifting eyes for
loading and unloading purposes .
If the concrete is poured in place, the unit shall be leveled, and filled with water, to the bottom of the
inlet, to help prevent the unit from shifting while the concrete is being poured . The concrete must be
manually vibrated to ensure there are no voids. If it is necessary to pour the concrete to a level higher
than the inlet piping, an 8" sleeve is required over the inlet prior to the concrete being poured .
The CONTRACTOR will provide and install a 4-foot piece of 4-inch SCH 40 PVC pipe with water tight
cap, to stub-out the inlet for the property owners' installation contractor, as depicted on the contract
drawings.
E/One requires that an E/One Uni-Lateral assembly (E/One part number NB0184PXX or NC0193GXX)
or E/One Redundant Check Valve (E/One part number PC0051 GXX) be installed in the pipe lateral
outside the home between the pump discharge and the street main on all installations.
The electrical enclosure shall be furnished, installed and wired to the grinder pump station by the
CONTRACTOR. An alarm device is required on every installation, there shall be NO EXCEPTIONS . It
will be the responsibility of the CONTRACTOR and the ENGINEER to coordinate with the individual
property owner(s) to determine the optimum location for the alarm panel.
The CONTRACTOR shall mount the alarm device in a conspicuous location, as per national and local
codes. The alarm panel will be connected to the grinder pump station by a length of 6-conductor type
TC cable as shown on the contract drawings. The power and alarm circuits must be on separate power
circuits. The grinder pump stations will be provided with 32 feet total, 25 feet of useable, electrical
supply cable to connect the station to the alarm panel. This cable shall be supplied with a FACTORY
INSTALLED EQD half to connect to the mating EQD half on the core.
3.05 BACKFILL REQUIREMENTS: Proper backfill is essential to the long-term reliability of any
underground structure. Several methods of backfill are available to produce favorable results with
different native soil conditions. The most highly recommended method of backfilling is to surround the
unit to grade using Class I or Class II backfill material as defined in ASTM 2321 . Class 1A and Class 1B
are recommended where frost heave is a concern; Class 1B is a better choice when the native soil is
sand or if a high, fluctuating water table is expected . Class 1, angular crushed stone, offers an added
benefit in that it doesn't need to be compacted .

Class II, naturally rounded stone, may require more compactive effort, or tamping, to achieve the proper
density. If the native soil condition consists of clean compactable soil, with less than 12% fines, free of
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ice, rocks , roots and organic material , it may be an acceptable backfill. Soil must be compacted in lifts
not to exceed one foot to reach a final Proctor Density of between 85% and 90%. Heavy, noncompactable clays and silts are not suitable backfill for this or any underground structure such as inlet
or discharge lines.
If you are unsure of the consistency of the native soil, it is recommended that a geotechnical evaluation
of the material is obtained before specifying backfill .
Another option is the use of a flowable fill (i.e., low slump concrete) . This is particularly attractive when
installing grinder pump stations in augured holes where tight clearances make it difficult to assure
proper backfilling and compaction with dry materials. Flowable fills should not be dropped more than
four feet from the discharge to the bottom of the hole to avoid separation of the constituent materials.
Backfill of clean, native earth, free of rocks , roots, and foreign objects, shall be thoroughly compacted in
lifts not exceeding 12" to a final Proctor Density of not less than 85% . Improper backfilling may result in
damaged accessways. The grinder pump station shall be installed at a minimum depth from grade to
the top of the 1 1/4" discharge line, to assure maximum frost protection . The finish grade line shall be 1"
to 4" below the bottom of the lid, and final grade shall slope away from the grinder pump station.
All restoration will be the responsibility of the CONTRACTOR. Per unit costs for this item shall be
included in the CONTRACTOR'S bid price for the individual grinder pump station . The properties shall
be restored to their original condition in all respects, including, but not limited to, curb and sidewalk
replacement, landscaping, loaming and seeding, and restoration of the traveled ways, as directed by
the ENGINEER.

3.06 START-UP AND FIELD TESTING : The MANUFACTURER shall provide the services of qualified
factory trained technician(s) who shall inspect the placement and wiring of each station, perform field
tests as specified herein, and instruct the OWNER'S personnel in the operation and maintenance of the
equipment before the stations are accepted by the OWNER
All equipment and materials necessary to perform testing shall be the responsibility of the INSTALLING
CONTRACTOR. This includes, as a minimum, a portable generator and power cable (if temporary
power is required), water in each basin (filled to a depth sufficient to verify the high level alarm is
operating), and opening of all valves in the system . These steps shall be completed prior to the
qualified factory trained technician(s) arrival on site.
The services of a trained, factory-authorized technician shall be provided at a rate of 40 hours for every
100 grinder pump stations supplied .
Upon completion of the installation, the authorized factory technician(s) will perform the following test
on each station:
1. Make certain the discharge shut-off valve in the station is fully open .
2. Turn ON the alarm power circuit and verify the alarm is functioning properly .
3. Turn ON the pump power circuit. Initiate the pump operation to verify automatic "on/off' controls are
operative. The pump should immediately turn ON .
4.

Consult the Manufacturer's Service Manual for detailed start-up procedures.

Upon completion of the start-up and testing, the MANUFACTURER shall submit to the ENGINEER the
start-up authorization form describing the results of the tests performed for each grinder pump station.
Final acceptance of the system will not occur until authorization forms have been received for each
pump station installed and any installation deficiencies corrected .
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4.0

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

4.01

SPARE CORE : The MANUFACTURER will supply one spare grinder pump core for every 50 grinder
pump stations installed or portion thereof, complete with all operational controls , level sensors, check
valve , anti-siphon valve, pump/motor unit, and grinder.

4.02 MANUALS: The MANUFACTURER shall supply four copies of Operation and Maintenance Manuals
to the OWNER, and one copy of the same to the ENGINEER.

END OF SECTION
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WARRANTY PERFORMANCE CERTIFICATION
As a pre-bid certification requirement, each bidder shall provide a Warranty Performance Certification
executed by the most senior executive officer, which certifies a minimum of a two (2) year warranty. They
must further detail any exclusions from the warranty or additional cost items required to maintain the
equipment in warrantable condition, including all associated labor and shipping fees, and certify that the
manufacturer will bear all costs to correct original equipment deficiency for the effective period of the
warranty.
I, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , by and through my duly authorized
signature
below
as
its
most senior operating
executive,
certify
that
will provide a two (2) year warranty on
grinder pump equipment manufactured and supplied by _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
the
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - for
--------project. I further certify that, other than
failure to install equipment in accordance with manufacturer's instructions, no exclusions and/or cost items to
maintain said equipment in warrantable condition, including labor, travel and shipping fees, exist except as
detailed immediately below:
EXCLUSIONS: 1.
2. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
3. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

COST ITEMS TO
MAINTAIN EQUIPMENT
IN WARRANTABLE CONDITION:

Required
Frequency (mos)

Avg. monthly cost($)
times warranty period
$
$
$
$
$

1.
2.- - - - - - - - - - 3.- - - - - - - - - - 4.- - - - - - - - - - 5.- - - - - - - - - - -

_ _ _ __
_ _ _ __
_ _ _ __
_ _ _ __
_ _ _ __

Total labor/material cost to maintain equipment in warrantable condition for warranty period ($) :

For any items not identified as exclusions or additional cost items above, OR for additional labor & material
costs required to maintain equipment in warrantable condition that exceed the Avg. monthly cost ($) detailed
above, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ will bear all costs to correct such original equipment
deficiency for the effective period of the warranty including all applicable labor, travel and shipping fees.

Signature

Date

Title
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MANUFACTURER'S DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
Note: To be completed if proposing an alternate
1.0 GENERAL:
1.01 General Description
Describe all non-conforming aspects to the specification :

1.04 Experience
List 10 low pressure sewer system installations of the type of pump/station specified (progressive cavity
type) that have been in operation for a period of no less than ten years with a minimum of 100 pumps
pumping into a "common" low pressure sewer system . Provide Name and Location , Contact Name, Phone
Number, Number of Pumps, and Install Date for each.

1.05 Operating Conditions
Describe all non-conforming aspects to the specification :

1.06 Warranty
Fully state the manufacturer's warranty :

2.0 PRODUCT:
2.01 Pump
Describe all non-conforming aspects to the specification :

2.02 Grinder
Describe all non-conforming aspects to the specification :
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2.03 Motor
Describe all non-conforming aspects to the specification :

2.05 Tank
Describe all non-conforming aspects to the specification :

2.07 Electrical Quick Disconnect
Describe all non-conforming aspects to the specification:

2.08 Check Valve
Describe all non-conforming aspects to the specification :

2.09 Anti-Siphon Valve
Describe all non-conforming aspects to the specification :

2.11 Controls
Describe all non-conforming aspects to the specification :

2.16 Safety
Describe all non-conforming aspects to the specification :

3.0 EXECUTION:
3.01 Factory Test
Describe all non-conforming aspects to the specification :
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I attest that all questions are answered truthfully and all non-conforming aspects to the specifications have
been described where requested .

Manufacturer:

------------------------

By : - - - - - - - - Name of Corporate Officer

Date: _ _ __
Signature

Title of Corporate Officer

Date: _ _ __

Witness: - - - - - - - - Name
Signature
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Environment One Corporation
2773 Balltown Road
Niskayuna, New York 12309
www.eone.com
A PCC Company
LM000396 Rev G
8/20
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E-One Manufacturer’s Specifications
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Grinder Pump Station
with
Wired Level Sensor
Typical Specifications
Semi-Positive
Displacement Type
Grinder Pump
Stations

SECTION: INDOOR GRINDER PUMP STATIONS
1. 0 GENERAL
1.01 GENERAL DESCRIPTION: The MANUFACTURER shall furnish complete factory-built and tested
grinder pump station(s), each consisting of grinder pump(s) suitably mounted in a basin constructed of
polyethylene, pump removal system, discharge assembly/shut-off valve, anti-siphon valve/check valve
assembled within the basin, electrical alarm panel and all necessary internal wiring and controls .
Component type grinder pump systems that require field assembly will not be acceptable due to the
potential problems that can occur during field assembly. All components and materials shall be in
accordance with section 2.0 of this Product Specification . For ease of serviceability, all pump,
motor/grinder units shall be of like type and horsepower throughout the system.
1.02 SUBMITTALS: After receipt of notice to proceed, the MANUFACTURER shall furnish a minimum of
six sets of shop drawings detailing the equipment to be furnished including dimensional data and
materials of construction. The ENGINEER shall promptly review this data, and return two copies as
accepted, or with requested modifications. Upon receipt of accepted shop drawings, the
MANUFACTURER shall proceed immediately with fabrication of the equipment.
1.03 MANUFACTURER: Grinder pump stations, complete with all appurtenances, form an integral system,
and as such, shall be supplied by one grinder pump station manufacturer. The CONTRACTOR shall be
responsible for the satisfactory operation of the entire system. The equipment specified shall be a
product of a company experienced in the design and manufacture of grinder pumps for specific use in
low pressure sewage systems. The company shall submit detailed installation and user instructions for
its product, submit evidence of an established service program including complete parts and service
manuals, and be responsible for maintaining a continuing inventory of grinder pump replacement parts.
The MANUFACTURER shall provide, upon request, a reference and contact list from ten of its largest
contiguous grinder pump installations of the type of grinder pumps described within this specification .
The MANUFACTURER of the grinder pump station shall be Environment One Corporation or Proposed
Alternate .
Attention is directed to the fact that the drawings and overall system design are based on a particular
piece of equipment from a particular manufacturer. These specifications are intended to provide
guidelines for standard equipment of a recognized manufacturer who already meets all the
requirements of this specification.

1.03a ALTERNATE EQUIPMENT: In the event that the CONTRACTOR or another supplier proposes an
Alternate to the specified MANUFACTURER, the ENGINEER recognizes that it will be difficult to
conform to certain details of this Specification due to different manufacturing techniques or grinder
pump station designs. If proposing an Alternate, the CONTRACTOR (supplier) must submit, no less
than 15 business days in advance of the bid date, a complete description of any changes that will be
necessary to the system design, a complete submittal package as outlined in Section 1.02
SUBMITTALS, a system hydraulic analysis based on the proposed pump (including pipe sizes, flows,
velocities, retention times and number and location of recommended valves and cleanouts, if any), a list
of exceptions to this specification , and demonstration of compliance to Section 1.04 EXPERIENCE
CLAUSE of this specification . The CONTRACTOR (supplier) must also complete the Manufacturer
Disclosure Statement found at the end of this specification . This information must be submitted to the
ENGINEER for pre-approval of the alternate equipment being proposed and determination of
compliance with these Contract Documents. If the equipment differs materially or differs from the
dimensions given on the Drawings, the CONTRACTOR (supplier) shall submit complete drawings
showing elevations, dimensions, or any necessary changes to the Contract Documents for the
proposed equipment and its installation . Pre-approval, if granted, will be provided in writing by the
ENGINEER to the CONTRACTOR (supplier) at least five business days in advance of the bid date. If
the ENGINEER'S approval is obtained for Alternate Equipment, the CONTRACTOR (supplier) must
make any needed changes in the structures, system design, piping or electrical systems necessary to
accommodate the proposed equipment at the expense of the CONTRACTOR (supplier) .
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1.04 EXPERIENCE CLAUSE: The equipment furnished hereunder shall be the product of a company
experienced in the design and manufacture of grinder pumps specifically designed for use in low
pressure systems. All manufacturers proposing equipment for this project shall have at least 10 years of
experience in the design and manufacture of units of identical size(s) and performance to the specified
units. All manufacturers proposing equipment for this project must also have not less than 500
successful installations of low pressure sewer systems utilizing grinder pumps of like type to the grinder
pumps specified herein. An installation is defined as a minimum of 25 pumps discharging into a
common force main which forms a low pressure sewer system. The CONTRACTOR (supplier)
proposing alternate equipment shall also submit, as part of the bid schedule, an installation list with
contact person(s), phone number(s) and date(s) of installation of at least 10 installations of the type of
pump specified herein that have been operating for at least 10 years.

In lieu of this experience clause, the CONTRACTOR (supplier) of alternate equipment will be required
to submit a 5-year performance bond for 100 percent of the stipulated cost of the equipment as bid and
as shown in the Bid Schedule. This performance bond will be used to guarantee the replacement of the
equipment in the event that it fails within the bond period.
1.05 OPERA TING CONDITIONS: The pumps shall be capable of delivering 15 GPM against a rated total
dynamic head of 0 feet (0 PSIG) , 11 GPM against a rated total dynamic head of 92 feet (40 PSIG), and
7.8 GPM against a rated total dynamic head of 185 feet (80 PSIG) . The pump(s) must also be capable
of operating at negative total dynamic head without overloading the motor(s). Under no conditions shall
in-line piping or valving be allowed to create a false apparent head.
1.06 WARRANTY: The grinder pump MANUFACTURER shall provide a part(s) and labor warranty on the
complete station and accessories, including, but not limited to, the panel for a period of 60 months after
notice of OWNER'S acceptance, but no greater than 63 months after receipt of shipment. Any
manufacturing defects found during the warranty period will be reported to the MANUFACTURER by
the OWNER and will be corrected by the MANUFACTURER at no cost to the OWNER
1.07 WARRANTY PERFORMANCE CERTIFICATION: As a bid certification requirement, each bidder shall
provide with their bid schedule a Warranty Performance Certification statement executed by the most
senior executive officer of the grinder pump MANUFACTURER, which certifies a 60-month warranty.
They must further detail any exclusions from the warranty or additional cost items required to maintain
the equipment in warrantable condition, including all associated labor and shipping fees , and certify that
the MANUFACTURER will bear all costs to correct any original equipment deficiency for the effective
period of the warranty . All preventive maintenance type requirements shall be included in this form as
exclusions. These requirements include, but are not limited to, unjamming of grinder mechanism ,
periodic motor maintenance, and periodic cleaning of liquid level controls. Should the CONTRACTOR
(supplier) elect to submit a performance bond in lieu of the experience clause outlined above, this
Warranty Performance Certification shall also be used as a criterion to evaluate the CONTRACTOR'S
(supplier's) performance over the warranty period. A Warranty Performance Certification form is
included with the bid schedule and must be completed and submitted as part of the bid package. Bids
with incomplete forms or missing forms will be considered nonresponsive.

2.0 PRODUCT
2.01

PUMP : The pump controls shall be installed on the pump (core unit) by the manufacturer. Field
assembly of the pump and controls is not acceptable because of potential workmanship issues and
increased installation time. The pump shall be a custom designed , integral , vertical rotor, motor driven ,
solids handling pump of the progressing cavity type with a single mechanical seal. Double radial 0 ring seals are required at all casting joints to minimize corrosion and create a protective barrier. All
pump castings shall be cast iron , fully epoxy coated to 8-10 mil Nominal dry thickness, wet applied . The
rotor shall be through-hardened , highly polished , precipitation hardened stainless steel. The stator shall
be of a specifically compounded ethylene propylene synthetic elastomer. The material shall be suitable
for domestic wastewater service. Its physical properties shall include high tear and abrasion resistance,
grease resistance, water and detergent resistance , temperature stability , excellent aging properties ,
and outstanding wear resistance . Buna-N is not acceptable as a stator material because it does not
exhibit the properties as outlined above and required for wastewater service.
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2.02 GRINDER: The grinder shall be placed immediately below the pumping elements and shall be directdriven by a single, one-piece motor shaft. The grinder impeller (cutter wheel) assembly shall be
securely fastened to the pump motor shaft by means of a threaded connection attaching the grinder
impeller to the motor shaft. Attachment by means of pins or keys will not be acceptable. The grinder
impeller shall be a one-piece, 4140 cutter wheel of the rotating type with inductively hardened cutter
teeth . The cutter teeth shall be inductively hardened to Rockwell 50 - 60c for abrasion resistance. The
shredder ring shall be of the stationary type and the material shall be white cast iron . The teeth shall be
ground into the material to achieve effective grinding . The shredder ring shall have a staggered tooth
pattern with only one edge engaged at a time, maximizing the cutting torque . These materials have
been chosen for their capacity to perform in the intended environment as they are materials with wear
and corrosive resistant properties.
This assembly shall be dynamically balanced and operate without objectionable noise or vibration over
the entire range of recommended operating pressures. The grinder shall be constructed so as to
minimize clogging and jamming under all normal operating conditions including starting . Sufficient
vortex action shall be created to scour the tank free of deposits or sludge banks which would impair the
operation of the pump. These requirements shall be accomplished by the following , in conjunction with
the pump:
1. The grinder shall be positioned in such a way that solids are fed in an upward flow direction .
2. The maximum flow rate through the cutting mechanism must not exceed 4 feet per second . This is
a critical design element to minimize jamming and as such must be adhered to .
3. The inlet shroud shall have a diameter of no less than 5 inches. Inlet shrouds that are less than 5
inches in diameter will not be accepted due to their inability to maintain the specified 4 feet per
second maximum inlet velocity which by design prevents unnecessary jamming of the cutter
mechanism and minimizes blinding of the pump by large objects that block the inlet shroud .
4. The impeller mechanism must rotate at a nominal speed of no greater than 1800 rpm .
The grinder shall be capable of reducing all components in normal domestic sewage, including a
reasonable amount of "foreign objects," such as paper, wood, plastic, glass, wipes, rubber and the like,
to finely-divided particles which will pass freely through the passages of the pump and the 1-1 /4"
diameter stainless steel discharge piping.

2.03 ELECTRIC MOTOR: As a maximum, the motor shall be a 1 HP , 1725 RPM , 240 Volt 60 Hertz, 1
Phase, capacitor start, ball bearing, air-cooled induction type with Class F insulation , low starting
current not to exceed 30 amperes and high starting torque of 8.4 foot pounds. The motor shall be
press-fit into the casting for better heat transfer and longer winding life. Inherent protection against
running overloads or locked rotor conditions for the pump motor shall be provided by the use of an
automatic-reset, integral thermal overload protector incorporated into the motor. The motor protector
shall be specifically investigated and listed by Underwriters Laboratories Inc. for the application . Noncapacitor start motors or permanent split capacitor motors will not be accepted because of their
reduced starting torque and consequent diminished grinding capability . The wet portion of the motor
armature must be 300 Series stainless steel. To reduce the potential of environmental concerns , the
expense of handling and disposing of oil , and the associated maintenance costs , oil-filled motors will
not be accepted . Pump operation during instances of potentially damaging high current or low voltage
conditions shall be inhibited by an in-pump electrical monitoring system that has been investigated and
listed by Underwriters Laboratories Inc. for the application . Motor start shall be controlled by a DC
driven electromechanical relay integrated within the control compartment of the pump. Electrical
monitoring sh all ensure the relay operates reliably . AC Mechanical contactors for motor start are
susceptible to damage from short cycling and will not be accepted .
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2.04 MECHANICAL SEAL: The core shall be provided with a mechanical shaft seal to prevent leakage
between the motor and pump. The seal shall have a stationary ceramic seat and carbon rotating
surface with faces precision lapped and held in position by a stainless steel spring .
2.05 TANK: The wetwell/drywell design shall be made of rotational molded polyethylene, with a grade
selected to provide the necessary environmental stress cracking resistance. The tank shall have a
nominal thickness of 0.50" .
The tank shall be furnished with one 4" , socket glue type inlet valve for connection to the PVC building
sewer (4 .50" OD) . The tank capacity shall be 91 gallons. The tank must be capable of withstanding
static heads of 1O feet without leaking or causing permanent structural damage.
An aesthetically pleasing, rotationally molded cover shall be supplied with the tank to protect and
conceal the pump core , discharge valve and Equalizer diaphragm.
The station shall have all necessary penetrations molded in and factory sealed. No field penetrations
shall be acceptable .
All discharge piping shall be constructed of SCH 80 PVC pipe and terminate with a 1 1/4" female NPT
fitting . The discharge piping shall include a PVC ball valve rated for 235 psi WOG .
The tank shall also include a 2" PVC vent to prevent sewage gases from accumulating in the tank. A
junction box shall not be permitted in the tank.
2.06 DISCHARGE DISCONNECTNALVE: All discharge fittings and piping shall be constructed of
polypropylene, EPDM or PVC . The discharge assembly shall include a shut-off valve rated for 235 psi
WOG and a quick disconnect feature to simplify installation and pump removal.
2.07 ELECTRICAL QUICK DISCONNECT: The grinder pump core shall include a factory -installed NEMA
6P electrical quick disconnect (EQD) for all power and control functions . The EQD will be supplied with
12' electrical supply cable (ESC) to connect to the alarm panel. The EQD shall require no tools for
assembly , seal against water before the electrical connection is made, and include radial seals to
assure a watertight seal regardless of tightening torque. Plug -type connections of the power cable onto
the pump housing will not be acceptable due to the potential for leaks and electrical shorts. Junction
boxes are not acceptable due to the large number of potential leak points. The EQD shall be so
designed to be conducive to field wiring as required .
2.08 CHECK VALVE : The pump discharge shall be equipped with a factory installed, gravity operated,
flapper-type integral check valve built into the discharge piping. The check valve will provide a fullported passageway when open, and shall introduce a friction loss of less than 6 inches of water at
maximum rated flow. Moving parts will be made of a 300 Series stainless steel and fabric reinforced
synthetic elastomer to ensure corrosion resistance, dimensional stability, and fatigue strength . A
nonmetallic hinge shall be an integral part of the flapper assembly providing a maximum degree of
freedom to assure seating even at a very low back-pressure. The valve body shall be an injection
molded part made of an engineered thermoplastic resin . The valve shall be rated for continuous
operating pressure of 235 psi. Ball type check valves are unacceptable due to their limited sealing
capacity in slurry applications.
2.09 ANTI-SIPHON VALVE: The pump discharge shall be equipped with a factory-installed , gravityoperated , flapper-type integral anti-siphon valve built into the discharge piping . Moving parts will be
made of 300 Series stainless steel and fabric-reinforced synthetic elastomer to ensure corrosion
resistance, dimensional stability , and fatigue strength . A nonmetallic hinge shall be an integral part of
the flapper assembly , providing a maximum degree of freedom to ensure proper operation even at a
very low pressure. The valve body shall be injection-molded from an engineered thermoplastic resin .
Holes or ports in the discharge piping are not acceptable anti-siphon devices due to their tendency to
clog from the solids in the slurry being pumped . Anti -siphon port diameter shall be no less than 60% of
the inside diameter of the pump discharge piping .
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2.10 CORE UNIT: The grinder pump station shall have a cartridge type, easily removable core assembly
consisting of pump, motor, grinder, all motor controls, check valve , anti-siphon valve , level control,
electrical quick disconnect and wiring . The core unit shall seal to the tank deck with stainless steel
bolts . The watertight integrity of each core unit shall be established by a 100 percent factory test at a
minimum of 5 PSIG.
2.11

CONTROLS : All necessary motor starting controls shall be located in the cast iron enclosure of the
core unit secured by stainless steel fasteners. Locating the motor starting controls in a plastic enclosure
is not acceptable. The wastewater level sensing controls shall be housed in a separate enclosure from
motor starting controls. The level sensor housing must be sealed via a radial type seal; solvents or
glues are not acceptable . The level sensing control housing must be integrally attached to pump
assembly so that it may be removed from the station with the pump and in such a way as to minimize
the potential for the accumulation of grease and debris accumulation, etc. The level sensing housing
must be a high-impact thermoplastic copolymer over-molded with a thermo plastic elastomer. The use
of PVC for the level sensing housing is not acceptable.
Non-fouling wastewater level controls for controlling pump operation shall be accomplished by
monitoring the pressure changes in an integral air column connected to a pressure switch . The air
column shall be integrally molded from a thermoplastic elastomer suitable for use in wastewater and
with excellent impact resistance. The air column shall have only a single connection between the water
level being monitored and the pressure switch. Any connections are to be sealed radially with
redundant O-rings. The level detection device shall have no moving parts in direct contact with the
wastewater and shall be integral to the pump core assembly in a single, readily-exchanged unit.
Depressing the push to run button must operate the pump even with the level sensor housing removed
from the pump.
All fasteners throughout the assembly shall be 300 Series stainless steel. High-level sensing will be
accomplished in the manner detailed above by a separate air column sensor and pressure switch of the
same type . Closure of the high-level sensing device will energize an alarm circuit as well as a
redundant pump-on circuit. For increased reliability, pump ON/OFF and high-level alarm functions shall
not be controlled by the same switch . Float switches of any kind, including float trees , will not be
accepted due to the periodic need to maintain (rinsing, cleaning) such devices and their tendency to
malfunction because of incorrect wiring, tangling, grease buildup, and mechanical cord fatigue . To
assure reliable operation of the pressure switches, each core shall be equipped with a factory installed
equalizer diaphragm that compensates for any atmospheric pressure or temperature changes. Tube or
piping runs outside of the station tank or into tank-mounted junction boxes providing pressure switch
equalization will not be permitted due to their susceptibility to condensation, kinking, pinching, and
insect infestation . The grinder pump will be furnished with a 6 conductor, type SJOW cable, pre-wired
and watertight to meet UL requirements with a FACTORY INSTALLED NEMA 6P EQD half attached to
it.

2.12 STAINLESS STEEL CURB STOP/CHECK VALVE ASSEMBLY (UNI-LATERAL): The curb stop shall
be pressure-tight in both directions. The ball valve actuator shall include position stop features at the
fully opened and closed positions. The curb stop/check valve assembly shall be designed to withstand
a working pressure of 235 psi.
The stainless steel check valve shall be integral with the curb stop valve . The check valve will provide a
full -ported 1-1/4" passageway and shall introduce minimal friction loss at maximum rated flow. The
flapper hinge design shall provide a maximum degree of freedom and ensure seating at low back
pressure.

Engineered Thermoplastic Fittings - All plastic fitting components are to be in compliance with
applicable ASTM standards .
All pipe connections shall be made using compression fitting connections including a Buna-N O-ring for
sealing to the outside diameter of the pipe. A split-collet locking device shall be integrated into all pipe
connection fittings to securely restrain the pipe from hydraulic pressure and external loading caused by
shifting and settling .
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Curb Boxes - Curb boxes shall be constructed of ABS, conforming to ASTM-O 1788. Lid top casting
shall be cast iron, conforming to ASTM A-48 Class 25, providing magnetic detectability, and be painted
black. All components shall be inherently corrosion-resistant to ensure durability in the ground . Curb
boxes shall provide height adjustment downward (shorter) from their nominal height.
High Density Polyethylene Pipe (Supplied by others) - Pipe shall be have a working pressure of
160 psi minimum and shall be classified SOR per ASTM D 3035.
Pipe Dimensions - The SOR (Standard Dimension Ratio) of the pipe supplied shall be as specified by
the SPECIFYING ENGINEER. SOR 7, 9 and 11 fittings are available from the MANUFACTURER.
Factory Test - The stainless steel, combination curb stop/check valve component shall be 100 percent
hydrostatically tested to 150 psi in the factory .
Construction Practices - Pipe shall be stored on clean, level ground to prevent undue scratching or
gouging of the pipe. If the pipe must be stacked for storage, such stacking should be in accordance with
the pipe manufacturer's recommendations . The pipe should be handled in such a manner that it is not
damaged by being dragged over sharp objects or cut by chokers or lifting equipment.
Segments of pipe having cuts or gouges in excess of 10 percent of the wall thickness of the pipe shall
be cut out and removed . The undamaged portions of the pipe shall be rejoined using the butt fusion
joining method . Sections of polyethylene pipe should be joined into continuous lengths on the job site
above ground. The joining method shall be the butt-fusion method and shall be performed in strict
accordance with the pipe manufacturer's recommendations. The butt-fusion equipment used in the
joining procedure shall be capable of meeting all conditions recommended by the pipe manufacturer,
including, but not limited to, fusion temperature, alignment, and fusion pressure.
Fused segments of pipe shall be handled so as to avoid damage to the pipe. When lifting fused
sections of pipe, chains or cable-type chokers should be avoided . Nylon slings are preferred. Spreader
bars should be used when lifting long, fused sections. Care should be exercised to avoid cutting or
gouging the pipe.
Installation - Assemble the compression fittings according to the fitting manufacturer's
recommendations.
The trench and trench bottom should be constructed in accordance with ASTM D 2321 . Embedment
materials should be Class I, Class II or Class Ill materials as defined in ASTM D 2321 . The use of Class
IV and/or Class V materials for embedment is not recommended and should be allowed only with the
approval of the SPECIFYING ENGINEER. Bedding of the pipe should be performed in accordance with
ASTM D 2321. Compaction should be as specified in ASTM D 2321 . Deviations from the specified
compaction shall be approved by the SPECIFYING ENGINEER.
Haunching and initial backfill should be as specified in ASTM D 2321 using Class I, Class II or Class Ill
materials. Materials used and compaction shall be as specified by the SPECIFYING ENGINEER. In
cases where a compaction of 85 percent Standard Proctor Density is not attainable, the SPECIFYING
ENGINEER may wish to increase the SOR of the pipe to provide adequate stiffness. ASTM D 2321
sections titled "Minimum Cover for Load Application," "Use of Compaction Equipment" and "Removal of
Trench Protection" should apply unless directed otherwise by the SPECIFYING ENGINEER.
2.13 REMOTE SENTRY (OPTIONAL): The grinder pump manufacturer shall supply a remote, indoor
mounted, high level alarm module with each grinder pump station . This module shall incorporate a
visual and audible (70 Db) high level alarm, a membrane covered push to silence audible alarm button,
and a membrane covered push to test visual and audible alarm button all housed in a low profile,
neutral-colored case (similar to a programmable thermostat housing) to be placed in a conspicuous
location within the residence by the installing contractor. The maximum dimension of the case shall be
5" W x 3" H x 1" D. This module shall be connected to the Indoor Grinder Pump Control Panel and will
indicate a high-level alarm with or without AC power at the grinder pump. The indoor alarm unit shall
have a renewable Lithium battery power source enabling its continued operation without AC power. The
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visual and audible alarm shall be automatically reset when the high level alarm condition is corrected. If
the battery voltage is low, the LED will blink and the audible alarm will be pulsed to create short beeps.
The push-to-silence will not change this condition until the batteries are replaced . When this option is
selected, the station shall be provided with 100 feet of 22 gauge signal wire, factory-wired and sealed
into the station's alarm panel.
2.14 ALARM PANEL: Each grinder pump station shall include a NEMA 4X, UL-listed alarm panel suitable
for wall or pole mounting . The NEMA 4X enclosure shall be manufactured of thermoplastic polyester to
ensure corrosion resistance. The enclosure shall include a hinged, lockable cover with padlock,
preventing access to electrical components, and creating a secured safety front to allow access only to
authorized personnel. The enclosure shall not exceed 10.5" W x 14" H x 7" D, or 12.5" W x 16" H x 7.5"
D if certain options are included .

The alarm panel shall contain one 15-amp, double-pole circuit breaker for the pump core's power circuit
and one 15-amp single-pole circuit breaker for the alarm circuit. The panel shall contain a push-to-run
feature, an internal run indicator, and a complete alarm circuit. All circuit boards in the alarm panel are
to be protected with a conformal coating on both sides and the AC power circuit shall include an auto
resetting fuse.
The alarm panel shall include the following features: external audible and visual alarm; push-to-run
switch; push-to-silence switch; redundant pump start; and high level alarm capability . The alarm
sequence is to be as follows when the pump and alarm breakers are on:
1. When liquid level in the sewage wet-well rises above the alarm level , the contacts on the alarm
pressure switch activate, audible and visual alarms are activated , and the redundant pump starting
system is energized .
2. The audible alarm may be silenced by means of the externally mounted, push-to-silence button .
3.

Visual alarm remains illuminated until the sewage level in the wet-well drops below the "off' setting
of the alarm pressure switch .

The visual alarm lamp shall be inside a red, oblong lens at least 3.75" L x 2.38" W x 1.5" H. Visual
alarm shall be mounted to the top of the enclosure in such a manner as to maintain NEMA 4X rating .
The audible alarm shall be externally mounted on the bottom of the enclosure, capable of 93 dB @ 2
feet. The audible alarm shall be capable of being deactivated by depressing a push-type switch that is
encapsulated in a weatherproof silicone boot and mounted on the bottom of the enclosure (push-tosilence button).
The entire alarm panel, as manufactured and including any of the following options shall be listed by
Underwriters Laboratories, Inc.
(OPTIONAL) Alarm Contacts Package
•

Alarm Activated Dry Contacts - Normally open relay contact closes upon alarm activation .

•

Alarm Activated Contacts for Remote Indoor Alarm Module - Will work with or without
power to the alarm panel and is designed to work with E/One's Remote Sentry.

•

Alarm Activated Remote (Powered) Contacts - Normally open contacts that close on alarm,
providing 120V on high level alarm .

(OPTIONAL) Generator Receptacle and Auto Transfer - The alarm panel shall include a 20 amp,
250 VAC generator receptacle with a spring-loaded, gasketed cover suitably mounted to provide
access for connection of an external generator while maintaining a NEMA 4X rating . An automatic
transfer switch shall be provided , which automatically switches from AC power to generator power.
Power shall be provided to that alarm panel through the generator receptacle whenever power is
present at the receptacle, allowing the audible and visual alarms to function normally in generator
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mode. When power is no longer applied to the generator receptacle, the panel is automatically switched
back to the AC Mains power. (No manual switching within the panel enclosure is necessary to switch
from generator power back to AC Mains, so the mode cannot be inadvertently left in the generator
position after pumping down the station in generator mode as is the case with a manual transfer
switch).
(OPTIONAL) Service EquipmentlMain Service Disconnect Breaker - A separate, internal breaker
rated and approved for use as "service equipment" and acts as a main service disconnect of the grinder
pump station shall be provided .
(OPTIONAL) Remote Sentry Indoor Alarm Module - A separate, remote indoor alarm module shall
be provided to indicate a high level alarm with or without AC power to the grinder pump station. The
Remote Sentry indoor alarm module shall have an internal power source enabling its continued
operation without AC power. The Remote Sentry shall have an audible alarm and a visual alarm, both
of which shall automatically reset if the high level alarm condition is eliminated . The Remote Sentry
indoor alarm module shall include a Silence button for the audible alarm and a Test button.
(OPTIONAL) Run-time/Hour Meter - A run-time or hour meter to display the total run-time or
operation time for the pump core shall be provided .
(OPTIONAL) Event/Cycle Counter - An event or cycle counter to display the number of operations of
the pump core shall be provided.
(OPTIONAL) SENTRY SIMPLEX PROTECT:
Provides protection from the following operating conditions:
•

Low Voltage (Brownout) Protection - A lockout cycle will prevent the motor from operating
and will illuminate an LED if:
o the incoming AC Mains voltage drops below a predetermined minimum, typically 12% of
nameplate (211 volts for a 240 volt system) for 2 to 3 seconds, regardless of whether the
motor is running or not
o the lockout cycle will end if the incoming AC Mains voltage returns to a predetermined
value, typically 10% of nameplate (216 volts for a 240 volt system)
The system continues to retest the voltage every second indefinitely. If the lockout cycle has
been initiated and the voltage comes back above the predetermined starting voltage, the
system will function normally . The LED remains illuminated during a Brownout condition and
remains latched until the pump breaker is turned off and then on again (reset). The audible and
visual alarm will not be activated unless there is a high wastewater level in the tank.

•

Run Dry Protection - A 20-minute lockout cycle will prevent the motor from operating and will
illuminate an LED when the wastewater level in the tank is below the pump inlet level. The
condition is rechecked every 20 minutes . If the lockout cycle has been initiated and the
condition is satisfied, the pump is not allowed to cycle normally but the LED remains latched.
The LED will remain latched until the pump breaker is turned off and then on again (reset) . If
the condition is not satisfied after 3 consecutive attempts, the visual alarm will be activated until
the pump breaker is turned off and on (reset) or until there is one cycle of normal operation. If a
high level condition is presented at any time, a pump run cycle will be activated .

•

High System Pressure Protection - A 20-minute lockout cycle will prevent the motor from
operating and will illuminate an LED when the pressure in the discharge line is atypically high
(closed valve or abnormal line plug) . The condition is rechecked every 20 minutes. If the
condition is satisfied, the pump is allowed to cycle normally but the LED remains latched . If the
condition is not satisfied after 3 consecutive attempts, the pump is locked out indefinitely until
the condition is removed and power is reset. The LED will remain latched until the pump
breaker is turned off and then on again (reset) . The audible and visual alarm will be activated .

In all of the above cases, if more than one error condition is presented , the LED depicting the most
recent error condition will be displayed .
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Other included features:
• Alarm Activated Dry Contacts - Normally open relay contact closes upon alarm activation .
•
Alarm Activated Contacts for Remote Indoor Alarm Module - Will work with or without power to
the alarm panel and is designed to work with E/One's Remote Sentry.
•
Includes Inner Door Dead Front
•
Separate LED's for each condition
(OPTIONAL) SENTRY SIMPLEX PROTECT PLUS:
•
All Sentry Protect features (as detailed above)
•
High/Low Voltage monitoring with Trouble indication
•
High/Low Wattage (wattage is used instead of current because it is a better indicator of pump
performance) monitoring with Trouble indication
•
Extended Run Time monitoring with Trouble indication
•
Cycle/Event Counter
•
Run Time Counter (Hour Meter)
•
Run Time Limit (time adjustable, user selected options: 10 minutes (default) to 120 minutes in
1-minute intervals
•
Power-up Delay (time adjustable, user selected options: None (default), to 300 minutes in 1minute intervals
• Alarm Delay (time adjustable, user selected options: None (default) or adjustable in 1-minute
intervals
•
System self-test diagnostic
•
User selectable Alarm latch
•
User Selectable Protect Mode disable
•
User selectable buzzer timer
Specific Protect PLUS indicators and programming features shall include:
•
Ready LED to indicate AC power to the station is satisfactory
•
Pump Run LED to indicate pump is operating
• Trouble LED indicator and predictive Visual Alarm notification ("blinking" alarm lamp; clears on
Normal cycle)
•
High Level Alarm LED indicator
•
Manual Run switch to manually activate pump
•
Menu-driven programmable controller with navigation overlay-type buttons (Enter, Scroll, Up,
Down)
•
Normal Operation LED and Mode button for Mode status
•
Pump Performance menu LED with LCD Display of the following pump performance statistics:
o Real-time Voltage
o Real-time Amperage
o Real-time Wattage
o Minimum/Maximum/Average Voltage
o Minimum/Maximum/Average Amperage
o Minimum/Maximum/Average Wattage
o Minimum/Maximum Run-time
o Average Run-time
o Last Run-time
o Cycle/Event Counter
o Run Time Counter (Hour Meter)
•
Diagnostics Menu LED
•
Initialize System Menu LED
•
Run Limit Menu LED
•
Alarm Delay Menu LED
•
Power Delay Menu LED

2.15 SERVICEABILITY: The grinder pump core, including level sensor assembly , shall have two lifting
handles connected to its top housing to facilitate easy core removal when necessary . The level sensor
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assembly must be easily removed from the pump assembly for service or replacement. All mechanical
and electrical connections must provide easy disconnect capability for core unit removal and
installation . Each EQD half must include a water-tight cover to protect the internal electrical pins while
the EQD is unplugged . A pump push-to-run feature will be provided for field trouble shooting. The pushto-run feature must operate the pump even if the level sensor assembly has been removed from the
pump assembly. All motor control components shall be mounted on a readily replaceable bracket for
ease of field service.
2.16 OSHA CONFINED SPACE : All maintenance tasks for the grinder pump station must be possible
without entry into the grinder pump station (as per OSHA 1910.146, permit-required confined spaces) .
"Entry means the action by which a person passes through an opening into a permit-required confined
space. Entry includes ensuing work activities in that space and is considered to have occurred as soon
as any part of the entrant's body breaks the plane of an opening into the space."
2.17 SAFETY: The grinder pump shall be free from electrical and fire hazards as required in a residential
environment. As evidence of compliance with this requirement, the completely assembled and wired
grinder pump station shall be listed by Underwriters Laboratories, Inc., to be safe and appropriate for
the intended use. UL listing of components of the station , or third-party testing to UL standard are not
acceptable.

The grinder pump shall meet accepted standards for plumbing equipment for use in or near residences,
shall be free from noise, odor, or health hazards, and shall have been tested by an independent
laboratory to certify its capability to perform as specified in either individual or low pressure sewer
system applications. As evidence of compliance with this requirement, the grinder pump shall bear the
seal of NSF International. Third-party testing to NSF standard is not acceptable.

3.0

EXECUTION

3.01

FACTORY TEST: Each grinder pump shall be submerged and operated for 1.5 minutes (minimum) .
Included in this procedure will be the testing of all ancillary components such as, the anti-siphon valve,
check valve, discharge assembly and each unit's dedicated level controls and motor controls. All factory
tests shall incorporate each of the above listed items. Actual appurtenances and controls which will be
installed in the field shall be particular to the tested pump only. A common set of appurtenances and
controls for all pumps is not acceptable. Certified test results shall be available upon request showing
the operation of each grinder pump at two different points on its curve. Additional validation tests
include: integral level control performance, continuity to ground and acoustic tests of the rotating
components.

The ENGINEER reserves the right to inspect such testing procedures with representatives of the
OWNER, at the GRINDER PUMP MANUFACTURER'S facility .
All completed stations shall be factory leak tested to assure the integrity of all joints, seams and
penetrations. All necessary penetrations such as inlets, discharge fittings and cable connectors shall be
included in this test along with their respective sealing means (grommets, gaskets etc.).
3.02

CERTIFIED SERVICE PROGRAM: The grinder pump MANUFACTURER shall provide a
program implemented by the MANUFACTURER'S personnel as described in this specification to
certify the service company as an authorized serviced center. As evidence of this, the
MANUFACTURER shall provide, when requested, sufficient evidence that they have maintained their
own service department for a minimum of 30 years and currently employ a minimum of five
employees specifically in the service department.

As part of this program , the MANUFACTURER shall evaluate the service technicians as well as the
service organization annually. The service company will be authorized by the MANUFACTURER to
make independent warranty judgments. The areas covered by the program shall include, as a
minimum :
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1. Pump Population Information - The service company will maintain a detailed database for the
grinder pumps in the territory that tracks serial numbers by address .
2.

Inventory Management - The service company must maintain an appropriate level of inventory
(pumps, tanks, panels, service parts, etc.) including regular inventory review and proper inventory
labeling. Service technicians will also maintain appropriate parts inventory and spare core(s) on
service vehicles.

3. Service Personnel Certification - Service technicians will maintain their level-specific certification
annually . The certifications are given in field troubleshooting, repair, and training .
4. Service Documentation and Records - Start up sheets, service call records, and customer
feedback will be recorded and available by the service company .
5. Shop Organization - The service company will keep its service shop organized and pumps will be
tagged with site information at all times. The shop will have all required equipment, a test tank, and
cleaning tools necessary to service pumps properly .
3.03 DELIVERY: All grinder pump core units, including level controls, will be delivered to the job site 100
percent completely assembled, including testing, ready for installation . Grinder pump cores will be
shipped separately from the tanks. Installing the cores into the tanks is the only assembly step required
and allowed due to the workmanship issues associated with other on-site assembly . Grinder pump
cores must be boxed for ease of handling .
3.04 INSTALLATION: Shall be per all MANUFACTURER'S installation instructions. User instructions shall
be given to the homeowner.
E/One requires that an E/One Uni-Lateral assembly (E/One part number NB0184PXX or NC0193GXX)
or E/One Redundant Check Valve (E/One part number PC0051 GXX) be installed in the pipe lateral
outside the home between the pump discharge and the street main on all installations.
The electrical enclosure shall be furnished, installed and wired to the grinder pump station by the
CONTRACTOR. An alarm device is required on every installation, there shall be NO EXCEPTIONS . It
will be the responsibility of the CONTRACTOR and the ENGINEER to coordinate with the individual
property owner(s) to determine the optimum location for the Alarm Panel.
The CONTRACTOR shall mount the alarm device as per national and local codes. The alarm panel will
be connected to the grinder pump station by a length of 6-conductor cable as shown on the contract
drawings. The power and alarm circuits must be on separate power circuits.
3.05 START-UP AND FIELD TESTING : The MANUFACTURER shall provide the services of qualified
factory trained technician(s) who sha ll inspect the placement and wiring of each station, perform field
tests as specified herein, and instruct the OWNER'S personnel in the operation and maintenance of the
equipment before the stations are accepted by the OWNER
All equipment and materials necessary to perform testing shall be the responsibility of the INSTALLING
CONTRACTOR. This includes, as a minimum, a portable generator and power cable (if temporary
power is required), water in each basin (filled to a depth sufficient to verify the high level alarm is
operating), and opening of all valves in the system . These steps shall be completed prior to the
qualified factory trained technician(s) arrival on site.
The services of a trained factory -authorized technician shall be provided at a rate of 40 hours for every
100 grinder pump stations supplied .
Upon completion of the installation , the authorized factory technician(s) will perform the following test
on each station:
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1. Make certain the discharge shut-off valve in the station is fully open.
2.

Turn ON the alarm power circuit and verify the alarm is functioning properly .

3. Turn ON the pump power circuit. Initiate the pump operation to verify automatic "on/off' controls are
operative. The pump should immediately turn ON.
4. Consult the Manufacturer's service manual for detailed start-up procedures.
Upon completion of the start-up and testing, the MANUFACTURER shall submit to the ENGINEER the
start-up authorization form describing the results of the tests performed for each grinder pump station.
Final acceptance of the system will not occur until authorization forms have been received for each
pump station installed and any installation deficiencies corrected.
4.0

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

4.01

SPARE CORE: The MANUFACTURER will supply one spare grinder pump core for every 50 grinder
pump stations installed , complete with all operational controls, level sensors, check valve, anti-siphon
valve, pump/motor unit, and grinder.

4.02 MANUALS: The MANUFACTURER shall supply four copies of Operation and Maintenance Manuals
to the OWNER, and one copy of the same to the ENGINEER.

END OF SECTION
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WARRANTY PERFORMANCE CERTIFICATION
As a pre-bid certification requirement, each bidder shall provide a Warranty Performance Certification
executed by the most senior executive officer, which certifies a minimum of a two (2) year warranty . They
must further detail any exclusions from the warranty or additional cost items required to maintain the
equipment in warrantable condition , including all associated labor and shipping fees , and certify that the
manufacturer will bear all costs to correct original equipment deficiency for the effective period of the
warranty .
I,_ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ , by and through my duly authorized
signature
below as
its
most senior operating
executive,
certify
that
will provide a two (2) year warranty on
grinder pump equipment manufactured and supplied by _ _ _ _ __ __ __ _
the
- - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - -- -- - - for
- - - - - - -- project. I further certify that, other than
failure to install equipment in accordance with manufacturer's instructions, no exclusions and/or cost items to
maintain said equipment in warrantable condition, including labor, travel and shipping fees, exist except as
detailed immediately below:
EXCLUSIONS: 1.
2._ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
3._ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
COST ITEMS TO
MAINTAIN EQUIPMENT
IN WARRANTABLE CONDITION :

Required
Frequency (mos)

Avg . monthly cost($)
times warranty period
$ _ _ _ __

1.
2. - - - - - - - - - - 3.- - - - - - - - - - 4 .- - - - - - - - - - 5.- - - - - - - - - - -

$
$
$
$

_ _ _ __
_ _ _ __
_ _ _ __
_ _ _ __

Total labor/material cost to maintain equipment in warrantable condition for warranty period ($):

For any items not identified as exclusions or additional cost items above, OR for additional labor & material
costs required to maintain equipment in warrantable condition that exceed the Avg . monthly cost ($) detailed
above, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ will bear all costs to correct such original equipment
deficiency for the effective period of the warranty including all applicable labor, travel and shipping fees .

Signature

Date

Title
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MANUFACTURER'S DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
Note: To be completed if proposing an alternate
1.0 GENERAL:
1.01 General Description
Describe all non-conforming aspects to the specification :

1.04 Experience
List 10 low pressure sewer system installations of the type of pump/station specified (progressive cavity
type) that have been in operation for a period of no less than ten years with a minimum of 100 pumps
pumping into a "common" low pressure sewer system. Provide Name and Location , Contact Name, Phone
Number, Number of Pumps, and Install Date for each.

1.05 Operating Conditions
Describe all non-conforming aspects to the specification :

1.06 Warranty
Fully state the manufacturer's warranty :

2.0 PRODUCT:
2.01 Pump
Describe all non-conforming aspects to the specification :

2.02 Grinder
Describe all non-conforming aspects to the specification :

15

2.03 Motor
Describe all non -conforming aspects to the specification :

2.05 Tank
Describe all non-conforming aspects to the specification :

2.07 Electrical Quick Disconnect
Describe all non-conforming aspects to the specification :

2.08 Check Valve
Describe all non-conforming aspects to the specification :

2.09 Anti-Siphon Valve
Describe all non-conforming aspects to the specification :

2.11 Controls
Describe all non-conforming aspects to the specification :

2.17 Safety
Describe all non-conforming aspects to the specification :

3.0 EXECUTION:
3.01. Factory Test
Describe all non-conforming aspects to the specification :

16

I attest that all questions are answered truthfully and all non -conforming aspects to the specifications have
been described where requested .

Manufacturer: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

By : - - - - - -- - Name of Corporate Officer

Date: _ _ __
Signature

Title of Corporate Officer

Witness: - - - - - - - - Name
Signature

Date: - - - -
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Typical
Specifications
Uni-Lateral:
Stainless Steel
Forced Sewer Main
Service Lateral Kits
SDR HOPE Pipe
Stainless Steel &
Engineered
Thermoplastics

(Compression
Fitting)

SPECIFICATION:
SERVICE LATERAL KIT WITH STAINLESS STEEL VALVES AND
ENGINEERED THERMOPLASTIC COMPRESSION FITTINGS

1.0 GENERAL
1.01

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: The MANUFACTURER shall furnish Uni-Lateral service lateral kits
(exclusive of piping), each consisting of three (3) compression fittings, one (1) combination curb
stop/check valve assembly and one ( 1) curb box. The curb stop/check valve assembly shall be 316
stainless steel and have a two-piece cast 316 stainless steel housing, creating a unilateral body . All
plastic compression fittings are to be molded from polypropylene and shall be tested for resistance to
aging, pressure rating, tensile strength, and flexural strength . All components shall incorporate
compression fitting connections for easy, reliable installation of piping . The lateral kit shall be rated for
150 psi service. Lateral kits with pressure-tested combination curb stop/check valve assembly shall be
provided by Environment One Corporation, Niskayuna, New York, or approved equal. E/One requires
that an E/One Uni-Lateral assembly (E/One part number NB0184PXX or NC0193GXX) or E/One
Redundant Check Valve (E/One part number PC0051 GXX) be installed in the pipe lateral outside the
home between the pump discharge and the street main on all installations.

1.02 SHOP DRAWINGS: After receipt of notice to proceed , the MANUFACTURER shall furnish an
electronic set of shop drawings that details the equipment to be furnished, including dimensional data
and materials of construction . The SPECIFYING ENGINEER shall promptly review this data and
return two (2) copies as accepted, or with requested modifications. Upon receipt of accepted shop
drawings, the MANUFACTURER shall proceed immediately with fabrication of the equipment.
1.03 WARRANTY: All merchandise is warranted to be free from defects in materials and factory
workmanship. Environment One shall provide, free of charge , new products in equal quantities for any
that prove defective within two (2) years from date of shipment from the factory . The
MANUFACTURER shall not be liable for any loss, damage, or injury , direct or consequential, arising
out of the use of or the inability to use the product. Before using, the user shall determine the
suitability of the product for his intended use and user assumes all risk and liability whatever in
connection therewith . No claims for labor or consequential damage will be allowed . The foregoing may
not be changed except by agreement signed by an officer of the MANUFACTURER.

2.0 PRODUCT
2.01

ENGINEERED THERMOPLASTIC FITTINGS: All plastic fitting components are to be in compliance
with applicable ASTM standards.
All pipe connections shall be made using compression fitting connections including a Buna-N O-ring
for sealing to the outside diameter of the pipe. A split-collet locking device shall be integrated into all
pipe connection fittings to securely restrain the pipe from hydraulic pressure and external loading
caused by shifting and settling .

2.02 STAINLESS STEEL UNI-LATERAL CURB STOP/CHECK VALVE ASSEMBLY: The Uni-Lateral
shall be pressure-tight in both directions. The ball valve actuator shall include position stop features at
the fully opened and closed positions. The curb stop/check valve assembly shall be designed to
withstand a working pressure of 235 psi.
The stainless steel check valve shall be integral with the curb stop valve. The check valve will provide
a full-ported 1-1/4" passageway and shall introduce minimal friction loss at maximum rated flow . The
flapper hinge design shall provide a maximum degree of freedom and ensure seating at low back
pressure.

2.03 CURB BOXES: Curb boxes shall be constructed of ABS , conforming to ASTM-O 1788. Lid top casting
shall be cast iron, conforming to ASTM A-48 Class 25, providing magnetic detectability, and be
painted black. The lid shall have the word "sewer" cast into it. All components shall be inherently
corrosion-resistant to ensure durability in the ground . Curb boxes shall provide height adjustment
downward (shorter) from their nominal height.
2.04 HIGH DENSITY POLYETHYLENE PIPE (SUPPLIED BY OTHERS): Pipe shall be have a working
pressure of 160 psi minimum and shall be classified SOR per ASTM D 3035.
2.05 DEVIATIONS: If a supplier chooses to submit a bid that does not meet all the requirements of this
specification, the bid shall include a written description of the deviation with data that shows the
magnitude of the deviation and the justification for the deviation from this specification . The decision to
accept material deviating from this specification shall be the responsibility of the SPECIFYING
ENGINEER.
2.06 CERTIFICATION: The owner or the SPECIFYING ENGINEER may request certified lab data to verify
the physical properties of the pipe materials supplied under this specification or may take random
samples and have them tested by an independent laboratory.
2.07 REJECTION: Polyethylene pipe may be rejected for failure to meet any of the requirements of this
specification .
2.08 PIPE DIMENSIONS: The SOR (Standard Dimension Ratio) of the pipe supplied shall be as specified
by the SPECIFYING ENGINEER. SOR 7, 9 and 11 fittings are available from the MANUFACTURER.
SIDR 7 fittings will not work with SOR pipe.

3.0 EXECUTION
3.01

FACTORY TEST: The Uni-Lateral shall be 100 percent hydrostatically tested to 150 psi in the factory .

3.02 CONSTRUCTION PRACTICES: Pipe shall be stored on clean, level ground to prevent undue
scratching or gouging of the pipe. If the pipe must be stacked for storage, such stacking should be in
accordance with the pipe manufacturer's recommendations . The pipe should be handled in such a
manner that it is not damaged by being dragged over sharp objects or cut by chokers or lifting
equipment.
Segments of pipe having cuts or gouges in excess of 1O percent of the wall thickness of the pipe shall
be cut out and removed . The undamaged portions of the pipe shall be rejoined using the butt fusion
joining method. Sections of polyethylene pipe should be joined into continuous lengths on the job site
above ground . The joining method shall be the butt-fusion method and shall be performed in strict
accordance with the pipe manufacturer's recommendations. The butt-fusion equipment used in the
joining procedure shall be capable of meeting all conditions recommended by the pipe manufacturer,
including, but not limited to , fusion temperature , alignment, and fusion pressure.
Fused segments of pipe shall be handled so as to avoid damage to the pipe. When lifting fused
sections of pipe, chains or cable-type chokers should be avoided . Nylon slings are preferred . Spreader
bars should be used when lifting long , fused sections. Care should be exercised to avoid cutting or
gouging the pipe.
3.03 INSTALLATION: Assemble the compression fittings according to the fitting manufacturer's
recommendations .
The trench and trench bottom should be constructed in accordance with ASTM D 2321 . Embedment
materials should be Class I, Class II or Class Ill materials as defined in ASTM D 2321 . The use of
Class IV and/or Class V materials for embedment is not recommended and should be allowed only
with the approval of the SPECIFYING ENGINEER. Bedding of the pipe should be performed in

accordance with ASTM D 2321 . Compaction should be as specified in ASTM D 2321 . Deviations from
the specified compaction shall be approved by the SPECIFYING ENGINEER.
Haunching and initial backfill should be as specified in ASTM D 2321 using Class I, Class II or Class
Ill materials. Materials used and compaction shall be as specified by the SPECIFYING ENGINEER. In
cases where a compaction of 85 percent Standard Proctor Density is not attainable , the SPECIFYING
ENGINEER may wish to increase the SOR of the pipe to provide adequate stiffness. ASTM D 2321
sections titled "Minimum Cover for Load Application ," "Use of Compaction Equipment" and "Removal
of Trench Protection " should apply unless directed otherwise by the SPECIFYING ENGINEER.

END OF SECTION
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E-One Pump Station Manufacturer’s Drawings
WH101
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General Features
The model WH 101 or WR 101 grinder pump station is a complete unit that
includes: the grinder pump, check valve, HOPE (high density polyethylene) tank,
controls, and alarm panel. A single WH101 or WR101 can accommodate the
sewage flow from two, average single-family homes.
• Rated for flows of 700 gpd (2650 lpd)
• 70 gallons (265 liters) of capacity
• Standard outdoor heights range from 60 inches to 159 inches
The WH101 is the "hardwired," or "wired," model where a cable connects the
motor controls to the level controls through watertight penetrations.
The WR101 is the "radio frequency identification" (RFID), or "wireless," model
that uses wireless technology to communicate between the level controls and the
motor controls.

Operational Information
Motor
1 hp, 1,725 rpm, high torque, capacitor start, thermally protected, 120/240V, 60
Hz, 1 phase

In let Connections
4" PVC inlet flange for Schedule 40 pipe

Discharge Connections
Pump discharge terminates in 1.25-inch NPT female thread. Can easily be
adapted to 1.25-inch PVC pipe or any other material required by local codes.

Discharge
15 gpm at O psig (0.95 lps at O m)
11 gpm at 40 psig (0.69 lps at 28 m)
7.8 gpm at 80 psig (0.49 lps at 56 m)

Accessories
E/One requires that the Uni-Lateral, E/One's own stainless steel check valve,
be installed between the grinder pump station and the street main for added
protection against backflow.
Alarm panels are available with a variety of options, from basic monitoring to
advanced notice of service requirements.

NA0057P01 Rev D

The Remote Sentry is ideal for installations where the alarm panel may be hidden
from view.
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General Features
The model WH472 or WR472 grinder pump station is a complete unit that
includes: two grinder pumps, check valve, polyethylene tank, controls, and
alarm panel. Designed specifically for higher-flow applications where local codes
dictate higher storage requirements. The lower portion of the tank has a smaller
diameter, tapered down to a dish-shaped bottom. The tank access opening is
ideally sized for smaller diameter, low-profile covers for minimal "footprint."
• Rated for flows of 3500 gpd (13,249 lpd)
• 4 76 gallons ( 1802 liters) of capacity
• Standard outdoor heights range from 77 inches to 122 inches
The WH472 is the "hardwired ," or "wired," model where a cable connects the
motor controls to the level controls through watertight penetrations.
The WR472 is the "rad io frequency identification" (RFID), or "wireless," model
that uses wireless technology to communicate between the level controls and the
motor controls.

Operational Information
Afotor
1 hp, 1,725 rpm, high torque, capacitor start, thermally protected , 120/240V, 60
Hz, 1 phase
c===Jc===J

Inlet Connections
4-inch inlet grommet standard for DWV pipe. Other inlet configurations available
from the factory.

Discharge Connections
Pump discharge terminates in 1.25-inch NPT female thread . Can easily be
adapted to 1.25-inch PVC pipe or any other material required by local codes .

Discharge
15 gpm at O psig (0.95 lps at O m)
11 gpm at 40 psig (0.69 lps at 28 m)
7.8 gpm at 80 psig (0.49 lps at 56 m)

Accessories
E/One requires that the Uni-Lateral , E/One's own stainless steel check valve ,
be installed between the grinder pump station and the street main for added
protection aga in st backflow.
Alarm panels are available with a variety of options , from basic monitoring to
advanced notice of service requirements.
NA0223P01 Rev E

The Remote Sentry is ideal for installations where the alarm panel may be hidden
from view.
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E-One Pump Station Manufacturer’s Drawings
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General Features
The model WH484 or WR484 grinder pump station is a complete unit that
includes : four grinder pumps , check valve , polyethylene tank, controls , and alarm
panel. Designed for higher flow applications where local codes dictate higher
storage requirements . The lower portion of the tank has a smaller diameter,
tapered down to a dish-shaped bottom . The large tank access opening easily
accommodates installation of the grinder pumps and equipment.
• Rated for flows of 7000 gpd (26,498 lpd )
• 486 gallons (1802 liters) of capacity
• Standard outdoor heights range from 75 inches to 122 inches
The WH484 is the "hardwired ," or "wired ," model where a cable connects the
motor controls to the level controls through watertight penetrations .
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The WR484 is the "radio frequency identification" (RFID ), or "wireless ," model
that uses wireless technology to communicate between the level controls and the
motor controls .

Operational Information

II
II

Afo tor
1 hp, 1,725 rpm , high torqu e, capacitor start, thermally protected , 120/240V, 60
Hz, 1 phase

Inlet Co nnections
4-inch inlet gromm et sta ndard fo r DWV pipe . Other inlet configurations available
from the fa cto ry.

Discharge Connections
Pump discharge termin ates in 1.25-inch NPT female thread . Can easily be
adapted to 1.25-inch PVC pipe or any other material required by local codes .

Discharge
15 gpm at 0 psig (0.95 lps at 0 m)
11 gpm at 40 psig (0 .69 lps at 28 m)
7.8 gpm at 80 psig (0.49 lps at 56 m)

Accessories
E/One requires that the Uni-Lateral , E/One's own stainless steel check valve ,
be insta ll ed between the grinder pump station and the street main for added
protection against backflow.
Alarm panels are available with a variety of options , from bas ic monitoring to
advanced notice of service requirements .
NA0215P0 1 Rev D

The Remote Sentry is ideal for installations where the alarm panel may be hidden
from view.
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General Features
The model IH091 ("Indoor Station") grinder pump station is a complete unit that
includes : the grinder pump, check valve, polyethylene tank, controls, and alarm
panel. The IH091 was designed specifically for new home construction.
• 91 gallons (344 liters) of capacity
• On-slab or in-slab installation
• Designed specifically for indoor installation in the mechanical room of the home
The IH091 uses E/One's "hardwired," or "wired," pump model where a cable
connects the motor controls to the level controls through watertight penetrations .

Operational Information
~Motor
1 hp , 1,725 rpm , high torque, capacitor start, thermally protected , 120/240V, 60
Hz, 1 phase

Inlet Connections
4-inch PVC socket weld

Discharge Connections
Pump discharge terminates in 1.25-inch NPT female thread. Can easily be
adapted to 1.25-inch PVC pipe or any other material required by local codes.

Discharge
15 gpm at O psig (0 .95 lps at O m)
11 gpm at 40 psig (0.69 lps at 28 m)
7.8 gpm at 80 psig (0.49 lps at 56 m)

Accessories
E/One requires that the Uni-Lateral , E/One's own stainless steel check valve ,
be installed between the grinder pump station and the street main for added
protection against backflow.
Alarm panels are available with a variety of options , from basic monitoring to
advanced notice of service requirements.
The Remote Sentry is ideal for installations where the alarm panel may be hidden
from view.
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SEWER SYSTEMS

The Sentry line of alarm panels is designed for
use with E/ One grinder pump systems. The alarm
pa ne ls are configured to provide functions rangi ng
from basic alarm indication to advanced
warning of pending service requirements.
In between, there are numerous features
available includin g an eve nt co unter; run -tim e
meter; service disconnect capab ility; and rem ote
alarm indication.
Like the E/One grinder pump station, al l pane ls are UL
listed and most are CSA ce rtifi ed and meet all app li cab le NEC and NFPA
codes and sta nd ards. Furthermore, all E/One Se ntry alarm panels are
housed in NEMA 4X lockab le enc losu res, suitab le for mounting on a wa ll
or a post.

The E/One Sentry panels provide a range of features
essential to any installation in these options:

I

I

BASIC

PROTECT
PLUS

E/ONE
SENTRY
ADVISOR

High Level Visual/Audible Alarm

✓

✓

✓

Manual Run Button

✓

✓

✓

Start on High Level Alarm

✓

✓

✓

Pump Running Indicator

✓

✓

✓

Brownout Protection

✓

✓*

Overpressure Protection

✓

✓*

Run Dry Protection

✓

✓*

provides v isua l and audib le

Real Time Operating Parameters

✓

✓*

inside the grinder pump tank

Historic Operating Parameters

✓

✓*

E/ONE SENTRY PANEL
RANGE

I

The E/One Remote
Sentry Display
Module
indication when the water level
reaches a predetermined "high"
level during normal operation, or in

Cycle Counter/Hour Meter

✓

✓*

Alarm Delay/Power On Delay

✓

✓*

hard -wired version of Extreme core

Remote Monitoring

✓

and optional contacts in panel). It is

Remote Alarm Notification

✓

Asset Mapping

✓

is obstructed from view, or where

✓

an Indoor Unit (IOU) installation is

Performance Reporting

* Functions vary based on panel

the eve nt of a power outage (with

ideally su ited for instal lations where
the outdoor alarm panel location

iso lated in a utility room.

EtOne Sentry
Protect Plus
The E/One Sentry Protect Plus panel
provides important protection from external
conditions that could otherwise prove
damaging to the E/One grinder pump
station.
The Protect Plus option provides a Trouble
indication and shuts down the pump
temporarily in the event of an unacceptable
operating cond ition.

Protect Plus provides monitoring of:
• Brownout conditions with the electrica l
power supply
• System over-pressure condition such as
with a closed va Ive
• Run-dry operation of the pump

A diagnostics package provides advanced warning of
pend ing service needs by monitoring major operating
cond itions and provid ing a Trouble indication when these
cond itions fall outside of normal ranges. Depending upon
the severity of the abnorma l cond ition, the grinder pump
station may continue to operate.

E/One Sentry
Advisor
E/One Sentry Advisor monitors
pump performance and records
every start, run time duration and
stop of each grinder pump on
the system. Alarm conditions can
be sent automatically to service
personne l.
The on lin e mapping feature shows
the location of each grinder pump
in the system, whether there are
a few stations or hundreds.

ABOVE: Pump performance data can be

Use reports to review system

accessed from any web-enab led device.
Generate reports to determine how

performance and spot data

your system is performing and identify

trends such as frequent alarms

potential trouble spots.

20W, 12VDC
POWER SUPPLY

or unusually long run times.

E/One offers a range of alarm panels for simplex, duplex and quadplex grinder pump stations.
Learn more at www.eone.com/sewers.

lilHE FOLILOWING FEATURES ARE
INCLUDED OR AVAIILABLE
with the E/One Sentry Protect Plus to maximize
re liabil ity and convenience:
USER SELECTIONS

(Fo r system setup/serv ice)
DISPLAY PANEL OPERATING INDICATORS

• Diagn ostic Mod e

• Ready (AC Power) Indicato r

• Pump Perform ance prov ides access to
p erform ance statistics in c lud in g :

• Pump Runnin g Indicato r
• Tro ub le Ind icator

Real- t im e Vo ltage

• High Leve l Alarm Ind icato r

Rea l-time Am perage

r J

LCD D ISPLAY

• Manual Run Switc h

Rea l-time Watta g e
Min/ Max/Averag e Vo lts
Min/ Max/Average Am ps

• Menu Navigatio n Buttons: Sc ro ll,
Ente r, Up, Down

Min/ Max/Average Watts
Min imum Run - t im e

• Tro uble indicatio ns inc lud e:

Maximum Run -tim e

Brow n -out Con dit io n

Ave rag e Run -time

Run - dry Co nd it io n

Last Run - t ime

System Ove r-p ressure Co ndit io n

Cycle Co unte r

Run -time Li m it Exceed ed

Ho ur Meter
• Init ialize System
Run Li m it
• Ala rm Delay
• Powe r Delay

GFCIRECEPTACLE
(2) 120- vo lt, 15 Am p GFCI rece ptac les
(ava il ab le o pt io n)
(

VISUAL ALARM
INDICATOR
AUTO TRANSFER SWITCH
AC Mains to Portable Generator (ava il ab le optio n)
SENTRY ADVISOR MODEM (ava il ab le optio n)
GENERATOR RECEPTACLE (ava il ab le optio n)
SENTRY ADVISOR POWER SUPPLY (ava il ab le option)
EASY-ACCESS TERMINAL
STRIPS INTERFACE

AUDIBLE ALARM
ALARM SILENCE SWITCH
MAIN SERVICE DISCONNECT BREAKER
(ava ilab le optio n)

Dlt•UI;J

SEWER SYSTEMS

ENVIRONMENT ONE CORPORATION 2773 Bal ltow n Road, N iskayu n a, NY USA 12309 - 1090

Voice (01) 518.346.6161 I Fax 518.346.6188 I www.eo n e.com
A Precis ion Castpart s Company
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Alarm Panel -

S

Basic Package

Description
The E/One Sentry panels are custom designed for use with Environment
One grinder pump stations . They can be configured to meet the needs of
your application , from basic alarm indication to advanced warning of pending
service requirements .
E/One Sentry panels are supplied with audible and visual high level alarms .
They are easily installed in accordance with relevant national and local codes .
Standard panels are approved by UL, CSA, CE and NSF to ensure high quality
and safety.
The panel features a corrosion-proof, NEMA 4X-rated , thermoplastic enclosure.
A padlock is provided to prevent unauthorized entry (safety front) .

Standard Features
Circuit breakers , 240 or 120 VAC service
Terminal blocks and ground lugs
Audible alarm with manual silence
Manual run feature and run indicator
Redundant "Start" function with high level alarm
Conformal-coated alarm board (both sides)
Alarm board overload protection

Optional Features
Contact group (dry, powered and Remote Sentry)
Inner cover (dead front)
Hour meter
Generator receptacle with auto transfer
GFCI
Main service disconnect
Brownout protection

Please consult factory for special applications .
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SIMPLEX
SENTRY
REDUNDANT RUN (HI GH LEVEL)
EXTER NAL VISUAL & AUD IBLE ALAR M
EXTERNAL LATC HI NG MANUAL SILENCE
MANUAL RUN
PUMP RUN INDICATOR
CONFOR MAL COATED CIRCU IT BOARD
PADL OCK
NE MA 4X ENCLOSURE ASSE MBLY
CORROS ION PROOF THERMOPLAST IC
POL YESTER APPROVED BY UL FOR
ELECTR ICAL CONTROL ENCLOSURE
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Protect Package

Description
The E/One Sentry panels are custom designed for use with Environment
One grinder pump stations. They can be configured to meet the needs of
your application , from basic alarm indication to advanced warning of pending
service requirements.
E/One Sentry panels are supp lied with audible and visual high level alarms.
They are easily installed in accordance with relevant national and local codes .
Standard panels are approved by UL, CSA, CE and NSF to ensure high quality
and safety.
The panel features a corrosion-proof, NEMA 4X-rated , thermoplastic enclosure .
A padlock is provided to prevent unauthorized entry (safety front) .

Standard Features
Includes all features of the basic configuration of the E/One Sentry panel ,
including circuit breakers, 240 or 120 VAC service, terminal blocks and ground
lugs, audible alarm with manual silence, manual run feature and run indicator,
redundant "Start" function with high level alarm , safety front , conformal-coated
board , overload protection , as well as :
Trouble indication that shuts down the pump temporarily in the event of an
unacceptable operating condition , including :
• Brownout conditions with the electrical power supp ly
• System over-pressure condition such as with a closed valve
• Run-dry operation of the pump
Inner cover (dead front)
Contact group -

dry and Remote Sentry

Optional Features
Hour meter
Generator receptacle with auto transfer
GFCI
Main service disconnect

Please consult factory for special applications.
NA0075P01 Rev. B

SENTRY PROTECT
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PADLOCK
DEAD FRONT
,= ALARM LIGHT
I~
NEMA 4X ENCLOSURE ASSEMBLY
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POLYESTER APPROVED BY UL FOR
ELECTRICAL CONTROL ENCLOSURE
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Duplex Protect Plus Package

Description
The E/One Sentry Protect Plus panels are custom designed for use with
Environment One Duplex grinder pump stations. They can be configured to
meet the needs of your application , from basic alarm indication to advanced
warning of pending service requirements .

E/One Sentry Protect Plus panels are supplied with audible and visual high
level alarms. They are easily installed in accordance with relevant national
and local codes . Standard panels are approved by UL, CSA, CE and NSF to
ensure high quality and safety.

The panel features a corrosion -proof, NEMA 4X-rated , thermoplastic enclosure .
A padlock is provided to prevent unauthorized entry (safety front) .

Features
Includes all features of the basic configuration of the E/One Sentry Simplex
panel , including circuit breakers , 240 or 120 VAC service , terminal blocks and
ground lugs , audible alarm with manual silence, manual run feature and run
indicator, safety front , conformal-coated board and overload protection .

Includes all features of the E/One Sentry Simplex Protect package , including
a Trouble indication that shuts down the pumps temporarily in the event of an
unacceptable operating condition (brownout , system over-pressure , run -dry) ,
as well as :

Predictive status display module
Pre-alarm indication for major operating parameters
Alarm indications for major operating parameters
Hour meter, cycle counter and alarm delay
LCD display and user-friendly interface
Inner cover (dead front)
Contact group -

dry contacts and Remote Sentry contacts

Programmable User Settings

Please consult factory for special applications .
NA0344P01 Rev. -
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SUPPLY CABLE

SEWER

- - FACTORY INSTALLED

CONTROL CABLE :
TYPE TC: D IRECT
SIX CONDUCTOR

BURIAL,

SYSTEMS

SENTRY PROTECT PLUS PANEL, DUPLEX
24OV 6OHz DOUBLE POLE POWER

NA0344P03

SENTRY PROTECT PLUS
DUPLEX

DIMENSION FROM
BACK PANEL TO
FRONT OF OPEN
DOOR = 18 .02"

EXTERNAL VI SUAL & AUDIBLE ALARM
REMOTE SENTRY DRY CONTACTS FOR
OPTIONAL POWER LOSS HI GH LEVEL
ALARM (POWER LOSS ALARM FOR WI RELESS)
MANUAL ALARM SILENCE
MANUAL RUN
15.85"
ST A TUS LED'S: NORMAL, PUMP RUNN ING, HIGH LEVEL
TROUBLE INDI CAT IONS: RUN DRY, OVERPRESSURE, BROWNOUT,
VOLT AGE, EXTENDED RUN TIME
DRY CONTACTS
CONFORMAL COATED CIRCU IT BOARD (BOTH SIDES)
PADLOCK
DEAD FRONT
PREDICTIVE ALARMS
REAL TIME PUMP PERFORMANCE
ADJU STABLE ALARM DELAY
ENCLOSURE :
CORROS ION PROOF THERMOPLASTIC ~ - - - - 13. 56 "'---------,~
ADJUSTABLE RUN TIME DELAY
POLYESTER APPROVED BY UL FOR
HOUR /CYCLE COUNTER
ELECTRI CAL CONTROL ENCLOSURE
NEMA 4X ENCLOSURE ASSEMBLY
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OLD/ NEW WIRE COLOR MAP
EXTREME
2000S
FUNCTION
MANUAL RUN
L1

RED
BROWN
BLACK
RED
N
WHITE
BLACK
GND
GREEN GRN/Y EL
ALARM FEED ORA NG E YELLOW
BLUE
ALARM RETURN
BLUE

-

-

SUPPLY CABLE

- - FACTORY INST ALLEO

&lt•tl#J
SEWER

SYSTEMS

SENTRY PROTECT PLUS PANEL, DUPLEX
120V 60Hz

CONTROL CABLE :
TYPE TC: D IRECT BUR IAL,
SIX CONDUCTOR

NA0344P04

E-One Lateral Assembly

-41-

STAINLESS STEEL
LATERAL ASSEMBLY
NO FITTINGS

SS VALVE ACTUATOR

0
1-1/4 FEMALE
NPT

1-1/4 FEMALE \
NPT

-

1-1/4 SS BALL ~
VALVE

FLAPPER TYPE
CHECK VALVE,

ss

PART IS A BALL VALVE CURB STOP WITH FEMALE PIPE THREADS,
VALVE POSITION STOPS (OPEN/CLOSED), AND INTEGRAL CHECK VALVE
MA TERI AL: STAINLESS STEEL

PRESSURE RA TING: 235 PSI
SGS

TO ORDER SS LATERAL, NO FITTINGS
USE PART NUMBER NB0184P01

NOTES :
1. FOR SS FITTING INTO 55 THREAD, USE PIPE
DOPE OR TEFLON TAPE, NOT BOTH
2 . FOR PLASTIC FITTINGS INTO SS THREAD, USE
BOTH PIPE DOPE AND 2 LAYERS OF TEFLON
TAPE

DR BY

ON

09/20/11

A

CHK'D

DATE

ISSUE

3/16
SCALE

&lC•ll#A
SEWER

SYSTEMS

STAINLESS STEEL LATERAL ASSEMBLY
NO FITTINGS

NA0330P05

STAINLESS STEEL
LATERAL KIT
1-1/4"
SDR 11 HDPE PIPE

LID ASSEMBLY WITH PENTAGON HEAD PLUG
MATERIAL: CAST IRON

EXTENSION TYPE CURB BOX WITH ARCH PATTERN BASE
MATERIAL : ABS

PART NUMBER
AVAILABLE LENGTHS .. ... ... . 18 -30"
30-42"
36-54"
42-66"
48-78"
60-102"

-

PB0930G01
PB0930G02
PB0930G03
PB0930G04
PB0930G05
PB0930G06

ORDERED SEPARATELY USING PART NUMBER FROM ABOVE

COMPRESSION ADAPTER FITTING
MA TERI AL : POLYPROPYLENE
,,/
(ASSEMBLED BY OTHERS)

/

TO

1-1/4"
SOR 11
HDPE PIPE
(BY OTHERS)

COMPRESSION ADAPTER FITTING .
MA TERI AL : POLYPROPYLENE )
(ASSEMBLED BY OTHERS)

(

MAIN

'----..

VALVE CURB STOP WITH FEMALE PIPE THREADS
AND VALVE POSITION STOPS (OPEN/CLOSED)
WITH INTEGRAL CHECK VALVE
MATERIAL : STA INLESS STEEL

1- 1/4" SDR 11
POLYETHYLENE PIPE
(SUPPLIED BY OTHERS)

COMPRESSION ADAPTER
FITTING
MATERIAL: POLYPROPYLENE
(ASSEMBLED BY OTHERS)

KIT PARTS ARE NOT ASSEMBLED

NOTES:
1. SS CURB STOP/CHECK VALVE AND FITTINGS ARE PROVIDED
SEPAR ATELY , TO BE ASSEMBLED BY OTHERS

SGS
DR BY

2. TO ASSEMBLE, APPLY A DOUBLE LAYER OF TEFLON TAPE, AND
A LA YER OF PIPE DOPE (SUPPLIED BY OTHERS) TO THE
THREADS ON THE PLASTIC FITTINGS AND INST ALL PER THE
MANUFACTURER 'S IN STRUCT IONS
*FOR 55 FITTING INTO 55 THREAD, USE PIPE DOPE
OR TEFLON TAPE, NOT BOTH
3. ASSEMBLY IS TO BE PRESSURE TESTED (BY OTHERS)
4 . A55EMBL Y IS TO BE USED WITH SDR11 HOPE PIPE
5 . TO ORDER SS LATERAL KIT, USE PART NUMBER NC0193G01
6. CURB BOX IS TO BE ORDERED SEPARATELY, SEE ABOVE

TO PUMP

DN

11/02/11

B

CHK'D

DATE

ISSUE

&lt•lit#J
SEWER

SYSTEMS

STA INLESS STEEL LATERAL KIT
1- 1/4" SOR 11 HOPE PIPE

NA0330P02

3/16
SCALE

A.R.I. Flow Control Accessories LTD S-025 SB Ai
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Wastewater

D-025-SB

PNlO

Underground Air Valve System for Wastewater
Description

Without air valves, pockets of accumulated air may cause the

·th e I )-0..1.:.i S H i, ,1 complete product pac ka ge chat co mbi ne., the

following hydraulic disturbances:

reli .1ble ,u1J effi c ie nt properti es of the A . R.l. D -0..1."i co mbi nJt ion

- Rcscri crion of dfccri vc Row due ro

wastewa ter air valve with the ;tdd ed reature o r· a sub-s urface val ve

ex tre me case, thi s will l:ausc comp lete How stopp age.

d

rcducr ion of the flow arc t. In

th,1t can be buri ed below ground . A specifica ll y des igned gea r bn x

- ObsLrucLion u( efli cie nt hydraul ic u-.1. nsmi ssio n due Lo ,1ir fl ow

ope rated horizontal slidin g di sc val ve - , irnated at th e base of the

d ismrba nces.

D -02"i SB asse mbl y - all ows fo r che air va lve d isco nn ect io n a nd

- Acce leration o r· ca vication damages.

maintenan ce from ground leve l.

- In c rease in press ure tran sie nts and surges.

·1hi s , hut-off v,tlve is equipped with a safety rn ecluni, m en.1.blin g

- I ncc rn al corrmion of pipes, fittin g, and ,tcce,,ori c:s.

di sco nn ection a nd re moval of the D -02"i air valve fro m its

- Dan ge rou s hi gh-e ne rgy bursts o f co mpressed air.

subsurface housin g, eve n w hen th e svs tem is unde r pressure. Sin ce

- lnaccur.1cies in Mow meterin g.

se rvice :rnd maintenan ce ope rati o ns o f the unir are pe rform ed
e ntirely from th e surface, there is no need for , are tv con sidera tio ns

As the system fills and is pressurized, the combination

.issoci.1.ted w ith co nfin ed ,pau.: en try.

wastewater air valve functions in the following stages:

' !he D-025 C ombin,nion Air V,tl ve combine, Jn air & vac uum
component and an ,tir release co mpon e nt in a single bod v. The

I . Air (gas) is discharged by th e valve.

2. \'vhen che liqui d leve l reJ.ches t he va lve's lo we r portion, the lowe r

va lve is ,pec ifi call y designed cu ope rate with liquid., carryin g ,ol icl

Ho ar is lifted , pushin g che scalin g mcc h,1nisrn to it, ,cal in g pmirion.

particles m c h

.3. ' lh c e11t1·a ppcd air is co nfined in a pocket betwee n the liquid

JS

was tewa te r .1. nd efH ue nts. ' Ili c combination J ir va lve

<li sc hJrges ,tir (gas) durin g the fillin g or ch,1rgin g of the )y,te m ,

and chc ,ea lin g mecha ni sm . ·11i e air prc,s ure is equ al co chc ,yscc m

admits air into ch c syste m durin g dra in :1ge and at wate r co lumn

press ure.

separation a nd releases accumulated air (gas) from the svs re m wh il e

-1.

it is operatin g under prc.1.r nre. "!h e valve· , uniqu e dc, ign enab les the

,ccc ion o f the co niul c hJmbe r. ' Ili c con ica l sh.ipc ,1ss u1oes the heigh t

separati o n o f th e liquid from th e sealin g mec hani sm and ass ures

of the .ii r gap . ' llii , ena ble, ,e paracion of the liquid from the )Cedin g

In c reases in sys te m press ure co mpress rhe crapped air in the uppe r

mechwi sm.

o ptimum wo rkin g co nditio ns.

'i. Entrapped air (gas), accu mul at in g at peaks and alon g th e system,

Applications

ri ses to the top of the va lve and disp laces the liquid in the va lve 's

- \'vastewater & wate r treat me nt p lants.

bod y.
(J_

- Wa,rewate r ,ind efflu c nr wate r rran,mi,s io n lin e.,.

\X,·hen the liquid leve l lowe rs co a poim wh e re rhc Hoar i~ no

lo nge r b uova n t, th e Roat drop., . un sea lin g chc ro lli ng ,ca l. "!he Jir
rel ease orifi ce ope n~ J.11d Ji lows p.1.rt o f th e ,tir tlur accum uL1red in

Operation

che upper porrion o f the va lve to be rel eased co the atmosp he re.

·th e air & vacu 11m co mpon en t d i,c harges ai r ,tt hi gh How rates
durin g di e tillin g ()( th e ,y, 1e m ,ind admils Jir imo 1he ,y,1em

-_ Liquid ente r, the vJlve. ' !h e Ho ar ri ,cs, p u, h ing the ro llin g ,ca l ro
,tl

hi gh Huw r,1tes durin g clr.1i1uge Jilli ,H wa ter co lu m n ,e par.1.rion .
Hi gh ve loc ity .1 ir will nor blo w rh <:: Ho,1c , hut. Wm:r wil l life che
t-lo .1t wh ic h .icrivatcs rhe scJ lin g of the vJ lvc .
Ar any t im e durin g ws re m ()pe ratio n , shou ld inte rnal press ure o f the
sy, tem fa ll below atm osp he ri c pres~ure, air will e nter the sys tem .
"I he smooth di sc hJrge of Jir reduces pn.:ss ure \ urge, .i nd ot he r
destru ctive ph enom en;t.
·1h c inr:1 kc of ,1ir in responst.:

to

neg.1c ivc pre,su re prorects rhe w,rc m

fro m destruct ive vacuum co ndition , and prevent, damage cam ed
by wa ler cn lumn ,e p,tration. /\ir e nl rv i, csse n lia l w efTi cil'. 1lll y drain
che syste m .
I he .1 ir re le;be C(lm po nent rele.ise, e nrrapped .1ir in p rl'.,.1 uri zed
sy, rems.

it~ sca ling position. ·th e re mainin g air ga p prevent~ rhe wastt'. Watcr
from fo ulin g th e mecha ni sm .
When internal pressure falls below atmospheric pressure
(negative pressure):

1. ' !he Hoar, wi ll dro p down , irnrnedi atcl v open in g the ,1ir &
v,1cuum ,u1d J ir release mit·ices.
2. Air will enter in to che svste m.

Main Features
D-025 SB Underground Air Valve System for Wastewater:
- ·1hl'. D-02"i SB in c:orpo rJ re;, J n integral, H.1 r. gear box opera ted
hor izo ntal , lidin g d isc va lve wit h :1 _", " full bore passage.
- ·1he , hu r-o ff va lve i, opera red fro m tlw )UrfaLL:.

D-025-SB
- cJsy J nd effi cienr back Hu sh in g ca n bl: ac h ieved while rh e air va lve

2. Ope raEl'. d and mainEain ed l'. IHircl v from ground leve l.

is in irs suh -s urface housing.

- Reliab le and efri<-i e nr operar io n:

- All co nn ecr io ns urilize qui ck co nn ec rnrs rn r~1cilirare easv usage

I . Dvnami c des ign allow, hi gh capac irv air di scharge whi le'.

durin g:

preve ncin g pre mawrl'. closure.

1. H <1ndling (quic k co nnecro r from Jd ,1pror w shur-otf va lve)

2. Proven Rolling Sl'.a l ml'.chani sm .

.2. i'v lainren:rn ce operar ion s (qui ck conn ecrn rs o n borh Eh e inl er &

3. Sin ce'. rh l'. valve is a sub-s urface (und ergro und). iri s more res isunr

oudet tlu , hin g positions).

co frosr cn ndiri ons.

-SaJe ry clem em s: Dise ngagin g rh e air val ve is sareguard ed: unl ess rhe
, hu e-off va lve is in rhe ·'clo,ed" pmiri o n .tnd rh e inEernal p ress ure is

Valve Selection

released , iE is nor possibl e w ex rracr rhe air valve.

- Two dilfe re nt i11 stall.1Lio11 length s:

- [)ipe conn ec Eion s: Y' rhre,1dcd (BS P/ N [Y[.) or Han ged . in

1. 800mm Eube; co mpll'.Cl'. sys re m le ngEh:

accordan ce wirh all srandards.

2. 1000mm tube; comp lete svsrl'. m lengch: I 1- 0

- All parts are corro sio n res isranE : ,'v leral pares mad e of Srain less

- Air v:dvl'. bod y: Rl'.inforced nvlon , available also in , cainl l'.ss srl'.e l.

Sreel , Ducril e Iron or sreel , Cornpos ire marerial parrs made o f
:-,.Jy lo n. PA, and l)VC

stain less sreel.

l)-()

mm .
111111 .

- C o ve r and wp air va lve bod y: Rl'. inr<>rcl'.d nylon , availabl e also in
- r\dd i Eional Accessori es:

0-025 Combination Wastewater Air Valve:

1. \X' ith a On e-way, OuE-onl y arrachm em , allO\NS for air di scharge

- \X/orkin g pn~ss ure range: O.O 'i - 10 bar.

o n ly, preve ncs :tir inuke.

- T es Ein g press ure: 16 ba r.

.2. \X 1 irh a Vacuum Bre;1k er, ln -o nl v ;m:ichm em , allows for air

- i\lax irnum wo rkin g Eempe rarure: 60" C.

imak e on lv, prevc nrs air di sc harge.

- i'v la ximum inEermirrenr Ee rn pe rarnre: <>0° C.

3. \Vich a :-,.Jo n-SL1111 dischargl'.- d1roEd ing artachm l'. m, allows for frcl'.

- A co mb inati o n :1ir va lve for was Eewate r, with a large air & vacuum

air inEak e, rhrordes air disc harge .

orifice and a small a ir release orifi ce in teg rarecl into o ne bod y.
- ' I he uni qu e des ign of rh e va lve prcvcn rs co nracr berwec n rh c

Note

wasreware r a nd rh e sealin g mec hanism by c rearin g an air gap ar rhe

- ·1he D-02'i \13 .1ir va lve is intended for use wirh raw waHcw.Her.

rnp of rhe va lve. ·1hcsc foarnrc~ Jrc achieved by:

Fo r use'. w irh agg ress ive liquid ,, pl ease co n., ul r with our app li carion

I . The conical body shape: des igned co ma in rain th e max imum

engin l'.ers or wirh rh e marketing depr.

cli sr:rn ce berwce n Eh e liquid and rh c scali ng mechani sm and sril l

- Fo r bes t ,u it.1bili tv , it is reco mmended to ,e nd th e Huid c he mi c.ti

obta in minimum bodv le ngrh.

propl'. rti es alon g w irh d1 l'. val ve requesr.

.2. Independent spring-guided linkage between the lower Roat/

rod assembly and the upper Roat sealing mechanism: allows free
rnove mcnr of rhc Aoar and rod. Vibrarion s and movem e nt of the
lower Hoa r due ru turbulen ce will no t un seal the up pe r Hoar :,ealin g
mechani sm .

.3 . The Rolling Seal mechani.~ m: less sc nsiri ve co press ure
diffe renti al s rhan <I direc r Hoar ,eal. Ir .1cco mp lishes thi s by havin g

J

comparably la rge o rifi ce for a w ide press ure r:inge (up ro IO bar) .

--i. Funnel-shaped lower body: des igned

EO

e nsure rhac res idue

wasrewate r maner w ill fa ll back inro th e sysrl'.m a nd be carri l'. d away
by t he main pipe.
- D ynam ic d l'.s ign a ll ows fo r hi gh capacity air di scharge w hil e
preve nrin g premarure closure.
- All inner me tal parts mad e of suinl ess sreel . Float made of
composite m:u l'. ri als.

Advantages and Benefits
- Relari ve lv li ghrwe ighr a nd cn n ven ienr ro in srall.
- Sub-surface i nsra l lac ion.
- Low in stal larion cos rs:
I. :-,.,Jo need for ex pen sive'., large excava tion .
2. :-,.,Jo need for ex pe nsive, hum a n-access ib le man hob,.
- Low ,\ 1ain te nan ce costs:
I . :-,.,Jo need for , pl'.c ia li zl'.d too ls or sare tv cquipm e nr.
2. On<:'. perso n fo r operation a nd nu inre nance.

J. C: ll'.an :rnd e nvironm l'. ntall v fri endl y.

-1. C:o mp lere Sl'. rvice and maime nan ce syste m , includin g .rn integ ral
di s,isse mbl y mec h.111i,m to ensure e<t,y b.1c k 1-lu, hing and ,l'.rv i<- in g.
whil e'. redu cin g d1 l'. nel'.d for spa r<:'. chan geabl e valves .
- Sa re in ope ration:
1. C ready redu ce, rh e dan gl'. r o f con cacr with loca l J·iuna - "1akl'.,
a nd ,co rpion s, ecc!

- Upo n o rdai ng, p lease spec ify: mod el, sizl'.. workin g p ress ure,
th rcacl and HJn ge st,111dard ,111d ryµ e of liq ui d .

A

D-025-SB

A.R.I.

UNDERGROUND AIR VALVE SYSTEM
PARTS LIST AND SPECIFICATION
Material

No. Part
I.

Discharge Oucler

2.

Valve Bo x Cove r

Polvprop vlene
Polye cl1 ylene

.3.

Ball Valve I 1/2''

S[a inless S[ee l 30'-I

-1.

l1 ress ure Rel ief Valve

S[ain less S[ee l _, l (J

5.

Lifrin g Hand le

Srain less S[el.'. I 30-!

Back Flushin g ,-\sse mb ly

J>o iyerhvlene

( )perarin g Rod

S[ain less Sree l 30-1

8.

D-025 Air Va lve

see below

LJ .

Sli din g i) isc Valve w/ C ear Bo x

D l+S'IS l" +E PD i'v l

G.

B

/ST ST + ST ST + EPD i'v l
I 0.

Adap to r - Qu ick C onn ec rnr .3"

Sra inl ess Sree l 3 1(J

11 .

·'T " l< ev

Srainl ess Sree l 30'-I

12.

Safery Handl e

Sra inl ess S[ee l 3 1(J

13.

Va lve Bo x

Po lye rh ylene

l -1.

Fl;tn gl.'. _3'' --i''

C
D

Reinfo rced ~y lon
/S rainless S[eel 3 1(>

A

0-025 PARTS LIST AND SPECIFICATION
Material

No. Part
I.

Air Release Oucler

l1 olypropylene

2.

Ro ll in g Seal Asse mb ly

Reinfo rced ~y lon

3.

Floar

Foa med Po lypropylene

4.

C l:Jmpin g Srem

Reinfo rced :s!y lon

'i.

Body

Rein fo rced :s!y lon

Do med :sl ur

Srai nk:ss Sree l 3 1(>

().

+

EPDi'v l + ST ST

0 - Rin g
8.

Sro pper

Po lypropylene

l)_

Sprin g

S[ai nless S[ee l 3 1(i

10.

Was her

Sra i n less Sree l 3 16

11.

Sre m

ScJ.i n less Sree l 3 16

12.

Bodv

R.:sl I ST ST / Duc[i le Iro n

13.

Floar

FoJ. med Po lypro pylene

l-1 .

0 - Rin g

BU:s/A-:s/

l 'i.

Cla mp

R.:s/. Body

Reinfo rced :s!y lon
+

s·I· s·1· I DI Bod v

Suin les, S[eel 3 16

S[ai n les, Sr ee l .3 1(J

I() ,

!t ill Valve

Sea i nles, S[ee l .1 I (J

1- .

Base
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AIR AND VACUUM FLOW RATE

Sample Installation Scheme
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DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS

Model

Weight Kg.

Dimensions

Orifice Area mm 2

A

B

C

D

RN Body

Auto.

1.800

448

970

875

806

JG.3

12

804

LIOOO

448

11 70

1075

1006

Y-J.3

12

804

I

A/V
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Basic lnstructio~s for Operation and Maintenance

SB UND ERGRO UND AIR VALV E SYSTE M
SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS
I.

l<-nuw and und c r~r.a nd r.h c prud ucr. bd -,)re in stalli ng a11d rrn.t.inrena nce wu rk .
.\l \vays use rhc co rrec r pcrsu nal safc ry cc1uipmc nr.
Due ca uriu n is rcL1uircd r~ir asscrnhl y cxr.rac ri u n frum and in scrti ,H1 in r.o r. hc

3.

V:dve Bo x .
He ca reful n, H ru carch h, >dy pan s u r clo rhin g durin g ass em bly exrrac ri<rn and
1n scrri o n .

..J..

\'v hcn W<Hking near rh c Valve i)<>X, he ca r<J ul nn r ru d rn p <>hj ccrs inro rh c Va lve

Bo x - e.g. roul s, mo bile ph u nes. deb ri s ere.
VERY IMPORTANT: Do not attempt to turn or release the assembly before
you have closed the shut-off disc valve (s ec s tep #1 in the section below
"Removal of air valve as s emb ly ... " ) and released press ure (sec step #2 in the
s ection below "Removal of air va lve assembly... ")

~a mple

INSTALLATION
I.

Th e S l-3 l '11derg rn und .\ir Valve Sys rem is co nn ccr.ed r.o the main lin e. The re is
nu need ro in srall a sepa. rarc is<>lar.in g valve ar rh e c,) nn cc ri o 11 from rhe main ro
rh e SB unir. Th e unir includ es ir.s own i~.,lating slidin g di sc valve. Please rd.e r i< >
rh c full Sl1 l ' nd e rgro und ,\ir Valve Sys re m I<) .\ I .\ lan ua l ri>r dera iled direc r.i o ns
0 11 proper in sra ll ari u n ,>f rh e unir.
IOM .\ lanuals for rhc specifi c air valves tn rhc unir arc o b tained separatelv

h g. l.\
J,o cked

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS - l ' nd c rg m un d ,\ir Valve !( ;cncral,
Initial operation
I. .\ lake sure rh ar rh e \ir Valve .\ ss emh ly i~ in the locked p,>siti o n r,h e yell O\v
indi ca r.nr plare is po sirio ncd r.,> the righr u f rh e gea r box.1 - sec h g. I,\ . Luc king
is ca rri ed •> ur hy rnta rin g th e 1\it· Valve ,\ ssemb ly in a co untercloc kwise
directio n.
( :!use the Press ure Release Valve ! h g. 3 # 4 i.
3. <:lose rh e 11 / ' 1h 11 Valve ( r:i g .) # 2 1 o n the backwas h assemb ly.
"~- Open r.h c disc valve I h g. 3 # <J 1 by full y turnin g the <)pcraru r Rod / l·ig. 3 # 3 , in
a co unr crcluc lrn,isc direc ri o n
Removal of the Air Valve Assembly from the Valve Box: for air valve
maintenance
I. <:i( )sc the Di sk Valve rJ•ig. ."> # 81 hy arrachi11 g rh c "']'' l<cy ! l ·ig ."> # 11 1 ro r.hc
uppe r end ()f rhc ( lpera ror Rud r Fig. 3 # 3 i a11d full y r.urnin g in a d >e kwi:-: L.:
direc ri,m .
( )pen the Press ure Release \ 'alve I I ·ig. 3 # { ,
3. <) pen rhc 11 / ' 1h 11 Valve r h g. 3 # 2 i <> fl rh e bac kwas h asscrn bly.
..J.. ~li clc the "T" k ey i l•ig. 3 # 11 , ,>n rhe srainl ess srecl handle uf the asse mbl y
unril ir locb in p lace rSec h g. 21.
., . l ' nluc k rhe ,\ir Valve .\ s~crn hl y by rota rin g the "T" l( ey an d .\ir \ 'alve
, \ ss embl y in a cloc kwise dir ccrjon - sec h g. 11\ I( :.

1:ig. l B

Passing through
sa fe ty mechanism

'

() .

I .ifr and remu vc rhc . \ ir \'a lvc \ sscm bly fro m rhc v;d ve box housing I I·ig. 3 #.) ,.
J>crf" rm ,rnunr cn:tn cc " 17 the air valve , Rcfr r r,> rhc specifi c a1r v:il ve
ma111 tc 11ance manual ,.

Return the air valve assembly to the Valve Box:
I.
l)L.:forc beginning - grca~c well the 0 - Rings <Hl rl1 c \d ap re r , h g . ."> # 8 ,.
' ln scrr rhe .\ ir \ ·alvc , ~~ em bl v inr() the l)i ~c \a lvl' rl,. ig. ."> # <) i
l .ock rhe \ir \a lvc \ ~scrn hl : inro the Di sc \ alvc hy ro rating rhe "T' l( cv 1l·ig.
."> # I I , and . \ ir \ 'alvc \ ~~e mhl y in a cou nrcrcloc kwise d irccr i, >ll - sec 1:ig. 11'),
I .\
..j.

1:ig. l C
L'nlocked

PARTS LIST
No.
I.

Part
Va lve Bo x C,)ver

1h11 \ alve 112 "
5.
--1.

( )pcraror RuJ
Press ure Release Va lve
V,d ve Box

Ci .

Back i-: lushin g ,-\sse mbl y

8.

( >- Rin gs

lJ .

I )i sc Val ve

Adaptor - Q ui ck Co nn ec tor

I 0.

i-:Lrn ge

11 .

"' I" l<e y

Fig. 3

TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE
PROBLEM

REASON

SOLUTION

I . Th e ,\ir Valve
,\ sse mb ly can 't be
re muved r·ro m the Disc
Va lve

_\, Iec han ical in rerfr rence

I . Rora te the ,\i.r \/;_Li ve .\ ss embly co unrerclockwise to rh e locked
posiri nn I I·ig. I\ ,
2 . .\ lake sure rhat the I ) isc Valve is in the clused posirion
r"l-"ig. 3 # ') ,
3. Release Pressu re:
3. 1. ()pen rh e Press ure Release Valve ! l ·ig. 3 # -1- 1 .
3.2. ( )pen th e I 1 / ' ball valve 1 1-'ig. 3 # 2; .
..J.. RtHa re the air valve assem bl y clockwise ro rhe o pen r os iti u n sec l·ig. I B, I< :.

2. \'v"h e n openin g rh e Ball
Va lve, warcr co nr in ues
tu Ht)W rhrough thl' ha ck
flu sh ,t::i::iemb ly.

T he Disc Valve is nur
full y closc J u r has debris.

I . .\-lake sure the ba ck Hu sh L·h l l V:i lve \ h g. 3 # 2 1 is clnsed
' I·ull y upe n rhen, r·ully close rh e Disc Val ve r I·ig. 3 #') ,

3. Th e air va lve
co nrim1 ous ly leaks wa 1-c r
wirh rhe opening of the
Di sc \ "a lvc

.,

\ir valve malfun c1·i<>11

I. l·"ollow ( )pcrati ng In stru ction s for "" l\emo va l of rhc ,\ir Val ve
\ sse mh ly fr u rn rhc \ "alvc !~,i x lwus ing"
2. _\,fainta in rlic air valve 1Sec specifi c air valve maintenan ce
ma 11ual _1

A.R.I.

A.R.I. FLOW CONTROL ACCESSORIE S Ltd .
www .a rivalves .com ari @ari .co.il Tel 972-4-6761988

Basic Instruct ions for Operation and Maintenance
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SPRING LAKE SEWER DISTRICT PHASE 2 SANITARY SEWER EXTENSION
PROJECT COST ESTIMATE
TOWN OF ULSTER, ULSTER COUNTY, NY
Revised June 10, 2022
Item No. Quantity
Unit
Description of Work

Unit Price

Amount

1

1

Lump Sum Maintenance & Protection of Traffic *

$

27,500.00 $

27,500.00

2

1

Lump Sum Site Preparation *

$

14,000.00 $

14,000.00

3

1

$

7,000.00 $

7,000.00

4

540

$

140.00 $

75,600.00

5

960

$

155.00 $

148,800.00

6

360

$

100.00 $

36,000.00

7

610

$

85.00 $

51,850.00

8

100

Lump Sum Erosion & Sediment Control *
3" Dia. HDPE Low Pressure FM by Drilling in
LF
Lucas Avenue *
Combined 2” and 3" Dia. HDPE Low Pressure FM by
LF
Directional Drilling in Lucas Avenue *
Combined 2” and 3'' Dia. HDPE Low Pressure FM by Open
LF
Cutting in Maxwell Lane*
2'' Dia. HDPE Low Pressure FM by Open Cutting in Maxwell
LF
Lane*
CY
Trench Rock Excavation *

$

180.00 $

18,000.00

9

400

CY

$

45.00 $

18,000.00

10

4

Each

$

1,175.00 $

4,700.00

11

1

Each

$

3,450.00 $

3,450.00

12

1

Each

3,450.00 $

3,450.00

13

8

Each

1,050.00 $

8,400.00

14

1

Each

Terminal Flushing Connection (Furnished and Installed) *
$
1 ¼'' x 2'' and 1 ¼'' x 3'' Electrofusion Tapping Tees (Furnished
$
and Installed) *
Install Air Relief Valve **
$

2,500.00 $

2,500.00

15

120

LF

16

1

17

240

18

150

19

Pre GPD

20

1

Each

21

24

Each

22

14

23
24

Backfill *
2” and 3'' Ball Valve Assemblies (Furnished and
Installed) *
In-Line Flushing Connection (Furnished and Installed) *

1 1/4" and 1 1/2” Dia. HDPE Service Pipe by Open Cut *

$

70.00 $

8,400.00

Each

Repair to Lucas Avenue Gravity Sewer *

$

40,000.00 $

40,000.00

Tons

Pavement Restoration *

$

200.00 $

48,000.00

$

5.50 $

825.00

$

40,000.00 $

40,000.00

9,873.00 $

9,873.00

5,829.00 $

139,896.00

Each

3'' Air Relief Valve (Furnish) ****
$
Model WH101-92 Simplex Grinder Pump Station ****
$
(Furnish) Including Saccoman Dr & Spring Lake Drive
Model WH472-92 Duplex Grinder Pump Station **** (Furnish) $

12,128.00 $

169,792.00

1

Each

Model WH484-92 Quadplex Pump Station**** (Furnish)

$

24,825.00 $

24,825.00

8

Each

Lateral Kit Assemblies **** (Furnish)

$

513.00 $

4,104.00

Sub-Total

$

904,965.00

Construction Contingencies (10% of Sub-Total)
Construction Sub-Total

$
$

90,497.00
995,462.00

Engineering Construction Inspections (Lump Sum Estimate)

$

42,000.00

Construction Total

$ 1,037,462.00

Engineering Design, Survey, Bidding, and Contract Administration (8.4% of Construction Total)

$

87,000.00

Grant Administration Services (Lump Sum)

$

48,000.00

Technical and Administrative Total

$

135,000.00

Per 1000 Gal Water *
Lump Sum Capacity Purchase from Washington Avenue SD***

TOTAL PROJECT COST

$ 1,172.462.00

* 3 Party Contractor Labor and Materials Only. (Assumes applicability of prevailing rates.)
** Equipment/Component Purchase Via Town of Ulster and Installation Via 3rd Party Contractor Labor and
Materials. (Assumes applicability of prevailing rates.)
*** Intermunicipal Agreement.
**** Equipment/Component Purchase Via Town of Ulster Only.
rd

